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Preface

Egyptian religion aroused the interest of the West long be-

fore the hieroglyphs were deciphered. The fabulous an-

tiquity of Egyptian civilization and its stupendous ruins

have always suggested a background of profound wisdom.

Plutarch set the fashion of writing under that impression,

and it has continued to the present day. But the decipher-

ment of the documents has disappointed centuries of ex-

pectation: it revealed a remarkable lack of philosophical

content, at least in a form which we can assimilate. Instead

the texts introduce us to an apparent jungle of rehgious

matter, so impenetrable to our understanding that Egyptol-

ogists have increasingly shunned the task of interpretation.

Erman, the first to base a description of Egyptian religion

on a full understanding of the language, gave in 1905 a mas-

terly but patronizing account of weird myths, doctrines, and

usages, while the peculiarly religious values which these

contained remained hidden from his lucid rationalism.^

Breasted succeeded in taking Egyptian religion seriously,

but only at the cost of its integrity; he described in 1912 a

"Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt"

towards ethical ideals which pertain to bibhcal but not to

ancient Egyptian religion. ^ Since then interpretation has

1 Adolf Erman, Die Religion der alten Aegypter, ihr Werden und Ver-

gehen in vier Jahrtausenden ( Berlin, 1934 ). The original edition was trans-

kted by A. S. Griffith: A Handbook of Egyptian Religion ( London, 1907).
2 James Henry Breasted, Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient

Egypt (New York, 1912). This book, a pioneer work at the time of its
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lagged. W. B. Kristensen in Leiden continued the elucida-

tion of specific symbols, but the most prolific writers—Kees

and his followers—assumed towards our subject a scien-

tist's rather than a scholar's attitude : while ostensibly con-

cerned with religion, they were really absorbed in the task

of bringing order to a confused mass of material.

Men of this school have dominated the subject for the

last twenty or thirty years; ^ they possess a splendid knowl-

edge of tlie texts and have enriched our information greatly.

But in reading their books you would never think that the

gods they discuss once moved men to acts of worship. More-

over, they deny—explicitly or by implication—that one can

speak of Egyptian religion as such. They see a number of

unrelated local cults which existed side by side; and they

even succeed in explaining the fact that certain beliefs were

held by all Egyptians without referring to religion at all.

According to their view (and it is widely accepted today)

the nation-wide validity of a doctrine was always the con-

sequence of political power, exercised at one time or an-

other by the city of its origin. These men, therefore, evade

the problem altogether; for when we ask how people in

the vanguard of civilization could believe what their docu-

ments proclaim, it is not relevant to answer that the Amon
priests at Thebes induced a king of Theban origin to propa-

gate the cult of Amon.

publication, is still valuable. In Breasted's later treatment of the same sub-

ject, The Dawn of Conscience (New York, 1934), the evolutionary bias

characteristic of his generation carried him away, but this tendency was
checked in the earlier work by the close contact with the actual texts which
he maintained throughout.
8 Jacques Vandier, La religion egyptienne, " 'Mana'; introduction k I'his-

toire des religions" ( Paris, 1944 ) is the best up-to-date handbook of Egyp-
tian religion. It gives a full account of the present state of our knowledge
and of the prevalent theories, and although Vandier does not reject these,

he does indicate in several places their inherent improbability or their

hypothetical character.
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Scholars who deal with our subject in this manner not

only ignore religion as a phenomenon sui generis, but are

unable to see the wood for the trees. The unity of the Egyp-

tian people is an established fact with respect to language,

material culture, and even physique. It would be absurd

to assurne that there did not exist a corresponding imity in

the domain of the spirit. We shall, in fact, attempt to dis-

cover that unity in the course of this book. We shall go be-

yond the local and temporal differences in cults and dog-

mas, and look for those trends and qualities that seem to

have shaped the character of Egyptian rehgion as a whole.

This means, of course, that we shall have to disregard a

great many details, however interesting they may be. We
shall have to concentrate on what appear to have been the

main religious preoccupations—sometimes the religious ob-

sessions—of a highly civilized people. And we shall find

that it is possible to view the monstrous as well as the pro-

found in Egyptian religion—with amazement perhaps, but

also with respect.

It will appear, moreover, that the Egyptian doctrines are

not without coherence. They were rooted in a single basic

conviction, to wit that the universe is essentially static. The

Egyptian held that he lived in a changeless world. It is ir-

relevant that his view, whether it be applied to nature or

to society, seems untenable to us. What matters is that the

Egyptian held it, and that it informed not only his theology

but also his moral and political philosophy. Not as an artic-

ulate doctrine, but nevertheless decisively, it determined

the forms he gave to his state and his society, to his litera-

ture and his art. In fact, we have recognized the Egyptian's

view of the world only through the study of those forms,

and we are summarizing in this Preface, not an a priori
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opinion, but the conclusion reached in the course of work

which extended over a number of years. In this book we

have, as it were, approached the Egyptians' behefs from five

distinct directions and found each time that these beliefs

possessed a clearly recognizable individuahty. The pecul-

iar character of Egyptian religion appeared to derive pre-

cisely from an implicit assumption that only the changeless

is ultimately significant.

It is true, of course, that Egyptian beliefs were in them-

selves subject to change; but we have not discussed those

which were peculiar to a limited period. It may one day be

possible to write a history of Egyptian religion describing

the changes which it underwent in the course of time. At

present we are still endeavoring to recognize what was the

subject of those changes. Before tracing the history we

should establish the identity of Egyptian religion.

It may be argued that such an attempt is, even now, pre-

mature: many texts are still unpublished, others are only

preserved in fragments, others again are obscure. But we

have gradually come to reject this view as defeatist. During

many years of constant preoccupation with religious phe-

nomena of the Ancient Near East we have become increas-

ingly convinced that the material allows us to define at least

some essentials of Egyptian beliefs. Moreover, the textual

difficulties are not the main obstacle to our understanding

—if they were, it would be presumptuous for an archaeolo-

gist to deal with the subject at all. Those difficulties are ag-

gravated by the limitations which a nineteenth-century

viewpoint—whether evolutionary or rationalistic—im-

posed upon scholars who were the otherwise undisputed

masters of Egyptology. We have discussed this matter at

the beginning of this Preface; the attitudes described there
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agree in obscuring the profound difference in mentality

which separates the ancients from ourselves. Yet an aware-

ness of that difference is a prerequisite of true understand-

ing, and in two recent publications an attempt has been

made to define its scope. The opening and concluding chap-

ters of The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man (Chi-

cago, 1946) describe the distinction between the mytho-

poeic thought of the ancients and the critical thought of

modem times. In Kingship and the Gods (Chicago, 1948)

we have attempted to collect and to interpret all the evi-

dence bearing on one single subject, the integration of so-

ciety and nature mediated by the king.

The present work proceeds on the assumption that these

earlier publications have justified our method by demon-

strating that ancient thought can be comprehended once

its own peculiar coherence is discovered. We have there-

fore, in this book, reduced critical remarks to a minimum.

But one general acknowledgement must be made here.

This work was written while Mrs. H. A. Groenewegen-

Frankfort was engaged upon her book. Space and Time in

the Representational Art of the Ancient Near East. Many
problems were a matter of concern to both of us, and I have

profited from our discussions in more ways than I can

specify.

The chapters which follow are enlarged versions of lec-

tures sponsored by the American Council of Learned So-

cieties.^ The illustrations—both textual and pictorial—are

fewer than I could have wished, and my statements may

* These were delivered at Chicago, Columbia, Indiana, Oregon, and Yale

universities; at Beloit, Bryn Mawr, Dropsie, Haverford, OberUn, and
Swarthmore colleges; at the Garrett BibUcal Institute, Evanston; at the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the Semitic Museum at Harvard, and the

University Museum at Philadelphia.
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consequently appear a little apodictic. But figures and quo-

tations were selected as representative examples of a large

body of evidence which could not be discussed in full with-

out changing the scope and purpose of the work. The refer-

ences to pubhshed translations of the texts should enable

the non-specialist reader to enlarge his knowledge of the

relevant material.

The crested ibis, which appears on the cover and title

page, is a hieroglyph rendering the word akh. The reader of

chapters 3 and 4 will realize why it was thought an ap-

propriate ornament for our interpretation of ancient Egyp-

tian religion.

H. Frankfort

The Oriental Institute, Chicago

Kimmeridge, near Corfe Castle, Dorset
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The Egyptian Gods

THE GODS AND THEIR SYMBOLS

Religion as we Westerners know it derives its character

and its unity from two circumstances: it centers on the

revelation of a single god, and it contains a message

which must be transmitted. The Torah, the Gospels, and

Islam contain teachings sufficiently coherent for exposi-

tion. The Gospel and Islam must, moreover, be preached

to the unconverted. In the whole of the ancient world

there is only one religion with similar characteristics: the

monotheistic cult of the sun introduced by the heretic

Pharaoh Akhenaten. And Akhenaten was a heretic pre-

cisely in this: that he denied recognition to all but one god

and attempted to convert those who thought otherwise.

His attitude presents no problem to us; we acknowledge

a conviction too deep for tolerance. But Egyptian reli-

gion was not exclusive. It recognized an unlimited number

of gods. It possessed neither a central dogma nor a holy

book. It could flourish without postulating one basic truth.

We find, then, in Egyptian religion a number of doc-

trines which strike us as contradictory; but it is sheer pre-

sumption to accuse the ancients of muddleheadedness on

this score. In a recent book the reason and the meaning of

this apparent confusion have been explained.^ I can only

1 The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man ( Chicago, University of Chi-

cago Press, 1946),
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summarize the argmnent here in a few sentences. The

ancients did not attempt to solve the ultimate problems

confronting man by a single and coherent theory; that has

been the method of approach since the time of the Greeks.

Ancient thought—mythopoeic, "myth-making" thought

—

admitted side by side certain limited insights, which were

held to be simultaneously valid, each in its own proper

context, each corresponding to a definite avenue of ap-

proach.. I have called this "multiplicity of approaches,"

and we shall find many examples of it as we proceed. At

the moment I want to point out that this habit of thought

agrees with the basic experience of polytheism.

Polytheism is sustained by man's experience of a uni-

verse alive from end to endj. Powers confront man wher-

ever he moves, and in the immediacy of these confronta-

tions the question of their ultimate unity does not arise.

There are many gods—one cannot know how many; a

small handbook of Egyptian religion enumerates more

than eighty. How, then, are they recognized? Here we
may well use the evidence collected by anthropologists

among living believers in polytheism. It appears that

superhuman powers reveal themselves sometimes in a

curiously accidental manner. For instance, a West Afri-

can native is on an important expedition when he suddenly

stumbles over a stone. He cries out: "Ha! Are you there?"

—and takes the stone with him. The stone had, as it

were, given a hint that it was powerful, and the Negro

strengthened himself by taking possession of it.^ Under

normal conditions he might not have taken notice of the

obstacle that tripped him up, but the importance of the

2 After G. Van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and Manifestation, tr.
J.

E.

Turner (New York, 1938), p. 37.
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expedition had created the emotional tension which makes

man receptive to signs of a supernatural order.^ Note that

at the very moment that the stone reveals its immanent

power, it acquires the quality of a person, for the native

exclaims: "Are you there?" The next thing to observe is

that such impact on a power in the outside world may be

experienced as either of fleeting or of lasting significance

It will be of permanent significance especially when the

community accepts it as valid and a cult is consequently

established. For instance, an Ewe Negro enters the bush

and finds there a piece of iron. Returning home he falls

ill, and the priests explain that a divinity is manifesting

its potency in the iron and that henceforth the village

should worship it.*

It seems to me that these examples throw some hght

upon the fact that Egypt knew a large number of gods

and an astonishing variety of cult-objects. But our ex-

amples do not answer the question why certain experi-

ences acquired a lasting significance (the iron) while

others (the stone) did not. They show that we need not

expect to be able to answer this question in relation to

Egyptian cults, and we should do well to retain from our

excursion among modern savages a certain skepticism as

to the value of symbols and sacred objects as indicators

of the meaning which the gods designated may have had

for their worshipers. If many of the sacred objects seem

devoid of mystery or meaning to us, it may well be that

they were originally connected with the cult in a loose

and accidental manner, mere adjuncts to an emotional

reality from which the cult continued to draw its life but

which we can neither recapture nor reconstruct. On the

' See below, end of Chapter 2. * After Van der Leeuw.
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other hand, certain sacred objects possessed a deeper, a

truly symbohcal significance, and in such a case the rela-

tion between the deity and the object is capable of being

understood. This is so, for instance, when the name of

the goddess Isis is written as if it simply meant "throne,"

while she is also depicted with the throne as her distinctive

attribute (Figure 1).

We know that many peoples consider the insignia of

royalty to be charged with the superhuman power of king-

ship. Among these objects the throne occupies a special

place: the prince who seats himself upon it at the corona-

tion arises king. The throne "makes" the king—the term

occurs in Egyptian texts—and so the throne, Isis, is the

"mother" of the king. This expression might be viewed as

a metaphor, but the evidence shows that it was not

( Frontispiece ) . The bond between the king and the throne

was the intimate one between his person and the power

which made him king. Now a power was not recognized

objectively, as the result of an intellectual effort on the

part of man. We have seen that the power reveals itself;

it is recognized in the relationship of "I and thou"; it has

the quality of a person.^ The throne which "made" the

king is comprehended as a mother, and thus it may be

the object of profound and complex feelings. If we should

try to resolve the complexity, we should merely be falsi-

fying the evidence. We can neither say that Isis was

originally the throne personified, nor that the throne ac-

quked a transcendental quality because it was conceived

as a mother. The two notions are fundamentally corre-

lated, and mythopoeic thought expresses such a bond as

identity. The throne made manifest a divine power which

8 The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, Ch. I.
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changed one of several princes into a king fit to rule. The
awe felt before this manifestation of power became articu-

late in the adoration of the mother-goddess. There is no

question of any evolution from a simpler to a complex

notion. Complexity is of the essence of the relationship

between man and deity. As early as the First Dynasty a

Pharaoh calls himself "son of Isis." ® We do observe a

historical development, but that concerns not the goddess

but her cult. Originally Isis was significant only in her

relation to the king; subsequently—and especially through

the myth of Osiris, which we shall discuss later—she

brought consolation to all men, and three thousand years

after the first appearance of her name in Egypt, monu-

ments were being erected to her throughout the Roman
Empire, up to its very borders on the Rhine and the

Danube.
\

Our discussion of Isis illustrates one possible relation-

ship between the gods and their symbols. Another pos-

sibility, as we have said already, is that the symbol lacks

all deeper significance. This thought is especially disturb-

ing because the symbols loom very large in our sources;

in fact, they constitute in the case of many a god all

—

or almost all—we know about him. Moreover, since sym-

bols are definite and distinct, they offer a delusive hold to

modern research. And so one talks glibly of fetishes, sun-

gods, ram-gods, falcon-gods, and so forth—as if the pre-

cision of those terms had any reference to the gods them-

selves! We must not generalize in this manner. Sometimes

the symbol tells us something about a god, sometimes it

does not; and mostly the evidence on hand does not allow

" W. M. Flinders Petrie, The Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty ( London,

1901). II. PI. II. Nos. 13, 14.
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US to decide one way or the other. But in any case the use

of classificatory or generic terms in connection with the

gods bars the road to understanding; for this can only be

reached, if at all, by a circumspect interpretation of each

individual case.

SACRED ANIMALS AND OTHERNESS

There is one generic term which is most difiBcult to avoid

when we discuss Egyptian religion. That is the word

"animal-gods." It should not be used, as we shall show

in a moment. But we must admit—and the Greek, Roman,

and early Christian writers too were struck by the fact

—that animals play an altogether unusual role in Egyp-

tian religion. We cannot evade the issue by referring back

to what we said a moment ago, namely, that the origin of

cults is beyond our ken and that we shall never know how
certain gods came to be associated with certain animals.

There are too many gods showing such an association and

their cult is too widespread for us to pretend to under-

stand Egyptian religion without at least a tentative ex-

planation of this its most baflBing, most persistent, and to

us most ahen feature.

It is wrong to say that the worship of animals is a sur-

vival from a primitive stratum of Egyptian religion. This

view is often encountered and is supported by some

plausible arguments. It is said that these cults are often

of purely local significance; that they sometimes center

on quite insignificant creatures like the centipede or the

toad (Figure 6); and that we must therefore place the

sacred animals on a par with certain sacred objects, hke

the crossed arrows of the goddess Neith, and consider all
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these symbols as mere emblems of—and means of promot-

ing—tribal unity. Some scholars have even interpreted

them as totems. But the characteristic features of totem-

ism, such as the claim of descent from the totem, its sacri-

fice for a ceremonial feast of the clan, and exogamy, can

not be found in Egyptian sources."^ Moreover, any treat-

ment of the sacred animals which stresses their local or

political significance at the expense of their religious im-

portance flies in the face of the evidence. It is undeniable

that there is something altogether peculiar about the mean-

ing which animals possessed for the Egyptians. Elsewhere,

in Africa or North America, for example, it seems that

either the terror of animal strength, or the strong bond,

the mutual dependence of man and beast (in the case of

cattle cults, for instance), explains animal worship. But

in Egypt the animal as such, irrespective of its specific

nature, seems to possess religious significance; and the sig-

nificance was so great that even the mature speculation of

fater times rarely dispensed with animal forms in plastic or^

Hterary images referring to the god^.

But there was nothing metaphorical in the connection

between god and animal in Egypt. It is not as if certain

divine qualities were made articulate by the creature, in

the way the eagle elucidates the character of Zeus. We ob-

serve, on the contrary, a strange link between divinity

and actual beast, so that in times of decadence animal wor-

ship may gain a horrible concreteness. Then one finds

mummified cats, dogs, falcons, bulls, crocodiles, and so

forth, buried by the hundreds in vast cemeteries which fill

the Egyptologist with painful embarrassment—^for this,

7 A. van Gennep, L'Etat actuel du prohUme totemique (Paris, 1922).
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we must admit, is polytheism with a vengeance. Never-

theless, these are grotesque but significant symptoms of a

characteristic trait in Egyptian rehgion.

( To understand this trait, we should first realize that the

I
relation between a god and his animal may vary greatly.

If Horus is said to be a falcon whose eyes are sun and

moon and whose breath is the cooling north wind, we may
think that this was a mere image to describe an impressive

god of the sky. But the god was depicted as a bird from

the earliest times and was apparently beheved to be mani-

fest either in individual birds or in the species (Figure 7).

Thoth was manifest in the moon, but also in the baboon

(Figure 3) and in the ibis (Figure 4), and we do not

know whether any relations were thought to exist between

these diflFerent symbols, and if so, what they were.® The

relation between the Mnevis bull and the sun-god Re, and

between the Apis bull and the earth-god Ptah, was differ-

ent again. Ptah was never depicted as a bull or beheved

to be incarnate in a bull; but the Apis bull was called

"The living Apis, the herald of Ptah, who carries the truth

upwards to him of the lovely face (Ptah)." The Mnevis

bull bore a similar title in connection with Re. We haye

to deal here, moreover, not with a species considered

sacred, but with one individual identified by certain marks,

not as the incarnation, but as the divine servant of the

god. Other deities were regularly imagined in animal shapes

but even in their case the incarnation did not limit—it

did not even define—their powers. Anubis, for instance,

* In Fig. 3 the baboon carries the moon symbol on his head; in Fig. 4 the

ibis is confronted by two small baboons flanking the goddess Maat. Thoth
as scribe of the gods is closely associated with this personification of divine

order, truth, justice ( pp. 53 ff . ) . Thoth and Maat also appear together in

the sun boat, which follows an unalterably "right" course. It is the associa-

tion of moon, baboon, and ibis which remains obscure.
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was most commonly shown as a reclining jackal but lie was

by no means a deified animal. Already in the earliest texts

in which he is mentioned, he appears as the god of the

desert cemeteries. He ensured proper burial and when
mummification became common he counted as the master

of embahmnent. The god was depicted in papyri and reliefs

with a human body and a jackal's head ( Figure 2 )

.

Such hybrid forms are common in Egyptian art and the

usual evolutionary theory explains them as "transitional

forms," intermediate between the "crude" cult of animals

and the anthropomorphic gods of a more enhghtened age.

This theory ignores the fact that the earhest divine statues

which have been preserved represent the god Min in hu-

man shape." Conversely, we find to the very end of Egypt's

independence that gods were befieved to be manifest in

animals. The goddess Hathor appears, for instance, in late

papyri and even in royal statues as a cow ( Figure 12 ) . Yet

she was rendered already in the First Dynasty, on the Pal-

ette of Narmer, with a human face, cow's horns, and cow's

ears. This early appearance of human features was to be

expected, for a god is personified power, and personifica-

tion need not, but easily may, call up the human image.

In any case, the gods were not confined to a single mode

of manifestation. We have seen that Thoth appeared as

moon, baboon, and ibis. He was also depicted as an ibis-

headed man (Figure 5). To speak here of a transitional

form seems pointless. There was no need for a transition.

The god appeared as he desired, in one of his known mani-

festations. On the other hand, there was a definite need

to distinguish deities when they were depicted in human

•Petrie, Koptos (London, 1896), Pi. V, 4; J. Capart, Primitive Art in

Egypt, tr. A. S. Griffith (Philadelphia. 1905), Fig. 166.
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shape, and in such an array the ibis-headed figure identi-

fied Thoth. I suspect that the Egyptians did not intend

their hybrid designs as renderings of an imagined reahty

at all and that we should not take the animal-headed gods

at their face value. These designs were probably picto-

grams, not portraits. Hathor, usually depicted as a cow
( Figures 12, 25 ) , a woman's face with cow's ears ( Figure

11), or as a woman wearing a crown of cow's horns (like

Isis in the Frontispiece), appears very rarely as a cow-

headed woman (Figure 14); the meaning would be: This

is the goddess who is manifest in the cow.^*^ The animal-

headed figures are quite unorganic and mechanical; it

makes no difference whether a quadruped's head (Figures

2, 14), an ibis' neck (Figure 5), or a snake's forepart

emerge from the human shoulder. That again would be

easily explained if they were only ideograms, and this in-

terpretation is corroborated by the truly vital character

of the few monsters invented by the Egyptians: Taurt

(Figure 13), for instance, is convincing even though she

is composed of incongruous parts : the head of a hippopot-

amus, the back and tail of a crocodile, the breasts of a

woman, and the claws of a lion.

Our rapid survey of the various relationships between

gods and animals in Egypt does not clarify the role of

the latter. But the very absence of a general rule and the

variety of the creatures involved suggests, it seems to me,

that what in these relationships became articulate was an

underlying religious awe felt before all animal life; in

other words, it would seem that animals as such pos-

10 Occasionally the graphic representations influence the texts in their turn

so that they read as if the animal-headed form did exist. The same is true

of the human-headed Ba-bird; see p. 97 below.
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sessed religious significance for the Egyptians, Their at-

titude might well have arisen from a religious interpreta-

tion of the animals' otherness. A recognition of otherness

is imphed in all specifically religious feehng, as Otto ^* has

shown. We assume, then, that the Egyptian interpreted

the nonhuman as superhuman, in particular when he saw

it in animals—in their inarticulate wisdom, their cer-

tainty, their unhesitating achievement, and above all in

their static reality. With animals the continual succession

of generations brought no change; and this is not an ab-

stract and far-fetched argument but something which sug-

gested itself also to Keats for instance; in the "Ode to a

Nightingale" he writes:

Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!

No hungry generations tread thee down;

The voice I hear this passing night was heard

In ancient days by emperor and clown . . .

The animals never change, and in this respect especially

they would appear to share—in a degree unknown to man
—the fundamental nature of creation. We shall see in the

following chapters that the Egyptians viewed their living

universe as a rhythmic movement contained within an

unchanging whole. Even their social order reflected this

view; in fact, it determined their outlook to such an extent

that it can only be imderstood as an intuitive—and there-

fore binding—interpretation of the world order. Now hu-

manity would not appear to exist in this manner; in human

beings individual characteristics outbalance generic re-

semblances. But the animals exist in their unchanging

species, following their predestined modes of life, irre-

" Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy (Oxford, 1943).

i-
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spective of the replacement of individuals. Thus animal

hfe would appear superhuman to the Egyptian in that it

shared directly, patently, in the static life of the universe.

For that reason recognition of the animals' otherness would

be, for the Egyptian, recognition of the divine.

This interpretation of the animal cults of Egypt requires

qualification in two respects; it depends, of course, on the

strength which the vision of an unchanging universe can

be proved to have possessed in Egypt, and it requires

therefore the cumulative evidence of the subsequent chap-

ters. And, furthermore, even if it is true that animals in

general were capable of inspiring all Egyptians with a

feeling of religious awe, that feeling assumed definite and

diflFerent forms in each of the ensuing cults. Their variety

is reflected in the relationships which were claimed to

exist between gods and animals, whether individuals or

whole species. The working out of such details falls out-

side the scope of this book. We shall merely say that some

were worshiped in a very restricted area only, while others

found recognition throughout the country.

COSMIC GODS AND HUMAN PROBLEMS

Some of the animals were even associated with the great

cosmic gods. Sun and earth; sky and air; and water, as the

element from which all life arose—these were gods which

all Egyptians recognized. It has been said that the worship

of such gods is too "advanced" to be assumed for early

times, but this theory is not only at variance with anthropo-

logical evidence, but with simple reason: If the gods are

powers who reveal themselves, it would surely be absurd

to assume that the great powers in nature would not have

been recognized as gods by all Egyptians from the begin-
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ning. We should expect these gods to differ greatly from

those to whom we have referred so far. The difference

exists but is elusive. The most obvious distinction, namely, a/

that the cosmic gods are depicted in human shape, is not ^""^

a fundamental one. On the one hand, a deity such as

Hathor, who is manifest in a cow, is also depicted in hu-

man shape. On the other hand. Nut, the sky, is depicted

as a woman, but also, in her aspect as mother of sun and

stars, as a cow; ^^ the sun may be rendered as a falcon

or a falcon-headed man wearing the sun disk as a crown.

In fact, the generic term "cosmic gods" is hardly less mis-

leading than any other generalization, for the toad Heqt,

who assisted women in childbirth ( Figiure 6 ) , was as much
a power in nature as the moon. The difference which exists \

lies, however, in the power of appeal of those great gods II

whom we have called cosmic gods. They were centersy^

around which speculative thought crystallized. The mys-

tery of animal life must needs remain ineffable. But cosmic

phenomena such as the course of sun or moon, or the

changeless rhythm of the seasons, reveal not only tran- ^
scendent power but also order. In this lies their relevancy "^Tr*

to the affairs of man. They enable man to find, intuitively

and imaginatively, answers to problems of his own exist-

ence: the problem of justice as the order of human society,

the problem of survival after death as the desired order

of human life, or even the problem of meaning as related

to the order of existence. I do not mean to suggest that

the mere observation of the sun, for instance, raised the

problem of spontaneous creation or of rebirth after death;

but it would be equally incorrect, I think, to assume that

12 On the cow as symbol of motherhood, and on the rehgious significance

of cattle images in Egypt, see my Kingship and the Gods, Ch. 14.
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such problems were articulate in man's mind before he

projected them in the sky. When the sun was an object,

not of observation but of contemplation, the problems we
mentioned became articulate in the conception of the cos-

mic god; and the attributes of the god—as distinct from the

natural phenomenon—impHed the recognition of such

problems. There is here, then, correlation in the strictest

sense of the word, a correlation such as we once before

observed in discussing Isis and the throne. But in the case

of the cosmic gods the number of possible correlations

presents a complication: While the natural phenomena are

distinct and irreducible, several among them may be sig-

nificant for one and the same problem; for instance, the

problem of life and death is correlated with the sun's daily

rising, but also with the circumpolar stars which never

set, and, yet again, with the annual sprouting of the grain.

Conversely, one single natural phenomenon may be sig-

nificant for several distinct problems: for example, the

sun's life-giving power makes him appear as the creator,

the source of all existence; but his daily rising indicates a

victory over the darkness of death, and his unalterable

course through the sky exempHfies justice.

Abstractly formulated in this manner, the coexistence

of different correlations of problems and phenomena pre-

sents no diGBculties. It is in the concrete imagery of the

Egyptian texts and designs that they become disturbing to

US; here lies the main source of the inconsistencies which

have baffled and exasperated modern students of Egyptian

religion. Let us first consider the inconsistencies which

appear when a single cosmic power, the sun, is correlated

with several problems. The sun-god, Re, is made to say in

one text where he speaks as the creator:
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Only after I came into being did all that was created come into

being.^'

Similarly a morning-hymn addresses the sun as follows:

Divine youth who came into being out of thyself.^*

But "came into being" is a colorless phrase. The Egyptian

interpreted it in terms of begetting and conceiving, and

that is natural enough, since he knew the universe to be

alive. Hence we meet the strikingly concrete image of the

creator who was

joining his seed with his body, to create his egg within his secret

self."

This conception of the creator as the absolute origin of

all does not by any means render the whole truth about

the sun. It ignores the rhythm of its daily rising which

dominates man's life. The sun was reborn every dav^Ti; Nut,

the sky, or Hathor, the primeval image of the mother as

a cow, brought him forth. Hence the following phrase in

the morning-hymns:

Hail to thee. Great One, who came forth from the Heavenly

Cow.

Or:

Thy mother Nut has borne thee.

How beautiful art thou, Re-Harakhte.

This view and the one that the sun was the creator who,

in so far as he could be said to have an origin at all, had

13 After Giinther Boeder, Urkunden zur Religion des alten Agypten (Jena,

1915), p. 108.
1* After Alexander Scharff, Aegyptische Sonnenlieder (Berlin, 1922).
" Alan H. Gardiner, "Hymns to Amon from a Leiden Papyrus," in Zeit-

schrift fUr aegyptische Sprache, 42 ( 1905 ) , 25.
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made himself—these two views are found side by side in

the same hymns. In the smi-hymn of King Haremhab, for

instance, we read:

All praise thee when thou risest radiantly at the horizon.

Thou art beautiful and young as the sun disk in the arms of thy

mother Hathor.

But a few lines further:

Thou art a divine youth, the heir of eternity,

Who begot thyself and bore thyself.

Here then we find an abrupt juxtaposition of views which

we should consider mutually exclusive. This is what I have

called a multiphcity of approaches: the avenue of preoc-

cupation with life and death leads to one imaginative con-

ception, that with the origin of the existing world to an-

other. Each image, each concept was valid within its own

context. There are more to be found in connection with the

sun. For instance, his risings could be viewed as a victory

over the powers of darkness which were also the powers

of death, and when the emphasis fell upon the triumphal

character of the sun, his rising was not viewed as due to a

passive undergoing of rebirth but as a battle maintained

by the sun standing in his boat and sailing through the sky

by day and through the underworld by night ( Figine 8 )

.

His boat is then manned by allied gods and the enemy is

Apophis, the serpent or dragon of darkness. In Haremhab's

hymn, from which we have quoted already, this aspect of

the sun is invoked when he is addressed as

Lord of Eternity within thy ship.^"

18 This and the preceding quotations are after Scharff, Aegyptische Son-

nenlieder.
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Not only in the texts, but also in their art, the Egyptians

combined the different conceptions which we have dis-

cussed. In the tomb of Seti I at Thebes, the Heavenly Cow
is depicted supported by Shu, the air (Figure 9). But the

sun is shown, not as Hathor's calf, but in his boat sailing

along the cow's body. In the cenotaph of the same king at

Abydos, there is a difFerent rendering (Figure 10) : the sky

appears as a woman bending over the earth with Shu's

support. She has borne the sun, who has fallen at her feet

( as a disk indicates ) only to take wing again as a beetle.

The beetle was beheved to create itself in the earth and

was therefore a fitting symbol for a self-created god, but

hardly for the child of the sky-goddess. And yet such quasi-

conflicting images, whether encountered in paintings or

in texts, should not be dismissed in the usual derogatory

manner. They display a meaningful inconsistency, and not

poverty but superabundance of imagination. If we see in

them failures, proof of the Egyptians' inability to achieve

intellectual synthesis, we simply misconstrue their purpose.

The Egyptians exalted their gods by dwelling on the in-

finite complexity of divine power. The hymns and designs

must be read as the reiterated statement: "This also can

truly be said of thee." I do not deny that this attitude im-

plies a certain intellectual resignation; but this feature is

counterbalanced by an unusual reverence for the concrete

phenomena, a reverence not unlike that which we observed

when discussing the worship of apimals. In Egypt all di-

vine power was immanent power.-^ i^c djg fi^UljAJUjJ( ^^O <o

This discussion of the multiplicity of approaches to a

single cosmic god requires a complement; we must con-

sider the converse situation in which one single problem is
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correlated with several natural phenomena. We might call

it a "multiplicity of answers." As an example we shall take

theproblem of creation, of the origin of existence. In Egypt

this was not an intellectual problem in the first place. On
the contrary, it was most closely related to the actuality

of man's existence, since the universe in which he hved had

gone forth, complete and unchangeable, from its maker.

Several gods were named as the primary source of exist-

ence. At Memphis, Ptah, the power in the earth, was the

creator. At Heliopolis and Hermopohs it was the power in

the sun, and at Elephantine it was said that Khnum, who
appeared as a ram, had made all living beings on a potter's

wheel, a detail which remains an enigma. The Egyptians

did not consider these views entirely incompatible. Khnum,

for instance, was often "identified" with Re, as the mod-

ern phrase has it. This identification meant, in reality, that

the creative power of Khnum—perhaps originally the sym-

bol of the procreative power of the animal kingdom—was

but another manifestation of the power which was normally

recognized in the_sun. This was expressed by calling the

god Khnum-Re. The creation story concerned with Ptah

in the Memphite Theology describes how all that exists

came into being as the uttered thought, the spoken word,

of Ptah; but in thus asserting the supremacy of the earth-

god it makes extensive use of images and thoughts evolved

in the sun-cults of Heliopolis and Hermopolis.

It is usual to call such combinations syncretistic, but the

idea of conflict implied in that term is misleading. It is

true that we find in texts of secondary importance a me-

chanical combination of incompatibles. It is true that even

the Memphite Theology, when it calls Ptah Ta tjenen,

"The Risen Land," introduces the notion of the primeval
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hill emerging from the ocean of chaos, and that it thus

uses a feature belonging originally to a solar myth. But it

does so because the notion of a piece of land which rose

up in the watery wastes gave articulation to the Memphite

belief that the earth's power is primary power and hence

the source of all existence. The Memphite Theology can-

not be said to achieve a synthesis since it admitted only

selected elements from the solar mythology. But at least it

shows very clearly that the multiplicity of approaches and

of answers did not destroy that elusive entity, Egyptian

Religion. The different correlations of phenomena and prob-

lems were championed by distinct schools of thought, but

these had much in common at all times. Theologians

might discuss whether the power in the earth or the power

in the sun, or the generative force of living creatures such

as Khnum, was primary power; the fact that creative power

was manifest in every one of these phenomena was not

contested at any point. Many of the modern discussions of

the so-caUed "syncretism" in Egyptian religion proceed as

if certain localities in Egypt worshiped a single god. This,

of course, was nowhere the case. Even if towns and prov-

inces chose one deity as their emblem, or declared Ptah or

Khnum supreme, the germs of numerous cults were present

everywhere. Many of these were more or less explicitly

adhered to throughout the land. These common cults

—

of the sun, of the falcon, of cattle—represent, in the field

of religion, the unity of the Egyptians, which is equally

tangible in the fields of linguistics, archaeology, and physi-

cal anthropology. Thus the teachings of the great theo-

logical centers presented, to the country at large, not alien

doctrines but clarified insights in which the potentialities

latent throughout Egyptian polytheism were realized.
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This more than local, this really nation-vsdde founda-

tion of advanced theological thought is especially clear

in the rise of the supreme god of the Egyptian Empire,

Amon-Re.^^ Its premise is a multiplicity of answers: the

air no less than the sun was seen to exemplify creative

power. Thebes, the capital of the empire, from time im-

memorial had worshiped the god Amon, the "Hidden One,"

manifest in the wind which "bloweth where it listeth, and

thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence

it cometh, and whither it goeth." But Amon, the wind, was

also, as breath, the mysterious source of life in man and

beast. Now the Thebans, in common with all Egyptians,

acknowledged the power in the sun, the god Re. And in

the second millennium B.C. the belief spread that this god

who ruled the days and the seasons and Amon, the "Hid-

den One," were one and the same, Amon-Re. The vahdity

of two traditional answers to the question as to where lay

the source of existence was not impaired, but the recog-

nition that the two answers were identical, that the cre-

ative power of air and the creative power in the sun were

one, was more fruitful than any line of thought followed

in former times. If this was syncretism, it was also the

closest approach to the worship of a supreme and uni-

versal god known within the scope of Egyptian polytheism.

The hymns which express the new insight are most im-

pressive and make the usual "explanation" of the rise of

Amon-Re as a result of political factors seem singularly

irrelevant.

^7 The god has been made the subject of a profound study: K. Sethe, Amun
und die acht Urgotter von Hermopolis, Abhandlunpen der preussischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Klasse (Berlin, 1929).
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THE IMMANENCE OF THE GODS AND
THE LIMITATIONS OF EGYPTIAN RELIGIOSITY

But Amon-Re, though he was a supreme god, remained

immanent in nature. To him was said:

Thine is what thou seest as hght, what thou passest through as

wind.

There is only one Egyptian dogma which clearly recog-

nizes divinity beyond, not in, the phenomena. In the

Memphite Theology,^® which proclaims Ptah, the earth-

god, the primary source of existence, creation is viewed as

a spiritual act. Ptah thought—^"in his heart," as the Egyp-

tians say—everything that exists, and the utterance of his

thought was the creative word that made his thought ma-

teriahze. Each thing was first a divine thought, then a

divine word:

Every divine word came into being through that which was

thought by the heart and commanded by the tongue.

And so all that exists is but the objectivated thought of

the creator. Moreover, all that exists continues to func-

tion through Ptah who dominates the very mechanics of

hfe:

It happened that heart and tongue prevailed over aU other

members, considering that he (Ptah) is as heart in every body,

as tongue in every mouth, of all gods, people, beasts, crawling

creatures, and whatever else lives, while he thinks as heart and

commands as tongue everything that he wishes. . . .

18 K. Sethe, Dramatische Texte zu altaegyptischen Mysterienspielen

(Leipzig, 1928); English translations of large sections of the Memphite
Theology are given in Chapter 2 of my Kingship and the Gods ( Chicago,

1948).
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And so justice is done to him who does what is liked, and evil

is done to him who does what is hated.

And so life is given to the peaceful, death to the criminal.

And so are done all labor and all arts, the action of the arms,

the going of the legs, the movement of all members, according

to the command which was thought by the heart and issued by
the tongue and which constitutes the significance of all things.

The significance of all things is, then, the divine command
that constituted them. And this divine command was not

merely concerned with generalities; it had estabHshed the

world in all its features, once and for all:

He created the local gods, he made the cities, he founded the

provincial divisions; he put the gods in their places of worship,

he fixed their offerings, he founded their chapels. He made their

bodies ( statues ) resemble that which pleased their hearts ( that

is, the forms in which they desired to be manifest). And so the

gods entered into their bodies of every kind of wood, of every

kind of stone, of every kind of clay, of every kind of thing which

grows upon him, in which they have taken form.

In the last sentence, and here alone, we get a reminder

that Ptah is the power in the earth. The wood, stone, and

other materials of which the statues are made, are said to

"grow" upon him. But this is a very tenuous link between

the story of creation as related in the Memphite Theology

and a natural phenomenon, in this case the earth and its

fertility. Ptah as creator appears as a transcendent, not an

immanent, power, and it is significant that the Memphite

doctrine did not find nation-wide adherence as did that

which centered on Amon-Re, immanent in sun and wind.

The Memphite Theology possessed a degree of abstraction

in which the Egyptians were not prepared to acquiesce.

The exactly opposite extreme, which was equally un-

acceptable to them, is represented by the sun-cult of Akh-
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enaten.^^ His god was the Aten, the disk of the sun, the

actual heavenly body before everyone's eyes, not con-

ceived, of course, as a purely physical phenomenon, since

such a conception was simply unknown to the ancients.

Nevertheless the Aten was more concrete, less spiritualized

through mythology than any other god of Egypt. All the

correlations of the sun which we have discussed retained

their validity for Akhenaten; but the conception of imma-

nence prevailed strongly over every other aspect of divine

power. Akhenaten adored but one power and refused to

accept a multiplicity of answers and, again, the Egyptians

did not acquiesce. His monotheistic zeal oflFended their

reverence for the phenomena and the tolerant wisdom

with which they had done justice to the many-sidedness

of reahty. Akhenaten's doctrine was execrated and for-

gotten a few years after his death.

The Memphite Theology and the Aten cult may be said

to define the limits of Egyptian religious feeling which

"would brook no interference with two basic truths: that

there were many gods and that they were immanent in s

nature. Only on this basis could the Egyptians combine a

profound awareness of the complexity of the phenomenal

world with that of a mystic bond uniting man and nature.

But to us the immanence of the gods limits their scope;

they appear captives of their own spheres of manifesta-

tion.

The Egyptian gods are imperfect as individuals. If we
compare two of them—say, Min and Sobek—we find, not

two personages, but two sets of functions and emblems.

18 For the sun cult of Akhenaten see J. H. Breasted, History of Egypt
(New York, 1912), Ch. XVIII;

J.
D. S. Pendlebury, Tell el-Amama (Lon-

don, 1935); Georg Steindorff and Keith C. Seele, When Egypt Ruled the

East (Chicago, 1942), Ch. XIV.
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Min was depicted as an ithyphallic man; he personified the

generative force of nature. Sobek was manifest in the croco-

dile and represented the power of the Nile to rise and fer-

tilize the land. But the hymns and prayers ^" addressed to

these gods differ only in the epithets and attributes used.

There is no hint that the hymns were addressed to in-

dividuals differing in character. This vagueness in the char-

acterization of Egyptian gods stands out most clearly ff we
compare them with the gods of Sumer, Professor Thorkild

Jacobsen has shown recently -^ that these gods retain the

grandeur of cosmic powers in texts which yet succeed in

describing them as fully developed and coherent char-

acters. EnHl, the god manffest in the storm, appears in the

myths as violent, impulsive, and incalculable. Ea, the god

manifest in water, appears cunning and helpful. The only

comparable individuality among the Egyptian gods is Isis,

but she is exceptional. An excellent example of a god who,

even conceived in the most lofty manner, retains his char-

acter of immanence, is Amon-Re. His elevation to a su-

preme and universal god was based on the realization that

no power in the universe matched the combined signifi-

cance of sun and air. The Egyptians did not see in Amon-Re

—as the Greeks saw in Zeus and the Hebrews in Jahweh

—a divinity of so exalted a character that man's relation-

ship with him necessarily became unique. We read in an

Amon hymn:

Re himself is united with his body. . . . He is the Universal

Lord, beginning of existing things. . . . No gods know his true

shape. . . . No witness is borne to him. He is too mysterious

20 Min and Sobek hymns in Roeder, Urkunden zur Religion des alien

Agypten.
2^ The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, Ch. V.
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for his glory to be revealed, too great for question to be asked

of him, too powerful to be known.^^

This is but a small fragment from a long poem which ex-

presses magnificently the feeling of rehgious awe. But it

differs in spirit from certain hymns to Zeus as well as from

the Hebrew psalms. Amon-Re's all-pervading power is

described as follows:

He lives in what Shu uplifts (the clouds) to the end of the circuit

of the sky. He enters into all trees and they become animated,

with branches waving . . . He raises heaven to furor and the

sea to revolt, and they become peaceful [again] when he comes

to peace. He brings the divine Nile to a flood when his heart

suggests it. . . . One hears his voice but he is not seen while he

lets all throats breathe. He strengthens the heart of her who is in

labor and lets the child which comes forth from her live.^'

There are phrases here, as in previous quotations, which

recall the Old Testament. But let us remember how Jahweh
made himself known to Elijah (I Kings 19:11-12):

And, behold, the Lord passed by, and a great and strong wind

rent the mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks before the

Lord; but the Lord was not in the wind: and after the wind an

earthquake; but the Lord was not in the earthquake:

And after the earthquake a fire; but the Lord was not in the

fire; and after the fire a still small voice.

Inevitably our attention remains fixed on the moving

epiphany in the last verse. But we should not overlook

the great significance of the introductory negations. Jah-

weh was not in any natural phenomenon, however majes-

tic it mightJbe. But of Amon-Re it was said: "He lives in

22 After Gardiner, "Hymns to Amon," p. 34.
23 After K. Sethe, Amun und die acht Urgbtter.
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what Shu uplifts" and heaven and sea "become peaceful

again when he comes to peace."

This comparison should elucidate what I meant when I

said that the Egyptian gods seem captives within their

own manifestations. They personify power but remain in-

complete as personages. And yet these vague and grandiose

gods were not distant and intangible; the Egyptian lived

forever within the sphere of their activijiiesi. Moreover, he

comprehended these activities to a large extent in terms

of human existence. This is a common feature in polythe-

ism. For if the universe is animated, it is best understood

in terms of human life. We have seen that the Egyptians

explained the daily appearance of the sun as its birth; the

moon waned because it was the ailing eye of Horns. When
barley was made into beer and bread, it was Osiris—^mani-

fest in the grain—who died. We shall meet such images

at every turn, and we must not interpret them as allegories,

for we cannot abstract a meaning from them without

falsifying the beliefs which they express. Images are not

ornaments or adjuncts of ancient thought. They are in-

separable from it because the ancients reached their in-

sight in a manner which was intuitive and imaginative as

much as intellectual.

The irreducible unity of image and thought is but an-

other aspect of the correlations which we have discussed

in connection with Isis and with the cosmic gods. It is

most clearly illustrated by the Egyptian beliefs in immor-

tality, which we shall discuss in Chapter 4 below. ]^Vhen.

the universe is seen, not as dead matter, but as sufiFused

with life, man's own existence—^with the critical phases

of birth, procreation, and death—imparts significance to

the cosmic phenomena and acquires a new depth in re-
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turn. When the sunset is inseparable from the thought of

death, dawn is a surety of resurrection. In this way the

immanence of the gods in nature, far from diminishing

their significance for the Egyptians, enabled a correlation

of human and natural life which was an inexhaustible

source of strength. The life of man, as an individual and

even more as a member of society, was integrated with

the life of nature, and we shall see in subsequent chapters

that the experience of that harmony was thought to be

the greatest good to which man could aspire.



2

The Egyptian State

THE EGYPTIAN CONCEPTION OF THE STATE

The Egyptian language lacked a word for "state." It could

express "country" in more ways than one, and it could

designate foreign peoples. But although Egypt is the oldest

example of what Webster calls a "body of people occupy-

ing a definite territory and politically organized under one

government," this rational definition of the word "state"

would have been meaningless to the Egyptians. It would,

for one thing, have been too anthropocentric; the Egyp-

tians did not feel that their country was just a piece of land

which they happened to occupy. The bond between them

and their land was as singular and as strong as the bond

of blood, and even political mstitun^ns wej^ inv^!"^^ "'"

a feeling of unalterable Tightness.

The Egyptian state was not a man-made alternative to

other torms of poTitlcai organization, it \Vi!> god-glven,

esfaBIished when the world was cre'aTedrana it contmued

to form part of the universal order. In the person ot Tharaoh

a superhuman being had taken charge of the^tfairs of

man. And this great blessing, which ensured the well-

being of the nation, was not due to a fortunate accicJenr

but had been foreseen in the divine plan. The monarchy
then was as old as the world, for the creator hir)ii<if^lf

^^'^

assumed kingly office on the day of creation. Pharaoh was

his descendant and his su££fiSSO»» The word "state" was
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absent from the language because all the significant as-

pects of the state were concentrated in the king. He was

the fountainhead of all authority , all power, and all wealth.

The famous saying of Louis XlV/Vetat cest mo], was levity

and presumption when it was uttered, but [could have

.been offered by Pharaoh as a statement of fact in which his

subjects f;nri rr'*''^^ It would have summed up adequately

their political philosophy.

There can be no doubt about this. The practical or-

ganization of the Egyptian commonwealth implies it; the

texts and monuments proclaim it; and it is confirmed by

the absence of any trace of revolution in three thousand

years of recorded history. Pharaoh was no mere despot

holding an unwilling people in slavery. He ruled in the

strictest sense by divme right; and any attempt to describe

tne Egyptian state irrespective of the doctrine of Pharaoh's

divinity would be fatuous. We might as well discuss a

modern democracy without reference to the doctrine of

the freedom and equality of men. We know how thor-

oughly this last doctrine has molded our mores and in-

stitutions; we shall see that the belief in the divinity of

their king similarly affected the everyday Iffe of the Egyp-

tians.

We must, then, face the fact that a basic conviction of

the Egyptians is totally alien to us. But we cannot evade

that difficulty, least of all by quasi-rational interpretations.

The doctrine of the divinity of kings has been viewed as

a consequence of a misunderstanding—a metaphor taken

literally—or as an elaborate fraud by men in power anxious

to secure its continuation by sanctifying it. Similar pseudo-

explanations have been rejected by historians and an-

thropologists alike, and the facts we are about to discuss
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will once more expose their shallowness. The doctrine of

divine kingship is only comparable to a religious creed. It

carries conviction beyond dispute, fulfills emotional needs,

and may give rise, as we shall see, to moral and intellec-

tual considerations of a high order.

I have discussed divine kingship elsewhere in detail,

and we shall consider it here only in so far as is necessary

for an understanding of the Egyptian state. Moreover, we
shall concentrate on the features which are at all times

characteristic of that state, since a discussion of historical

changes would take us too far and would not throw light

on the fundamental conception. The same applies to the

problem of origin; we shall not discuss how the Egyptian

monarchy as we know it came into being. This, too, I have

done elsewhere, but it remains a matter of conjecture,

since even the earliest texts and monuments take the rule

of a divine king for granted. We observe that the mon-

archy was always regarded as the only form of political

organization that was conceivaDie, tne realization ot a

predestined order ot society. Apparently it possessed the

compelling authority of an answer to an imconscious need,

and it must therefore have been in profound harmony with

the Egyptian mentality. It is with this in mind that we
shall attempt to understand the Egyptian state.

We shall proceed in three stages: First we shall de-

scribe the poUtical and economic organization of Egypt in

historical times as it is revealed by the documents. It will

then appear that the whole apparatus of government was

but an implement for the execution of the royal command.

We shall, in the second place, consider the omnipotent

ruler at the head of the state, and we shall find that his in-

dividuahty escapes us entirely and in every instance. Even
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in his lifetime he appears to belong to the sphere of myth

as much as to that of actuality. Consequently ( and in the

third place) we shall have to find an explanation of the

political philosophy of the Egyptians in the view they took

of the world in general.

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE STATE

The Egyptian state was highly centralized. Many decisions

were taken by the king or by his deputy, the vizier, or

could be referred back to them, but the business or gov-

ernmeni; was actually carried on by a vast body ot oHiciais .

The social status of tnese men differed in different periods,

but we can disregard these details here. Only the situation

prevailing during the early part of the Old Kingdom is

illuminating. At that time we find "royal kinsmen" through-

out the administration. The king's sons or brothers filled

the ofiBces of vizier or treasm'er or were high priests in the

main temples. Descendants of earlier kings or distant rela-

tives got less important appointments down to quite sub-

ordinate posts in the provincial administration. The usual

view that this system ensured loyalty to the throne is

contrary to the observed facts: everywhere and at aU times

the scions of great houses have caused trouble by becom-

ing pretenders. The preponderance of royal kinsmen in

the administration tollows trom the unique naiure ot the

king. Only th6S6 WhO Were ot the blood royal—in }](^wpvpr

slight a degree—^were lit to exercise authority, since all

authority was delegated royal power.

In later times this system was abandoned. But even

when the bureaucracy had no connection with the royal

house, it remained a structure pasea on aeiegated personal

power. This explains the fact that judicial and executive
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functions were often combined: "The courts of law con-

sisted of meetings of the local dignitaries under the chair-

manship of an official who presided over the trial." ^ The

courts in descending order were Pharaoh, the vizier, the

governor of a province, the local authorities. As regards

the last, one sometimes reads a few names of judges with

the addition, "the whole group of laborers," as if an un-

specified number of local worthies could take part.^ The
vizier was chief justice, in appeal and in first instance, and

was assisted by a Kenhet or council which probably func-

tioned in an advisory capacity only.^ Not only were execu-

tive and judicial functions combined, but even the com-

petence of the different departments of government was

not clearly defined. But this, again, follows from the pe-

culiar nature of their authority; they all acted ultimately

as deputies of Pharaoh in whom rested all authority^jjjji-

diJTcrentiated^ A cer tain amount of specialized depart-

mental training existed, and was encouraged by the prac-

tice ot naving a son succeed to his father's offiqg,. Xhfiiather

associated his sonas an apprentice and assistant in the

expectation that in time he would be allowed to hand

over his functions: and thus continnity and efficiencyJwere

1 E. Seidl, in S. R. K. Glanville, ed., The Legacy of Egypt (Oxford, 1942),

p. 204, describes this in the New Kingdom, but the "Eloquent Peasant"
shows that it was true for earher times too; Rensi was on his way to such
a court, and Uni's appointment to the court of Nekhen, although he was an
administrative official, shows the same.
2 Alexander Scharff and Erwin Seidl, Einfuhrung in die dgyptische Rechts-
geschichte bis zum Ende des neuen Reiches in "Agyptologische Forschun-
gen" (Gliickstadt, 1939), Part 10, p. 32, referring to Jacques Pirenne, His-

toire des institutions et du droit privS de Vancienne Egypte (Brussells,

1932),I, 73, 274.
8 The judicial power of oflBcials over their inferiors was stayed in the hall

of the vizier, so that an unprejudiced hearing and discussion of the cases of

lower officials were possible. See Sethe, Urkunden des dgyptischen Alter-

tums (Leipzig, 1909), IV, 1107; Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt
(Chicago, 1907), II, §681.
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furthered. But each succession had to be authorized by

Phyanh! for, as the Papyrus of Ani puts it, "offices have no

children." At any time the king could—and did—appoint

outsiders. In fact, the noteworthy careers, as preserved for

us in tomb inscriptions, broke through all departmental

limitations. Men of humble origin could rise to the top

once their gitts were recognizea ; and we find that they

were called to a succession of posts which would seem to

us to have required entirely different preparatory training.

For example, in the Sixth Dynasty a certain Uni started

as undercustodian of royal domains.^ Later he obtained

court rank and a priestly office—the latter a necessity since

courtiers, in contact with the divine king, had to be ritu-

ally pure. He was promoted to be a superior custodian

of domains and became also judge in the court of Nekhen.

When a conspii'acy in the royal harem was discovered, the

king by-passed the vizier and all other courts and instructed

Uni with one assessor to investigate the case in great se-

crecy. Next Uni was put in command of an army and led

five campaigns against the Bedaween in the Sinai Desert,

and a campaign in southern Palestine where the troops

were transported overseas. Finally he became governor of

the South, one of the highest administrative appointments,

and was charged in that capacity with the quarrying and

transportation of a royal sarcophagus and other tomb

fittings in the region of the First Cataract, and with the

cutting of canals to improve navigation.

The career of Uni is typical of those of outstanding men

in all periods of Egyptian history. Since all authority bore

a personal character, officials could be used m wnatever"

function seemed aesirabie at any moment . But the con-

* Breasted, Ancient Records I, §§ 291-94, 306-15, 319-24.
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comitant fluidity of competence, even between depart-

ments, was a source of confusion. This is illustrated, for

instance, by a set of letters from Ramessid times which

have come down to us.^ We read that a scribe of the treas-

ury, attempting to collect the balance of a shipment of

textiles, was confronted by a steward who claimed the

goods as due his own branch of the civil service. The

steward had the scribe arrested, and the latter, threatened

with physical violence, gave in. In such a case—a con-

flict within the administration—there was no court compe-

tent to adjudicate the matter. The scribe, if he was anxious

to save his standing with his superiors, had to sue the

steward under what we should call civil law. In this case

the steward was personally indicted and made responsible

for the return of the textiles to the scribe of the treasury.

We see, then, that towards the end of the second millen-

nium, Egypt did not possess a bureaucracy in the modern
sense in which a circumscribed function defines the scope

of personal initiative . Egyptian officialdom retained at

all times and in all its sbata tne cnaracteristic of personal

authority, and that because it devolved ultimately trom

Piiaraon. lliis left great scope to energetic individuals
;

but if depended upon the direction in which they used

their gifts, and upon the control exercised at the center of

governmenfrwhether the opportunity tJius offered must

be counted an advantage or a drawback.

The people^ in so far as they formed no part of _the

bureaucracy, labored nonetheless in the service nf P|iarflnh.

The villagers coulcJ be cailed up forall kinds of corvee.

They were obliged" to lodge and feed the messengers who

6 Adolf Erman and Hermann Ranke, Aegypten und aegyptisches Leben
im Altertum (Tubingen, 1923), 124,
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traveled continuously to and from the capital, and the

police, too, who seem to have lived off the ]anrl g A prn-

portion of the young men of every hamlet or estate were

dratted i^tO ^^^ arnw Rnf warfarp was the least frequent

of their occupations. They normally served as a labor corps,

assisting in quarrying or building operations, irrigation

works, or expeditions to neighboring regions which sup-

plied Egypt with many of its raw materials.

Here we touch upon a function of Pharaoh as momen-

tous as his heading of the administration. The Nile Valley

produced foodstuffs in abundance, but almost all other

substances had to be obtained from outside. In Mesopo-

tamia, where similar conditions obtained, merchants took

charge of the import trade. In Egypt the word for "mer-

chant," swy.ty, is not found before the New Kingdom, and

when it occurs it designates the officials of certain tem-

ples who had been granted the privilege of foreign trade

by the king.*^ The import trade was a royal monopoly,

except that this term suggests to us the totally irrelevant

conception of a profit-making concern. TheJking owned

all, in any case, and organized the foreign trade to supply

the needs ot the commonwealth as regards raw materials.

Royal expeditions went to mine gold in Nubia; malachite,

turquoise, and perhaps copper in Sinai; or stone in the

eastern desert. Royal fleets went to Byblos on the Phoe-

nician coast to fetch wood, and through the Red Sea to

Punt-Somaliland for frankincense and myrrh. These over-

seas ventures brought the Egyptians in contact with people

of some culture and power who insisted on a quid pro quQ

in their dealings. Hence the Egyptian envoys plied a kind.

8 H. Kees, "Aegypten," in Kulturgeschichte des alten Orients ( Walter

Otto, ed., Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, Miinchen, 1933), p. 46.

^ Kees, "Aegypten," p. 104, n. 1.
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of diplomatic trade; they offered valuable ypspnts in tVip.

local rulers, enough perhaps to count as a fair price for

their pu^'fhp'^^^ f )hjPf^fg hparinnr Hharcinh g r>amp. tia-i/^ k^^n

found in the tombs of the princes of Byblos, and they

belong to the very best which Egyptian jewelers produced.^

In retmn for such presents the local princes had trees

felled or frankincense heaped on the shore for Pharaoh's

envoys to take away and record as tribute on the monu-

ments at home. In Nubia and the eastern desert there

were no local princes to deal with. The populations of

these regions were ignored, and the expeditions took what

they wanted.

These were large-scale undertakings. A treasury oflBcial

of the Middle Kingdom reports that he transported eighty

blocks of stone from the Wady Hammamat in the eastern

desert with groups of 1,000, 1,500, and 2,000 men, the

blocks being pulled on rollers, in all probability, and that

"without a single man getting exhausted, without a man
thu'sting on the way, without a moment of ill will. On the

contrary, the whole army (note this word! ) came home in

good spiiits, sated with bread, drunk with beer, as if it

were the beautiful festival of a god." ^ Such "armies," of

course, contained craftsmen such as masons and sculptors,

but by far the largest number of "soldiers" were ordinary

levies who, like the modern fellaheen, supplied labor for

any task in hand. Sometimes an expedition fulfilled a mul-

tiple purpose. Henu, another official of the treasury, went

with 3,000 men through the Wady Hammamat to the Red

Sea, carrying wood to build a seagoing ship on the Red

Sea coast for a trip to Punt in search of frankincense; on

8 p. Montet, Byblos et I'Egypte (Paris, 1928-29), Pis. 88-94.
» After Kees, "Aegypten," pp. 139-41.
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the way there he reconditioned the wells along the route,

on the way back he quarried and brought stone with him.^*^

The king alone could command that undertakings of this

magnitude be set on foot. Hence we find that tombs built

of quarried stone are often gifts from the ruler to certain

courtiers and oflBcials, while others received only a sculp-

tured slab or niche and the actual tomb had to be built,

generally of sun-dried brick, by labor available to the re-

cipient in his ofiBcial function or on his estate.

The expeditions to the south, to Nubia, mined gold and

requisitioned or bartered cattle, panther skins, ostrich

feathers, ivory, and so on. A frontier stela erected by Senu-

sert III forbade any Negro to pass beyond it, either by ship

or on foot or driving cattle, unless he was on his way to

barter his goods at a near-by emporium. The imported

goods were mostly essential commodities and their dis-

tribution was largely effected through the king, taking

place in the form of grants and as payments for services,

all of which were mads .to gO.Qiis> Gold, silver, copper, oil,

wood, and linen, to name but a few, were turned over to

the great officials, who in turn made gifts and payments

to their dependents, and so on down the social scale. It is

most remarkable that the supplv of raw materials, which

was dependent on the king's bounty, was sufficient, and

diat this system did succeed in bringing a great variety

or goods into circulation. However, districts not well con-

nected with the capital were apt to be starved for ma-

terials. This has been shown by excavations of Qau el

Kebir, a small provincial town in Middle Egypt on the

eastern, less important, bank of the Nile.^^ During the

10 Ibid., p. 123.

" Guy Brunton, Qau and Badari (London, 1927), I, 75.
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flourishing period of the Old Kingdom, when the pyramids

were built and rich tombs were equipped for the king and

his oflScials near Memphis, the graves at Qau el Kebir were

of the poorest. But after the collapse of the central gov-

ernment, in the First Intermediate period, the effective

power was in the hands of the local dignitaries (page 84

below). The tombs near the capital were very poorly sup-

phed with grave goods at that time, but those at Qau
were now for the first time equipped with alabaster vases,

jewelry of semiprecious stone, and even gold. It is equally

significant that at this time men were buried with their

weapons. This had not been usual hitherto, but a con-

temporary text states that "a man goes ploughing carrying

his shield." ^^

In normal times, then, private trade on a lar^e scale did

not exist. There was, of course, extensive barter in local

jn^jjjetis, where products of home industries, surplus crops,

birds and fishes caught in the marshes, implements and

such valuables as had reached the populace, changed

hands. Such markets are repeatedly depicted in the tombs.

In one case ^^ one sees Phoenician merchantmen just made

fast to the quay at Thebes, while local vendors sit in their

booths offering refreshments, sandals, and similar articles,

waiting for the crews to disembark. The standards of value

were fixed weights of gold, silver, or copper. Free enter-

prise did exist but it remained, as it were, marginaj. The

economy of the coimtry as a whole was dependent on the

distribution of raw materials and produce through the

king*s agents. This applies not only to importations but,

12 After Adolf Erman, The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians, tr. A. M.
Blackman (London, 1927), p. 94.
13 Revue archiologique, II ( 1898), Pi. 15.
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to an even larger extent, to barley, emmer, cattle, wine
,

linen, and other native proauce. i'kese goods were turned

over by the royal storehouses as wages and salaries to

artisans, officials, artists, priests, and others not directly

engaged in food production. They were collected from

the farms and the large estates (including the temple

estates) in the form of taxes. Here again the distribution

of goods was a function of Phapnn. arirl this was exprfe^^ed

by the Egyptians in the simple statement that Pharanh

Since land was the basis of taxation its distribution was

a matter of ^reat concern. Private ownership was aciaiowl-

edged in practice, but in theory it was viewed as a royal

grant whicli could he r^yg)^^^ ^* ^"Y moment. A cadaster

was kept at the office of the vizier, and all transactions

concerning land had to be recorded and authenticated

there. We read, for instance, in an Old Kingdom text:

Him were given 50 aruras of land, from his mother's estate,

when she made out a will for her children. It was handed over

to them by royal decree.^*

Litigations concerning land were heard by the vizier in

person: he also had to give permission tor the cutting

down of trees, always rare and valuable in Egypt . Trees,

ponds, canals, and wells were taxed, as well as all herds

and flocks and the yield of chase and fishery. ^^ The main

source of taxes was the harvest, which was calculated on

the height of the inundation recorded annually at least

since the First Dynasty. Seed com was advanced to the

1* After Sethe, Urkunden, I, 2; Kees, "Aegypten," p. 44, n. 6.

^5 Kees, "Aegypten," pp. 39-40. The whole section on the rural economies
of Egypt (pp. 18-53) is outstandingly good.
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peasant, and oxen for ploughing were let out to him. Then,

at harvest time, oflBcials of the treasury, accompanied by

scribes and by policemen carrying sticks, came to take

what was due to the royal storehouses, whence it reached

all those who were directly or indirectly dependent on

Pharaoh for their sustenance. Thus the Egyptian, whether

he was part of the oflBcial hierarchy or not, was entirely

subservient to the state as personified in Pharaoh. In Max
Weber's words: "Everyone was tied to the function which

he exercised within the sociaf organism; in principle'n'o

one was free." ^®

Weber's statement correctly hnks the absence of per-

sonal freedom—the correlate of the king's absolute power

—witfi fTie function of each individual in the community.

For not even the most superficial observer can conclude"

that the people and the land with its resources were merely

at the service of the king's pleasure. Our summary descrip-

tion of the Egyptian state indicates that Pharaoh fulfilled

an indispensable function: his personal power appears as

the integrating factor of the body politic.,. It became ef-

fective through a corps of officials functioning exclusively

by virtue of his delegation of authority.. Royal enterprises

supplied all the needs of the community which native

produce could not satisfy; moreover, the distribution of

the native produce was effected through the king's agency.

The state was for tlie Egyptian simply the sphere of the

king's activity; hence a civilized, orderly existence was de-

~
pendent on the king.

The premises of Pharaoh's great personal power he in

the religious implications of Egyptian kingship. These

18 Max Weber, Gesammelte Aufsdtze zur Sozial- und Wirtschaftsge-

schichte (Tubingen, 1924), p. 65.
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were succinctly expressed when the vizier Rekhmire

wrote in his tomb;

What is the king of Upper and Lower Egypt? He is a god by

whose dealings one lives, the father and the mother of all men,

alone by himself without an equal.^^

"A god bv whose dealing^ nnp. liYpg"—that is the func-

tion of Pharaoh as the Egyptians saw it. And so we may
understand that they did not consider their condition as

a state of infrnleraf
}]fj

^]^^*^ry T^e total absence of popu-

lar risings would otherwise be inexplicable. We know of

troubles when the administrative machinery broke down;

there were, for instance, strikes and demonstrations in

the Theban necropolis in Ramessid times when rations

fell a month behind time.^^ Rut there is no trace of any

political movement against the existing order. On the

contrary, the people showed their affection for the insti-

tution of kingship by placing it in the centejLmlSaiE-filL-

tertainment literature. The literary works, too, are all con-

cerned with the king but it is more significant that tales,

which by their artless form and coarse humor are clearly

marked as products of the story-teller in the market place,

dwell on the king and his court with the greatest insist-

ence, and cast even myths about the gods in the form of

court chronicles.

For the king's power, though absolute, was not arbi-

trary. Pharaoh championed |ust;jy.f^^ Mnn^^ Tn fn ot, the

king was the tount of justice as he was the snnipi^ nl' qtt

aTit^f^pf-y- ii- ig most significant that we have no indis-

1^ After Alan H. Gardiner, "The Autobiography of Rekhmire," in Zeitschrift

fur aegyptische Sprache, 60 (1925), 69.

18 Adolf Erman and Hermann Ranlce, Aegypten und aegyptisches Leben
im Altertum (Tubingen, 1923), pp. 140-41.
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putable evidence of the existence of codified law from

Egypt. On the other hand, a short quotation from a law

in a papyrus of the Twentieth Dynasty ^^ takes the fol-

lowing significant form: "Pharaoh has said, Let every

woman's dowry (?) be given to her." And in the Edict of

King Haremhab ^° the king describes, not any study of

existing legislation, but how he "took counsel with his

heart how he might expel evil and suppress untruth," and

then presents his enactments, again without any reference

to prevailing codes, but in the following form: (1) state-

ment that a certain type of abuse exists and that this dis-

pleases the king; (2) a conditional phrase: If henceforth

such-and-sucL a wrong is committed; (3) statement as

to wtiat penalty ttie king desires tojbe inflicted_jn--tbe

case .

Jn ^fiftory p.very subject had access to Pharaoh for peti-

tioning and every dispute could Pe submiUed to ms in-

spired and ipso facto just decjsigja, The king's deputy and

chief justice, the vizier, was explicitly instructed at his in-

vestiture to receive any petitioner; the emphasis with

which his "instructions" insist on the duty of being just

contrasts sharply with the lack of other specific directives.

I quote Professor Seele's translation:

Look after the oflBce of the vizier and watch over everything that

is done in it, for it is the constitution of the entire land. As to the

oflBce of the vizier, indeed, it is not pleasant; no, it is as bitter as

its reputation. . . . He is one who must give no special con-

sideration to princes or councilors nor make slaves of any people

whatsoever. . . . Look upon him whom you know as on him

whom you do not know, the one who approaches your person

19
J. Cemv and T. Eric Peet, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XIII

( 1927), 33 (Turin Papyrus 2021: 3, 4).
20 K. Pfluger, in Journal of Near Eastern Studies, V (1946), 260-68;

Breasted, Ancient Records, III, §§ 45-67.
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as the one who is far from your house. . . . Pass over no peti-

tioner without hearing his case. . . . Show anger to no man
wrongfully and be angry only at that which deserves anger.

Instil fear of yourself that you may be held in fear, for a true

prince is a prince who is feared. The distinction of a prince is

that he does justice. But if a man instils fear in an excessive

manner, there being in him a modicum of injustice in the esti-

mation of men, they do not say of him: That is a just man. . . .

What one expects of the conduct of the vizier is the performance

of justice.^^

There is reason to believe that these injunctions did not

remain empty phrases. The service of Pharaoh was a re-

ligious, not a purely secular^ fnnofjf^n qti^ ^pr.co r.f A^^^^y

was strengthened Hy faith. Fnnerarv texts like that of

Pepinakht (page 82 below) confirm this. The instructions

themselves refer to a vizier who on principle decided against

his relatives lawsuits involving members of his family. The

grim virtue of such an attitude shows how seriously the of-

ficials took their duty to be just. But it is characteristic of the

Egyptians that the "instructions" warn the vizier not to

follow this example, with the addition: "For this is more

than justice." Equally revealing are certain phrases in

tomb inscriptions which go beyond the enunciation of

generalities. Harkhuf, governor of the South, states, for

instance: "Never did I judge two brothers in such a way
that a son was deprived of his paternal possession." ^^

There are plenty of Egyptian letters and other docu-

ments that mention abuse of power, but one gets the im-

pression that the culprits are, on the whole, lesser oflScials

and that the men in responsible positions acted with fair-

ness and dignity. That appears, for instance, in the "Tale

21 After Georg Steindorff and Keith C. Seele, When Egypt Ruled the

East (Chicago, 1942), p. 87.
22 After Breasted, Ancient Records, I, § 331.
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of the Eloquent Peasant," which we shall discuss later

(
page 146 and following ) . The peasant, robbed and bullied

by an underling of the high steward Rensi, presents liis

case to that high official, who retains a disapproving si-

lence when some colleagues of the evildoer insist that one

should not take the complaints of a poor farmer too seri-

ously. The peasant, for his part, insists in no uncertain

terms on his right to receive justice, and in doing so refers

explicitly to the king as the guarantor of justice. For in-

stance, he says to the high steward: "Do justice for the

Lord of Justice,"'^ and again: "The king is indoors, the

rudder is in thy hand; and trouble is spread in thy vicinity.

. . . Let thy tongue be directed aright, do not stray

away." -^ These are not words normally spoken by the sub-

jects of a tyrant. But the conviction which supports the

words, namely, that justice is of the essence of government,

inseparable from the king, and hence the acknowledged

object of an official's concern, is founded on a conception

of justice which pertains not only to ethics, but also to

metaphysics. We cannot discuss this conception of jus-

tice, Maat, before we have clarified the Egyptians* con-

ception of Pharaoh.

THE PERSON OF THE MONARCH

The Egyptian monuments and texts have been a disap-

pointment to historians in that thev consi'«;^pn^]y hi^^ thp.

individuality of the kings under generalities. The rulers

in whose name every act of government was undertaken,

who erected vast monuments and prided themselves on

great deeds, remain totally impersonal to us. Some few dis-

ss After Gardiner, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, IX ( 1923), 19.

2* Ibid., pp. 12-13. Italics mine.
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tinctive features, which were long beHeved to be indi-

vidual traits (such as the initiative and courage of Tuth-

mosis III at the battle of Megiddo), have since been recog-

nized as conventional elements in the portrait of an ideal

ruler. 2^ The texts present us throughout with the tradi-

tional conception of the king, and the sculptinres present

us, similarly, with ideals, not with portraits. The differences

between the royal heads are largely those of period, be-

cause the ideals—or, rather, specific details in the lasting

ideal of kingship—changed somewhat in the course of

time. We can distinguish the serene and abundant vigor

of Old Kingdom sculptures, the proud and somber spii-it-

ual strength of the Middle Kingdom, and the refined steely

force of the New Kingdom; we can distinguish more finely

between, say, the spontaneity in the early part of the New
Kingdom and the sophistication noticeable towards its

end. We can sometimes formulate the distinctive features

of works belonging to a single rpicnr hnl^ ^p. a^r^^ rartAy

convinced that a given work reveals the personal char-

acter of the king whom it depicts. At most we recognize

that a distinctive physiognomy is allowed to modity the

ideal iniage somewhat. This individualization is imposed

upon a basic ideal of kingship which was rendered in a~

form characteristic for the time in which the statue was

made, Uninscribed statues can almost always be assigned

to a given period, hardly ever with certainty to an in-

dividual ruler.

The prevalence of typical over individual features in

the literary and plastic monuments accentuates once more

the gulf which separates Pharaoh from the despot bent on

25 A. de Buck, Het Typische en het Individueele by de Egyptenaren ( Lei-

den, 1929).
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personal power and aggrandizement. The almost omni-

potent rulers of Egypt were satisfied, in contrast with the

tyrants of all ages, to let fheh inriivirlnah'ty mprgfi with thft

impersonal portrait of the ideal ruler. Even in the ac-

counts of royal achievements which we should classify as

historical texts, we iind, to our exasperation, that every-

thing that IS singular and nistoncal is treated as ot iittie

'^r^ffl]"^^^'^^
pvamplp WP tinH fhaf TTinfT Pppi TT r^f^pinf^rl

his victory over the Libyans with such apparent care that

he even had the names of captured Libyan chiefs written

beside their images in the reliefs of his temple. But we
happen to know that captured Libyan chiefs with precisely

the same names figure in the reliefs of King Sahure, two

hundred years earlier! In the same way Ramses III enu-

merated his conquests in Asia by name, but in so doing

copied a list of Ramses II, who, in his turn, had utilized a

list of Tuthmosis III.

We obviously miss the point entirely if we pretend to

"explain" such usages by an appeal to the carelessness of

designers or the vanity of their masters. None of these

rulers stood in need of borrowing; their own achievements

were considerable. But there was no reason why their

draftsmen should not copy what was at hand on extant

monuments. The identity of the king's enemies changed,

of course, from generation to generation, but for this very

reason it was devoid of all real interest. The enemies were

sufficiently identified by a conventional term, the "Nine

Bows" (Figure 18). When depicted, these included all

Egypt's neighbors: the Negroes of the South, the Libyans

of the West, the Asiatics of the East. It was understood that

Pharaoh was victor over all of them. One might elaborate

the theme and render enemies actually defeated in the
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reign of a given king; but such historical details, which

for us would form the quintessence, were for the Egyptians

mere embellishment of text or design. For real importance

attached only to the perennial truth that Pharaoh ruled

supreme f^fonrn nil
^^"

. The usual pictorial renderings

of Pharaoh's victories represent this unchanging truth and

are therefore conventional. From tne First Dvnastv on-

ward a gigantic figure of Pharaoh was shown destroying

one or more defeated enemies (Figure 15). Place names,

if they occur at all ( as they do on the right in our figure )

,

form a decorative fringe to the design; the reliefs, hke the

texts, emphasize the traditional, at the expense of the his-

torical elements of the victory. The army is not depicted

before tlie Nineteenth Dynasty, and then only in a sub-

sidiary position (Figure 16); the king continues to appear

as the fountainhead of all effective action, as the sole agent

of victory. But in victory, as in every other deed of his

reign, the king acts out and realizes a prefigured course of

events.

CHANGE, PERMANENCE, AND
THE CONCEPTION OF MAAT

We touch here on a fundamental feature of Egyptian king-

ship, a feature rooted deeply in the Egyptian mentality:

the touchstone for all that was really significant was its

permanence. That was important wJiicn had always been

ar>d_-HZQuld never change. To say that the Egyptians held

this view does not amount to calling them traditionalists.

Their conviction went deeper than a reverence for tradi-

tional values. It derived from an attitude of mind which

comprehended the universe as essentially static. Move-

ment and change were not denied to exist, of course; but
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change, in so far as it was significant, was reciurent change.

the lite rhythm ot a imiverse wnicn had gone forth, com-

plete ana unchanging, from the hands of its creator. The

alternation of night and day, of drought and inimdation,

of the succession of the seasons, were significant changes;

their movement was part of the estabhshed order of cre-

ation. But single occurrences, odd events, historical cir-

cumstances were "epKemeral, superficial disturbances of

the regularity of being and for that reason unimpor-

It is clear that people holdmg such views could not be

deeply interested in historical detail when they erected

monuments commemorating victories of their rulers; such

details were no more than the accidental setting in which

an unchanging ti'uth had become manifest on a particular

occasion. "What mattered was the nature of Pharaoh's ruler-

ship, which was such as to doom every opposition. For his

authority was founded not in the social, but in tlie cost

mic order. Kingship, in Egypt, was as old as the ^orld.

It dated from the day of creatiop.

We must for a moment consider this connection of king-

ship with creation
—

"the first time," as the Egyptians called

it—a little more closely. References to the creation turn

up with great frequency in Egyptian texts; a large num-

ber of creation stories were current; to all appearances,

the concept played a very much larger part in Egyptian

thought than in that of most other peoples. This is due to

the Egyptians' view of the world. In a static world, crea-

ion is the only event that really matters supremely, since

i|- ^Inn^ pnn be snid to have made a change. It makes the

diflFerence between the nothingness of chaos and the full-

ness of the present which has emcrtj'^^^ n«^ ^7^^"'^*' ^^ ^^^*^
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iiniqiift flpt . Consequently the story of the creation held

the clue to the understanding of the present and it was

for this reason that accounts of the creation were com-

mented upon and elaborated with unvarying interest. They

did not merely satisfy intellectual curiosity; they did not

merely answer the theoretical question how things came

into being; they did not even serve—as such accounts do

in the Psalms and the Book of Job—to magnify God by

extoUing his first and most astounding manifestation of

power. In Egypt the creation stories displayed, with a

clarity which actual conditions often lacked, the articulaj-

tion of the existing order and the interrelation, and, sig-

nificance of its component parts.

The social order was part of the cosmic order. All theo-

logical schools agreed that kingship, the pivot of society,

belonged to the basic order of existence and had been

introduced at the time of creation. We quoted in the

preceding chapter a text describing how Ptah made the

local gods, the cities, and in fact the whole order of exist-

ence. This passage ends with the following line which

simply assigns to Ptah the title of king of Egypt:

Thus all the gods are at one with him (Ptah), content and

united with the Lord of the Two Lands.

We saw also that it was more commonly the sun-god who
counted as the creator in Egypt, and that it is therefore the

Sim, Re, who is called the first king of Egypt This happens

not only in religious texts, but also—significantly—in

historical documents, like the king list of the Turin Papyrus

of the second millennium B.C. or the history of the Ptole-

maic priest Manetho. In a hymn the sun-god is even ad-

dressed as if he were a dead king:
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King Re, of blessed memory, sovereign of the Two Lands,

Tremendous in strength, rich in power.

All highest, who made the whole earth.^"

This treatment of the sun-god is unusual. I have trans-

lated a httle freely to indicate, by the term "of blessed

memory," that Re is here regarded as a power of the past.

But as a rule the Egyptians were very much aware of the

sun as a living power; and they held, therefore, that he

had disposed of his rulership of Egypt by handing it over

to other gods; in the end it fell to the gocJ Horus. who was

incarnate in each Pharaoh . This delegation of power, far

from removing Pharaoh from the divine sphere, put him,

on the contrary, on a par with other gods. These, too, were

children of the creator; for when the universe is alive, cre-

ation is conceived as procreation. Now to say that the crea-

tor first brought Shu and Tefnut (air and moisture) into

existence, and that these in turn brought forth Geb and Nut

(earth and sky) is to express, with all the concreteness of

mythopoeic thought, the idea that powers latent in the

creator were objectivated as distinct deities who now ex-

ercised power in their appropriate spheres. Similarly, king-

ship, once exercised by the creator, was put in charge of

the deity incarnate in Pharaoh. The kingly character of

the creator is clearly expressed when the "Book of the

Dead" quotes his words and supplies them with an ex-

planatory gloss:

I am Atum when I was alone in Nun (the primeval ocean). I am
Re in his first appearance when he began to rule that which he

had made. (Gloss) : What does that mean?—This "Re when he

began to rule that which he had made" means that Re began to

28 After Alexander Scharff, Aegyptische Sonnenlieder (Berlin, 1922),

p. 48.
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appear as a king, as one who existed before Shu had even Hfted

heaven from earth.

Thus the whole universe was a monarchy, and the king

of tlie world had been the first king of Egypt. This function

had devolved upon his son and successor, Pharaoh. But it

Tiad lost nothing of its nature in the transmission. The rule

oT JfharaoK still contained an element of creativity; it was"

an mspired rule which drew its certainties from sources

)evond human control. Hence the texts abound in ex-

pressions which exalt Pharaoh by describing his acts as

reflections, equivalents, and repetitions of those of Re.

Elsewhere I have discussed this parallelism in detail; ^^ I

shall quote here only one single instance, which is reveal-

ing because it shows how this parallelism has found un-

premeditated expression in certain turns of speech and

usages of orthography. The verb khay is written with a

hieroglyph depicting the sun appearing upon the primeval

hill; this hill was the first dry land which Re made in the

waters of chaos so that he might "find a place where he

could stand," as the texts have it. The word khay means

"to shine forth," and is used to describe the appearance of

the sun at creation and at every sunrise. But it is likewise

used to describe the state appearance of Pharaoh—at fes-

tivals, in temples, in the privy council, or at the coronation.

Such a usage proves that it was natural for the Egyptian

to consider these various occurrences as closely similar, as

virtually alike.

For our present purpose we must consider the use of an-

other term in connection with Pharaoh. It is the word

Maat. We have met this word a number of times in the

27 Kingship and the Gods (Chicago, 1948), Ch. 13.
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"instructions" for the vizier (page 44) and have trans-

lated it there with "justice." But it is a concept belonging

as much to cosmology as to ethics. It is |ustice_a&i^e
divine order of society, but it is also the divine order of

nature as established at tne time of creation^ In the Pyra-

mid Texts Re is said to have come from the primeval hill,

the place of creation, "after he had put order (Maat) in

the place of chaos." Now the achievement of Pharaoh is

described in exactly the same terms. Tutankhamen records

as follows the acts of his reign, which we know in this

case to have consisted of the restoration of the Amon cult

after the heresy of Akhenaten:

His Majesty drove out disorder (or falsehood) from the Two
Lands so that order ( or truth ) was again established in its place;

he made disorder ( falsehood ) an abomination of the land as at

"the first time" (creation).

But we lack words for conceptions which, like Maat, have

ethical as well as metaphysical implications. We must

sometimes translate "order," sometimes "truth," sometimes

"justice"; and the opposite of Maat requires a similar

variety of renderings. In this manner we emphasize un-

wittingly the impossibility of translating Egyptian thoughts

into modern language, for the distinctions which we can-

not avoid making did not exist for the Egyptians. Where

society is part of a universal divine order, our contrast has

no meaning. The laws of nature, the law^ ^^
fjW^^^^Y)

"^"^

the divine commands all belong to the one cf^^<j>gnry nf

what is rieh t. The creator put order (or truth) in the

place of disorder (or falsehood). The creator's successor,

Pharaoh, repeated this significant act at his accession, in

every victory, at the renovation of a temple, and so on.
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Amenhotep III stated that he wanted "to make the country

flourish as in primeval times by means of the designs of

Maat." ^* And nature's coiu"se is furthered by the king's

acts. We read in the Pyramid Texts:

Heaven is satisfied and the earth rejoices when they hear that

King Pepi II has put Maat in the place of falsehood (or dis-

order ).^^

In the concrete imagery of the Egyptians, the gods are

said to Hve by Maat, which means: The powers immanent

in nature function in accordance with the order of crea-

tion. Pharaoh stands on a line with the gods in his relation

to Maat, as the following quotation shows:

I have made bright the truth (Maat) which he (Re) loves. I

know that he lives by it. . . . It is my bread [too]; I too eat of

its brightness. I am a likeness from his (Re's) limbs, one with

him.«°

Such texts voice neither presumption nor, when put in tlie

mouths of courtiers, flattery, but sheer theology. And since

we have seen that the doctrine of the divinity of Pharaoh

found practical expression in the political and social or-

ganization of the coimtry, we have no right to doubt that

""his role as champion of justice was taken seriously. In

other words, we must assume that the Egyptian omcials

fmmj in l;h fii'r fnnrHrm as agents of Pharaoh the same guid-

ance which. 4:ehgious beUefs elsewhere provide . The rebel

and the criminal who acted against Pharaoh, be it openly

or by faithlessness in Pharaoh's service, headed inevitably

for destruction because they moved against the order upon

28 Kingship and the Gods, p. 51,
29 After K. Sethe, Die altaegyptischen Pyramidenteocte ( Leipzig, 1908-

22), §1775.
80 After Breasted, Ancient Records, II, § 299.
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which society, like all that exists, was forever founded. This

point of view also explains the fact that the great battle

rehefs (Figures 15, 16) always depict the enemies as true

representatives of chaos, in notable contrast with the clar-

ity of their royal victor. It likewise explains why the texts

always refer to Egypt's enemies in derogatory terms, as

wretches or the like. Their annihilation is a foregone con-

clusion.

Even the pattern to which government in Egypt was

made to conform reflects the view of Pharaoh which we

have described. The king who lives by Maat, who has a

direct knowledge of the predestined order of the universe,

cannot consult mere mortals. His decisions are represented

as spontaneous creative acts motivated by considerations

wtiicJi are beyond human comprehension, although he

may graciously disclose some of them. A session of the

privy council is therefore described as follows

:

The king made his appearance with the double crown, a sitting

took place in the audience-hall. One (that is, the king) took

counsel with his suite, the Companions of the Palace (Lifel

Prosperity! Health!), [and] the officials [of] the place of pri-

vacy. One gave commands while they were heard; one took

counsel in making them disclosures."

Obviously much had happened before a formal session on

this pattern could take place, but the interest for us lies

in the form adopted. The verb of the opening sentence,

"The king made his appearance with the double crown,"

is khay, which we discussed, and which is also used for

the appearance of the sun at davm. The other point of in-

terest lies in the statement that the king "took coimsel in

81 A. de Buck, in Analecta orientalia, XVII (Rome, 1938), 48-57.
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making disclosures." His address to the assembled counci-

lors opens appropriately with the following words:

Behold, My Majesty decrees a work and is thinking of a deed,

and after his speech the councilors express merely admira-

tion and consent:

Authoritative utterance is in thy mouth. Understanding follows

thee. O Sovereign (Life! Prosperity! Health!), it is thy plans

which come to pass.

Nature too responded to the king with acquiescence and

support; in other words, the jgods acknowledged by tneir

acts that one of them occupied the throne of Egypt. I shall

illustrate the Egyptian interpretation of the harmony be-

tween society and nature which the king established by

the account of a quarrying expedition sent to the Wady
Hammamat in the Eleventh Dynasty. It should be remem-

bered that the success of such an undertaking depended

very largely upon the initial choice of a site. Since a large

body of men was required for the transport of the stones

and all supplies had to come up from the Nile Valley, delay

might easily lead to a total failure. The worst complication

which could occur when a large piece, hke a sarcophagus

and its lid, had to be quarried, was the discovery of hidden

flaws after weeks of work. Hence prospecting for a site

took place in that peculiar atmosphere of tension which

makes men alive to signs and portents. In the account that

follows you will find that the portent, when it occurred,

was at once interpreted as a gesture of good will by the

"god of the highlands" to Pharaoh; the miracle is said

actually to have happened "to the king," although he was

several hundred miles away at the time. It is also worth
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remembering that the inscription was not the official record

of the expedition, but especially engraved to commemorate

the event it relates. It runs as follows:

This wonder which happened to his majesty: that the beasts

of the highlands came down to him; there came a gazelle great

with young, going with her face toward the people . . . while

her eyes looked backward . .
.^- she did not turn back until she

arrived at this august mountain, at this block, it being still in its

place, intended for this lid of a sarcophagus. She dropped her

young upon it while the army of the king was looking. Then
they cut oflF her neck before it (the block) and brought fire (to

offer the gazelle to the god). It (the block) descended in safety

(to Egypt).

Now it was the majesty of this august god, the lord of the high-

lands, who gave [this gift] to his son (King Mentuhotep )
.^^

Thus, then, did the people see their state safely integrated

V(ith the powers in nature. Those powers, operating beyonU

the range of man's control, were made to benefit the com-

munity through the mediation of the divine king. One

might say—though only metaphorically—that the co^n-

munity had sacrificed all freedom in order to acq^uire this

certainty of harmony with the gods.

82 In other words, while moving away she looked around toward the

Egyptians in a way interpreted as an invitation to follow her.
83 Alter Breasted, Ancient Records, I, § 436.
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The Egyptian Way of Life

THE TEACHINGS

In discussing the Egyptian way of life we can, for once,

dispense with inferences. The Egyptians were quite explicit

on the subject. They cherished books expounding the good

life and the way of achieving it. Some of these works date

from the third millermium B.C. and were still being copied

after more than a thousand years. Others were composed in

later times. It would seem that we have here material for a

history of ideas, and modern scholars have sometimes used

these texts to describe a development of social and ethical

thought in Egypt. I do not think that such an interpretation

is tenable if we study the evidence without prejudice—that

is, without an evolutionary bias. The differences between

the earher and the later texts seem largely to have been

caused by accidents of preservation, while their resem-

blance consists, on the contrary, in a significant uniformity

of tenor. Moreover, the differences were not considered

important by the Egyptians themselves. Continually copy-

ing very ancient teachings, they showed that, in their

opinion, these had lost nothing of their validity with the

lapse of time. In this as in other respects Egyptian culture

preserved its distinctive character throughout its long his-

tory, and we may, therefore, speak of an Egyptian way of

life without dwelling on the modifications which the basic

conception underwent in the course of time.
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The great popularity of the "teachings" is in itself reveal-

ing. The Egyptians vyere_evjidentlY convinced thatjhe^good

life could be taughtjucha conviction betrays a surpris-

ing confidence in the efficacy of man's uncterstand^ing; it

reflects a feeling of security, ofbemg in a worr3[ whi^is

neither hostile norTind^jast^aagJ^is. problematical . This

feeling was peculiar to the Egyptians. In Mesopotamia,

for instance, the prevailing mood was one of uncertainty:

the gods "determined destiny" year by year and were

guided by considerations incomprehensible to man. The

keynote of the Hebrew prophets was deep anxiety: they

knew the divine commands but they also knew that man's

laxity was incorrigible and God's wrath unaUayed. And so

it may be due to the serenity of the Egyptian "teachings"

that they are viewed so rarely in this rehgious context

where they belong. They are usually interpreted as secular

guides of conduct; but the contrast between the secular

and the religious is diflScult to draw in ancient culture and,

in any case, the current treatment of the "teachings" ob-

scures their true significance and their peculiarly Egyptian

character.

The authors of the "teachings" do not present them-

selves as priests or even as prophets. They appear as aged

officialTattilie^end of active and successful careers, dptsirnns

to letTReif children profit Eyth^irexp^rience. The "Teach-

fngs^oFKagemni'—reputeSly a vizier of the Sixth Dynasty

—end as follows:

The vizier had his children called after he had completed [his

treatise on] the ways of mankind and on their character as en-

countered by him. And he said unto them: "All that is in this

book, hear it as if (?) I spake it. . .
." They read it as it stood in

writing, and it was better in their heart than everything that was
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in this entii-e land; they stood and they sat in accordance there-

with.i

The last sentence means, of course, that they modeled their

whole lives on these instructions. But occasionally one feels

a malicious desire to take the words literally, for the

"teachings" seem to us at times to descend to entirely trivial

matters; this happens without any transition, sometimes

immediately after truly momentous questions have been

raised. Such an inconsequential arrangement character-

izes many books of ancient "wisdom"; the books of Proverbs

and Ecclesiastes are cases in point. The absence of a sys-

tematic arrangement is due to the traditional character of

tlie~contents. There is no need^of^ajDloselyTcniF^g^ient;

sfnkmgmiages, incisive wording are all that is required to

^veJiTTreiKllppear^ of familiar viewpointsrBut"

how are we to account for tfie fact that tEe 'Teachings

of Ptahhotep" contain, among other things which we should

not consider important, the following advice to a man in-

vited to dine with his superiors ( I paraphrase ) : Take the

food that is served to you; don't stare at the great man's

plate but look down on your own; talk only when spoken

to; laugh when he laughs, he will like that; you will be

agreeable to him, and that is just as well for you, for you

never know what a magnate may be up to next.

This kind of advice seems so thoroughly transparent

that we smile at Ptahhotep's "wisdom." But we risk miss-

ing the overtones of this ancient voice if we are so easily

satisfied that we have understood it. We need to listen

with greater attention.

1 Adolf Erman, The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians, tr. A. M. Black-

man (London, 1927), p. 67.
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THE PRAGMATIC MISINTERPRETATION

Let US take a pronouncement which precedes the one I

paraphrased:

If thou art a leader who directs the affaiis of a multitude, strive

after every excellence until there be no fault in thy nature. Maat

is good and its worth is lasting. It has not been disturbed since

the day of its creator, whereas he who transgresses its ordinances

is punished. It lies as a path in front even of him who knows

nothing. Wrongdoing (?) has never yet brought its venture to

port. It is true that evil may gain wealth but the strength of

truth is that it lasts; a man can say: "It was the property of my
father." ^

This "teaching," like the preceding one, possesses an ob-

vious meaning. It simply states that honesty is the best

policy. A high ofiBcial must strive after every excellence;

that implies that he must be true and just, for whoever

acts against Maat comes ultimately to grief. It is true that

ill-gotten wealth exists, but it rests on an insecure founda-

tion. On the other hand, whatever one possesses by ri^t

gives the satisfaction of safety. This obvious, superficial

meaning of the text is empTiasized in the most recent trans-

lation which renders part of it as follows: "Justice (Maat)

is of advantage and its utihty lasts." Here, indeed, is prag-

matism pure and simple, but it does not render, I think, the

Egyptian point of view.

The conception of Maat integrates the "teaching" of

our quotation. And when we read that^Maat has not been

disturbed since the day of its creator" we find , injhe nriid-

Hle of a quasi-practical piece of advice, the fundamental

'After Erman, Literature, p. 57, and J.
A. Wilson, in The Intellectual

Adventure of Ancient Man (Chicago, 1946), pp. 99-100.
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doctrine of Kgypt^an religinn. We discussed the conception

of Maat, with its unmodern, untranslatable combination of

meanings, in the preceding chapter. The Egyptians recog-

nized a divine order, established^at^ the time of creation;

this order is manifest innature in the normalcy of phe-

nomena; it is manifest in society as justice; andLitJs_mani-

fest irTanlnHi^uai's lite aTlruth . Maat is this order, the

essence of existence, whether we recogmzelFoFnotTTSLce.

Ptahhotep's remarlcPTft is as a path even in front of him

^ho knows nothing." Hence also the sequence, without

anytransition, of his two statements that an official must,

"strive after excellence," and that "Maat is good and its

worth is lasting." The excellence of the official consisted in

"HTs agreement with Maat—justice, truth. The statement

about Maat, in the version we use, is a httle colorless:

"Maat is good and its worth is lasting." But if we render

"Maat is of advantage and its utility lasts," we convey an

opportunism which the original does not possess, and

which violates the spirit of the ancients. The word akh,

which is translated "to be good" or "to be of advantage,"

possesses, according to the dictionary, an "unklare ver-

schwommene Bedeutung." But this impression of an ob-

scure and fluid meaning is often caused, not by any lack of

clarity in the original, but by the incompatibility of ancient

and modern conceptions. Such a discrepancy exists in the

case of Maat, a concept which is totally alien to contem-

poraiy thought and which therefore cannot be matched

by any modern term. We should have to render it, at one

and the same time, as a social, an ethical, and a cosmo-

logical conception. Akh seems to be untranslatable for

similar reasons; it may mean "to be agreeable," "to be ad-

vantageous," but also "to be efi^ective, splendid, sacred.
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transfigured"—meanings which find their common root in

the concept of harmony with the divine order of the uni-

verse. I should hke philologists to investigate whether this

basic conception does not tinge, however faintly, all uses

of the word; the pragmatism of Ptahhotep would then ap-

pear once more to possess a religious background which

differentiates it toto caelo from the pragmatism of our day.

Ptahhotep's statement: "Maat has not been disturbed since

the day of its creator," induced Breasted, in 1912, to speak

of "the complaisant optimism which characterizes his max-

ims." ^ We now realize that it indicates no such thing, but

represents, on the contrary, the deep religious conviction

which inspired the "teachings."

The conception of Maat expresses the Egyptian belief

that the universe is changeless and that all apparent op-

posites must, therefore, hold each other in iequiUBfium.

Such a belief has definite consequences in the field^f

moral philosophy. It puts a premium on whatever exists

withasemblance oi permanence. It excludes ideals of
"'"*' """*" "*"

"

""'
'""f*"!!!!.!. ! i nn M ip i .Iilll l li I H I|III |H I| l lt .lW I IMl II .U«l HM

^progress, Utopias ot any Kind, revolutions, or any otner

radical cKanges in existing conditions It allows a man
"to strive after every excellence until there be no fault in

his nature," but that implies, as we have seen, harmony

with the estabhshed order, the latter not taken in any

vague and general way but quite specifically as that which

exists with seeming permanence. In this way the belief

in a static universe enhances, for instance, the significance

oFestablislied authority; hence correct behavior towards

one s superiors possessed for the Egyptians a significance

which we may circumscribe, but which we cannot com-

•
J.

H. Breasted, Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt

(New York, 1912), p. 142.
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prehend. In the same way inherited possessions OAAOied a

sanc^^^whi£tLna,£l£E£lX-i^S^^^^^^E^QwId eyer pJbr

tain.

But when a predestined order is recognized in so many
quasi-permanent feature's of socie^vw^en actuaUty, m^^
far as itis tra3itionaI7 receives a moraFsanction, aU^rules "^^

of conduct become practical rules. There can bejiojcon^

trast between savoir-faire—worldly wisdom—and ethical

"BehavIorTICoricepUons which we distinguish as contrasts

thus turn out to be identical for the Egyptian; statements

of his, which have for us a pragmatic ring, appear to be

transfused with religious reverence.

SUCCESS AS ATTUNEMENT

The Egyptian did not believe the good life easy of at-

tainment. iTisntrue^thatiT could—and should—be taul

for, as Ptahhotep has it: "There is no child that of itself

has understanding." And King Merikare was given the

following instruction by his father:

Copy thy fathers who have gone before thee. . . . Behold,

their words are recorded in writing. Open and read and copy

him who knows(?). Thus he who is skilled becomes one who is

instructed.*

But it was not only ignorance that threatened to lead

man astray. His passi?!gi'3Te'''nalurep]nesente^
dangerTrhe Eg^^^tianwas well acquaintedTwith the whole

range of the seven deadly sins. Hence the "teachings" dis-

tinguish two temperaments : _^e_^^gassionMeman" and

the seM-discipli^drtEe~soHcjI^^ "silent man." The pas-

sionate man isgarrulous, quarrelsome, grasping, arbitrary,

* Alan H. Gardiner, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, I (1914), 25.
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overweening. The silent man is patient, modest, calm, up to

a point self-effacing, but above all master of himself under

all circumstances.

The destinies of these two temperaments are contrasted

as follows by Amenemope:

As for the passionate man in the temple, he is like a tree grow-

ing in the open. Suddenly [comes] its loss of foliage, and its end

is reached in the shipyards; [or] it is floated far from its place,

and a flame is its burial shroud.

[But] the truly silent man holds himself apart. He is like a tree

growing in a garden. It flourishes; it doubles its fruit; it [stands]

before its lord. Its fruit is sweet; its shade is pleasant; and its end

is reached in the garden.^

We are apt to misunderstand the ideal of the silent man.

It does not exalt submissiveness, meekness, or any kind of

otherworldhnesirTh^tsne^nn is pre-eminently the suc-

cessful man. High officials describe themselves as "truly

silent," '^ and they do so not with a Christian estimate of

the spirit of humility, but with a wisdom which is pe-

culiarly Egyptian. They consider that the go-getter jeopard-

izes his success by the violence of his passion; he destroys

that harmonious integration in the existing order which

alone is effective. True wisdom is true power; but it means

mastery oyei^one's impulses, and silence is a signnot^^

humility, but of superiorityTOne must be able to avoid get-

t^ involve3Tn^tuations in which one is likely to be

carried away by one's feelings. Hence Amenemope coun-

sels:

and give way unto him that attacketh.

Pause before an intruder,

* After Wilson, in The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, pp. 114-15.

8 2fc/d., p. 114.
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Sleep a night before speaking;

the storm, it bursts forth Hke flame in straw.

The passionate man in his hour

withdraw thyself before him;

Leave him to his own devices;

God will know how to reply to himJ

The use of the word "God," which is common in the

"teachings," requires comment. The original uses netjer,

which may mean "a god," "the god," or "God." "A god"

is too vague and "the god" too definite; the exact meaning

is "the god with whom you have to reckon in the circum-

stances." Egyptologists generally translate it "God," and

that rightly, since the relation of the Egyptian to the god

with whom he had to reckon at a given moment was,

temporarily, almost exclusive of all others. The teaching of

Amenemope indicates that the passionate man "in his hour"

—that is, when he is carried away—will certainly come up

against the god who is concerned with the particular situa-

tion in which the conflict takes place. But one must master

the storm that bursts forth like a fire in straw whenone is

provoked by an intruder or an attacker; it is this storm in_

^is own Keaft wEich the wise man suppresses.

Now if one should decline to be drawn into a position

where deliberation is impossible, it is all the more neces^i^

TKat one sHould avoid creating such a. situationj^

Say not: find me a strong chief,

for a man in thy city has injured me; . . .

Really, thou knowest not the designs of God,

thou canst not realize (?) the morrow.

Put thyself in the hands of God
and thy tranquillity shall overthrow them (the enemies).

7 F. LI. GrifBtli, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XII ( 1926), 201.
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In fact, the crocodile which gives no sound,

of him above all fear is inveterate.®

Notice that the advice to trust in God is tempered with

the reminder that the man whojs master of his emotions

is truly redoubtable: "Thy tranquilHty shall overthrow

tEem. ' The point is emphasized by the image of the dreaded

voiceless crocodile. There is no question of declining to

quarrel out of meekness or love for one's fellow men. One

avoids a conflict because it would be unwise to get involved

in a situation which may imply more complications than

one can foresee ( "thou knowest not the designs of God" )

,

and where deliberate and effective action may become

impossible.

Restraint of passions^aridjin avoidance o£^trernes in

_g^£ral, ch^racterizejha.^^^^^ must neither be

carried away by one's anxieties nor waste one's chances

by carelessness. One must keep to tKe middle way in every-

tKmg. Ptahhotep said:

ffe who reckons all day has never a happy moment;

He who feasts all day cannot keep his family.

One reaches one's goal according to one's steering

While [in turn] one steering oar is released and the other

grasped.

He who listens to his heart [alone] will come to: Had I

but ... !

in other words, to fruitless regrets,^

To the da£gers^MgnorajQ^ej^

one's passions must be added that of pride. One risks be-

iiT^ a^o^antHBecause" of one's spiritual gi^ts^ orbe^use

8 After A. de Buck, in Nieuw theologisch Tydschrift, XXI ( Haarlem, 1932),

339.
» Ibid., p. 347.
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one ascribes^Jo onej^pwn_effectiveness things which arg

^reallj no more than good fortune, which means, a gift of

the gods. Ptahhotep warns against both forms of pride:

Be not arrogant because of thy knowledge, and have no confi-

dence in that thou art a learned man. Take counsel with the

ignorant as with the wise, for the limits of artistry cannot be
reached and no artist fully possesses his skill. A good discourse

is more hidden than the precious green stone, yet it is found

with slave girls over the millstones.^"

And so also with material success:

If thou ploughest and there is growth in the field, God causes it

to be much in thy hand. Do not boast about this among thy

kindred. Great is the respect that the silent one calls forth.^^

The last two sentences are very revealing. The Egyptian

judged pride more like the Greeks than like the Hebrews.

It was not a sin_of_thea;eature against his maker but a loss

of the sense of proportion, a seli-relianceja^elf-assertion

' wEicIi passed tKe bounds of man and hencejed to disaster.

But while the Greek hubris was overtaken by Nemesis,

the gods' resentment, the Egyptian's pride dislocated him

within his appropriate setting, society. Ptahhotep states

that he who exceeds his bounds by claiming credit for what

is really a gift of the gods loses the place which an effec-

.^tiye, self-possessed, wise man occupies: "Do not boast . . .

among thy kindred for great is the respect that the silent

one calls forth." The conceited man earns scorn, and thus

a subtle shift in"his ~relatTonsTnps" 'HesTfojs ' his'ItafuOif

fKe community. Note that Ptahhotep, like Amenemope who
lived perhaps two thousand years later, represents silence

^0 After Erman, Literature, p. 56.

^1 After A. de Buck, in Nieuw theologisch Tydschrift, p. 341.
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not as a quality of the timid, the humble, or the meek, but

of the superior man, whose mastery over himself con-

stitutes an achievement acknowledged by all.^^

TheJEgyptians declared the punishment of prid£_^and

other failin^sjo^be^die^u^iness of the gods, butjthey be-^

lieved that divine retribution often acted not through a

directjnterference in human affairs, but indirectly, through

thejmintenance^f Maat, the established or^r. From this

"jgoint of view^ ^^'^ success in life appears as proof of

his frictionless integration with that order. The successful

man possesses a remarkable quahty and disposes of an

impersonal force because of his harmonious attunement

to society and nature. Hence those who are less fortujiate

should attempt to profit and improve their situation by a

close'association with such^ a m^. This is the meaning of

the following "teaching" of Ptahhotep:

If thou art wretched, then thou shouldst serve a man of repute,

so that thy conduct be good before God; and it should be one of

whom thou knowest that he was formerly insignificant. Do not

raise up thine heart against him ( i.e., don't be proud ) on account

of that which thou knowest about him from the past, but honor

him on account of that which fell to his lot. For wealth does not

come of itself, but it is their ( the gods' ) ordinance for him whom
they love. ... It is God who creates his success and he protects

him even when he sleeps."

The unforfcanatjQnajxJs.^ tQ..anp, wha

12 The insistence, in the instruction of the vizier (p. 44), on the fear

which he must inspire is therefore perfectly in keeping with tlie ideal of

the "silent man" which the same instructions, by implication, set before

him. Notice (p. 46 and pp. 149 ff.) how the High Steward Rensi, in the

tale of the Eloquent Peasant, behaves as a "silent man" by appearing un-

moved until the time has come to reward the peasant and to destroy Thoth-

nakht.
13 After A. de Buck, in Nieuw theologisch Tydschrift, p. 342.
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^^L^£!?5^2^EiSH2H5iLiIi^^^^^' ^^ ^ *^® Strong current

^ thelatter's life would allow the wretch to get afloat

again, and would even carry him out of the backwater

where his maladaptation has grounded him. Conversely,

it is most unwise to^assqciatervdAajm this is the true

'meaning~oF the repeated warnings against bad company
which are found in the "teachings" and which we are very

likely to misconstrue. Kagemni counsels:

If thou sittest with a greedy person, eat thou only when his meal
is over, and if thou sittest with a drunkard, take thou only when
his desire is satisfied."

The usual comment on this type of advice is totally inade-

quate. It is neither a rule of good conduct, nor a plan for

making a man popular and likely to gain advancement

—

in fact, I can think of no behavior more likely to get one

into trouble. Kagemni evidently wants his young man to

dissociate himself in a conspicuous way from those who
are acting against Maat and who are therefore bound to

come to grief sooner or later. This was a matter of serious

concern, a truly religious preoccupation, as is shown by

the fact that one is advised to sever the bonds even with

one's own son if he proves hopelessly corrupt. We must

remember how much a son meant to the ancient Egyptians

to gauge the full weight of the following words of Ptahho-

tep:

( If, after warning and correction, thy son continues to do wrong

)

then drive him away ... he is not thy son, he is not born to

thee. . . .

Reject him as one whom they (the gods) have condemned;

He is one who is damned already in the flesh.

^* Erman, Literature, p. 66.
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He whom they guide does not go astray.

But he whom they leave without a boat cannot make the cross-

ing.^^

But Jf_successjs^proof of harmony with the gods, it also

imposes upon the man who is_^ri^£ thg oWj^^^

increasing the well-being of society by^assjsting. those who
are less^fortunate:

A man whom his god has built up should foster many.^*

So also Amenemope:

If thou find a large debt against a poor man,

make it into three parts;

forgive two, let one remain;

thou wilt find it a path of life;

thou wilt lie down at night and sleep soundly.

On the morrow thou wilt find it like good news."

foun'd e^^ignce of lasting satisfactiog^after a gen-

i.a£tw§.? J^ot caused by the awareness of having obeyed

a divine comm^^menTi\^^s a oirec t consequencec^ipi^

^Jig in harmony with MaaJ?i^!'f1P^®§!teT§'pfa3uces joy, evil

brings misfortune—but this phrase possessed more pro-

fundity in Egypt than it has in modern pragmatism. For

our word "righteous" renders most imperfectly the Egyp-

tian qualification of an action which we should call so, but

which, to the Egyptians, passed beyond the scope of ethics

and affected the very existence of man and of society in

nature.

16 After Erman, Literature, p. 59, and A. de Buck, in Nieuw theologisch

Tydschrift, p. 342.
i« Gardiner, ed., Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, Third Series:

Chester Beatty Gift (London, 1935), Papyrus No. IV.

" Griffith, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XII ( 1926), 213.
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THE ABSENCE OF THE CONCEPT OF SIN

We have so far mainly considered the positive and didactic

statements about the good life; we have seen that it was

endangered by ignorance, passion, and pride. But the ques-

tion remains whether the Egyptians, conceiving goodness

in the sense we have described, showed any preoccupa-

tion with the concept of evil. The answer is that they did

so only to a very limited extent. We have seen in earlier

chapters that they believed the imiverse to contain op-

posing forces in perennial equihbrium. Ey^^^^en^JbadJts

appointed place, <^^^^^^^^^§^^^,^^j^J^J^'^zi^
good. The difference from biblical rehgion is most strik-

ing in this respect. There are many Egyptian words denot-

ing evil acts, but I doubt whether any should be rendered

by "sin," if one grants that word its proper theological con-

notation. The^Egyptian viewed his misdbedsjiot as^ s^
ljut as aberrations^ Thejy would bring him unhappiness be-

cause they disturbed his harmonious integration with the

existmg world^ they might even be explicitly disapproved

by one or another of the gods, but these were always ready

to welcome his better insight:

Though the servant was disposed to do evil.

Yet is the Lord disposed to be merciful.

The Lord of Thebes (Amon) passes not a whole day wroth:

His wrath is finished in a moment, and nought is left.^^

It is especially significant that the Egyptiansjigvershowed

any trace of feeling unworthy of the divine mercy . For he

who errs is not a sinner but a fool, and his conversion to a

better wav of hfe does not require repentance but a better

understanding. When Amenemope states:

18 Battiscombe Gunn, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, III (1916), 85.
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God is in his perfection, man is in his inadequacy,^'

the contrast is a simple statement of fact which entirely

lacks the deeply disturbing overtones which it would pos-

sess in a biblical context. It merely expresses an existing

situation and warns man against overconfidence. In the

Egyptians' universe man had his place, and that admit-

tedly below the gods. The command of the Old Testament

that man should be "holy" (for example, Exodus 19:6) or

the terrifying exhortation of Matthew 5:48; "Be ye there-

fore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is

perfect"—would have seemed to the ancient Egyptian a

mere confusion of the issue.

Lack of insight or lack of self-restraint were at the root
^

of man's misfortunes, but not a basic corruption. And yet^

the Egyptian knew that not all men desired to follow the

igatli of measured harmony which led to happiness. They

admitted, therefore, something resembling divine grace;

or rather, in the way of the Greeks, they stressed its oppo-

site by stating that the gods blindjiirn whoin they wish ti),

destroy. In Egypt the doomed man is deaf to the teachings

of the sages; he becomes, in Ptahhotep's words, "one that

hears not":

He whom God loves, hears, but he whom God hates, hears not.

It is the heart that makes the owner into one that hears or one

that hears not. His heart is a man's fortune. ... As for a fool

that hears not, he can do nothing at all. He regards knowledge as

ignorance and good as bad. He lives on that of which one dies;

his food is untruth.^"

Untruth, falsehood, disorder, the opposite of Maat, is that

19 After Griffith, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XII ( 1926), 216.
20 After Erman, Literature, p. 64, and A. de Buck, in Nieuw theologisch

Tydschrift, p. 337.
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of which one dies. It makes hfe impossible. How this is to

be miderstood is shown by Amenemope:

Speak not to a man in falsehood,

the abomination of God;

sever not thy heart from thy tongue,

that all thy ways may be successful.

We shall no longer interpret this "teaching" as a shallow

piece of opportunism, of the type, "It pays to be honest."

Ptahhotep's remark that falsehood is that "of which one

dies" indicates the argument underlying Amenemope's

statement. Falsehood is the opposite of Maat; it is^ chaos,

"the abomination of God," that which is perennially de-

feated in the order of the imiverse. Hence it is fatal for a

man to identify himself with it. Yet he does so whefi he'lT

^Tshonest, when he "severs his heart from his tongue"; con-

giequehtly he cannot be e^^ech'ue when he doesso; tlial is

tlie meaning of the word "successful" in our quotation, as is

proved by the concrete example with which Amenem-

ope continues his "teaching." Do not simulate friendship

towards your enemy:

Say not to him "Hail to thee" in falsehood

When there is terror in thy belly,

for one cannot bring that oflF. On the other hand, do not

dissimulate your conviction even when others disagree, but

act, again, all of a piece:

Be thou resolute before other people,

for one is safe at the hand of God;

hated of God is the falsifier of words,

his great abomination is the dissembler . .
.^^

21 This and the preceding quotations are from Griffith, in Journal of Egyp-

tian Archaeology, XII ( 1926), 209-10.
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Such words have a famihar ring but they really represent

a totally alien point of view. God's hatred of the dissemblqy

is not an ethical, but a cosmic force. It destroys the dis-

honuest m^ not because he acts against a divine com-

mandment, but because Tie isiibt in Tiarmony wilK IvJfaat,

the^juniversai x>rder. One might object that the Egyptian

expressed the conflict as one which involves a personal

god, not an impersonal force. That is true, and the notion

of an impersonal force is in any case modern, not ancient. ^^

I have therefore avoided saying that he who moves against

Maat is destroyed automatically. But is it not remarkable

that none of the gods are mentioned by name in any of

the "teachings"? When the Egyptians appeal to "God,"

namely, to "the god with whom you have to reckon in

the circumstances," they impart to the divine interest in

man's behavior a distinctly impersonal character. The X^Mp
pantheon, every cme^^fjhe ^ods, re£uired^ the "j.i^ji^

duct. An individual might feel more closely connected

with one deity than with another, but the personal char-

acter of such a relationship was created by the worshiper,

not—as in the Bible—by the deity.

We have a number of texts in which the loyalty of devo-

tees of particular gods found expression. They are hymns

in which ordinary people pray or render thanks for a

favorable turn in their fortunes. The gods to whom grati-

tude is expressed differ, but the spirit and sometimes even

the wording remains the same throughout these texts. This

can be understood if we remember that^jheJEgyptian gods

v^^re imperfectly individugiJizfidJbse^a^eJbjgXJwer^^^

nent in nature^ (pages 25-29). They differed in their

22 See The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, pp. 15 fiF.
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spheres of action, but hardly in their characters. And thus

man stood in the same relation to all of them, even though a

scribe might feel special allegiance to Thoth, an artist to

Ptah, a craftsman in the necropolis to Hathor, or to the

Goddess of the West, or to the Peak, the splendid moun-

tain over the cemeteries in which this goddess was imma-

nent. But such differences are inessential; all the gods

functioned within the established order; they all "lived^by

Maat" and consequentiy.&y..3lI^tedJ!lffiimi*'' We may
say that in Egyptian thought Maat, the divine order, medi-

ated between man and the gods. On the whole, when man
erred , he did not commit, in the first ^lace, a crime against

a god; he

,

moved against the established order, and one

god or another^aw_to it_that that order was vindicated.

We do not find in Egypt the violent conflict which is char-

acteristic of biblical religion. Man is not seen in rebeUion

against the command of God nor does he experience the

intensity and range of feelings from contrition to grace

which characterize the main personages of the Old and

New Testaments. By the same token the theme of God's

wrath is practically unknown in Egyptian literature; for the

Egyptian, in his aberrations, is not a sinner whom God re-

jects but an ignorant man who is disciplined and corrected.

This is well illustrated by the following hymn, vn:itten by

a worker in the Theban necropolis after he had been cured

of an illness:

I was an ignorant man and foolish,

Who knew neither good nor evil.

I wrought the transgression against the Peak,

And she chastised me.

I was in her hand by night as by day
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"Mark," I will say to great and little

That are among the workmen:

"Be ye ware of the Peak!

For that a Hon is within the Peak.

She smites with the smiting of a savage lion.

She pursues him that transgresses against her."

I called upon my Mistress;

I found tiiat she came to me with sweet airs;

She was merciful to me,

(After) she had made me behold her hand.

She turned again to me in mercy:

She caused me to forget the sickness that had

been [upon] me.^^

But another addresses the sun-god:

Thou Sole and Only One, Harakhte,

Like whom there is here no other!

Who protects millions

And delivers hundreds of thousands!

The Savior of him that cries unto him,

The Lord of Heliopolis!

Punish me not for my many misdeeds.

I am one that knows not himself ( ? )

.

I am a witless man.

All day long I follow my mouth like an ox after fodder.^^

Yet another man invokes Amon:

Thou art [Amon], the Lord of him that is silent;

Who comest at the voice of the humble man.

I call upon thee when I am in distress:

And thou comest that thou mayest save me;

That thou mayest give breath to him that is wretched;

That thou mayest save me that am in bondage.^'

23 After Gunn, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, III ( 1916), 8&-87.
2* After Erman, Literature, p. 307.
25 Gunn, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, III ( 1916), 84.
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The difference between these texts Hes not in the picture

they give of the different gods, but in that which the devo-

tee gives of himself. And there we meet the same view-

point as in the "teachings," although the latter were in-

tended for the educated public and the hymns belong to

the sphere of popular literature. In these hymns, the meji

describe their faults as the consequence of ignorance: when

they approve of themselves they claim to be like "the silent

man." And the texts derive no distinctive features at all

from the character of the particular god to whom they hap-

pen to be addressed.

There are a few exceptional documents among these

popular hymns. For the need of divine sanction and sup-

port for a line of conduct which, although it was known to

be right, was nevertheless difficult to adhere to, that need

was sometimes so great that it could not be satisfied by

the very generahzed connection between the Egyptian

gods and the moral code. In some cases, therefore, the

gods were given attributes which have only an emotional,

not a theological, justification. The following hymn, ad-

dressed to Thoth, allows us to demonstrate this pecuHar

elaboration of the ordinary themes with great clarity.

Thoth, the god of scribes, was manifest in the moon and

was represented as an ibis or as a baboon (page 10 and

Figures 3, 4, 5 ) . He was entirely unconnected with vege-

tation or with the power in water. Yet images derived

from these spheres of natural Hfe play a predominant part

in the poem which a scribe addressed to the god of his

profession. It starts by emphasizing the guardianship of

Thoth over scribes:

O Thoth, take me to Hermopolis, to thy city, where it is pleas-

ant to live.
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Thou supplies! what I need in bread and beer and thou keepest

watch over my mouth when I speak.

Would that I had Thoth behind me tomorrow (when I shall

die)l

Come to me when I enter before the Lords of Maat (the judges

in the hereafter

)

And so shall I come forth justified.

Thou great dom palm, sixty cubits high, whereon are fruits;

Stones are in the fruits and water is in the stones.

Thou who bringest water to a distant place, come dehver me, the

silent man.

Thoth, thou sweet well for one who thirsts in the desert;

It is closed for one who argues but open for him who keeps

silence.

The silent one comes and finds the well.

The hot-headed comes and thou art [choked?].^"

The last verse shows that the elaborate imagery of the

poem serves to bring the opposition of the passionate and

the silent man in relation with the god to whom the scribe

is particularly attached. His feelings evoke images of the

greatest delights, the shade of the palm and the cool water

from the well. Hence the associative progression of the

images: the dom palm of great height; the fruit; the

moisture-filled kernels in the fmit; the moisture that re-

freshes the thirsting; the well from which the "right," the

"silent" man draws strength and consolation.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF TRADITION

The usual and less original texts merely express the de-

pendence of man upon the gods; similarly the "teachings"

of Amenemope express this thought as follows:

Verily, man is clay and straw,

God is his fashioner;

28 After Erman, Literature, pp. 305 f.
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He pulls down and builds up each day;

He makes a thousand dependents at his will

Or he makes a thousand men into overseers (?).^^

The significant and ( to us ) extraordinary fact is this, how-

ever: While in the Old and New Testaments mans de-

pendence upon God finds a correlate in God's concern for

manf the Egyptian gods remain aloof. Their relationship

to man is indirect. This is true whether we consider the

Egyptians as members of society or as individuals. The,

actions of the community were guided by the divine king

witE wLom alone the other gods communicated. The ac-

tions of individuals lacked divine guidance altogether, as

far as we know. The gods were known to require, in a gen-

eral way, that man respect Kfaat. But in this tRey did

hardly more than endorse a necessary condition of exist-

ence. There were no specific divine commands which

^ave'man directives for the shaping ofJiis actions. We
~Kave seen that it was "right" to enjoy an inheritance, to

respect established authority, to maintain the unity of

"heart and tongue," conviction and speech. But nowhere

do we find the gods specifically commanding: "Thou shalt

do these things"; we do not even find that a rule of con-

duct or a set of "teachings" is recommended as inspired

or approved by a god. The gods were immanent in the

phenomena and therefore remained impersonal. And so

the Egyptians present us with one more j)aradox: living^^

under theruie"of"a"god incarnate, they were dependent

on human wisdom alone for direction in their way of life.

Here lies the importance of the "teachings" wliich we have

quoted. The mature reflection of the sages, the experience

accumulated through generations, supplied tlie guidance

of whicKmen stood in
jjgg(^;---~"--'-—~—-— •^-~—

•

27 After GriflBth, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XII ( 1926 ), 221.
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The wisdom of the "teachmgs" was rooted, of course, in

the less articulate convictions of the people; the sayings

clarified an accepted point of view and illustrated, by tell-

ing similes and examples, what actions and what attitudes

were in harmony with the created order, were "right" in

the different situations which could arise in a man's life.

That the "teachings" were considered as a thoroughly

worked-through version of common wisdom is said in the

"Instructions for King Merikare": "Truth comes to him

fully kneaded like the sayings of the ancestors." ^^ The

"teachings" are, moreover, not the only texts describing the

Egyptians' view of what constitutes the right way of life,

and the nondidactic inscriptions have the same tenor as

the "teachings." For instance, the ideal biographies which

we find in a number of tombs refer in the same general

way to the divine sanction of the accepted way of life. A
high ofiBcial of the Old Kingdom, Pepinakht, describes him-

self as follows:

I was one who said that which was good, and repeated that

which was loved. Never did I say anything evil to a powerful

one against any people, [for] I desired that it be well with me
in the great god's presence.^^ I gave bread to the hungry, and

clothing to the naked. Never did I judge two brothers in such a

way that a son was deprived of his paternal possession. I was

one beloved of his father, praised of his mother, whom his

brothers and sisters loved.^"

Here we meet again the appreciation of charity in word

and deed, and of the sanctity of inheritance which we

28 Gardiner, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, I (1914), 25; Erman,

Literature, p. 76.
29 The "great god" is probably the king; if so, Pepinakht's text shows once

more that the Egyptian ideal of kingship was effective. The desire to stand

well with Pharaoh inspired the oflficial to behave well.

8" Breasted, Ancient Records, I, § 357.
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have already come to understand (pages 62-65) as a con-

sequence of the Egyptians' valuation of permanence in all

conditions.

Poets living a thousand years after Pepinakht reflect the

same ideals and the same feeling that the right life re-

ceives an impersonal and indirect sanction from the gods.

As an example I shall quote a text which is neither didactic

nor biographical, namely, one of the harpers' songs recently

studied and translated by Dr. Miriam Lichtheim.^^ It

combines an encouragement to enjoy life with a description

of the man who lives rightly and is therefore predisposed

to be happy. The song ends as follows:

Make holiday, verily, verily!

Put incense and fine oil together beside thee

And garlands of lotus and rrm^flowers upon thy breast.

The woman whom thou lovest.

It is she who sits at thy side.

Thou shouldst not anger thy heart

Over anything that has happened.

Put music before thee.

Do not recall evil, abomination of the god;

Bethink thee of joys,

Thou righteous, thou just and true man,

Calm, friendly, content, relaxed,

Happy, not speaking evil.

Give drunkenness to thy heart every day

Until the day comes in which there is landing!

The ideal described in the last five lines of this song is

identical with that which the "teachings" delineate.

We may now summarize: The Egyptian way of life
,

signposted by the wisdom of the sages, appears as onejipt

of struggle but of harmony. Within the all-inclusive unity

81 Journal of Near Eastern Studies, IV ( 1945), 201.
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of nature and society man could move with dignity, safety,

and happiness. But you will have noticed at the end^of

the harper's song that a limit was set to joy: "Until the

day comes in which there is landing.'* XHereference is to

the landing of the funeral barge at the west bank of the

Nile when the dead man is carried to his tomb. We shall

discuss in the next chapter the attitude of the Egyptians

towards death. Our quotation shows that they were pre-

pared to remember its inevitability even while in a festive

"^^Sd; in factj tiiey were^^S^plyZpiSsSS^

JLh-Qiight q£ death and during their lifetimes spent much

of their substance on the equipment of their tombs.

Here it remains for us to consider the attitude of the

Egyptians under circumstances which made the validity

of their way of life seem problematical. This happened

when political catastrophe overtook them and the estab-

lished order, which they regarded as rooted in the order

of creation, was destroyed. Egypt's isolated position behind

desert barriers protected it against foreign interference

and thus the safety of the state was but rarely endangered.

But towards the end of the third millennium B.C. the ceji-

tral governmraF wealceneH~and disintegrated; local mag-

nates usurped the power which was the prerogative of

FKafaohr and Xsratics' entered^

^saster^lQllQWiB^ the first great realization of Egyptian

statehood in the Pyrarnid age,^niade a terrible impression

^upon thinking^ rnen. The literary works in which their

thoughts were expressed show a significant emphasis: the

presence of the Asiatics, however hurtful to their pride,

was much less subject to complaint than the demoralization

aiidhconjhjLsion of the country. This was the truly^toTS^aBle

feature of the times which left men shocked and be-
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wildered. For when jin established order possesses moral

sanction, its overthrow leaves man without certaintyjDr

"dTrection. The texts, indeed, pile image upon image to

make it clear that the world is upside down:

Nay, but gold and lapis lazuli, silver and turquoise . . . are

hung about the necks of slave-girls. But noble ladies walk

through the land, and mistresses of houses say: "Would that we
had something we might eat." ^^

Nay, but the citizens have been placed over the mill-stones. They
that were clad in fine Hnen are beaten

Nay, but the children of princes, men dash them against walls.

The children that have been earnestly desired, they are exposed

upon the desert. Khnum ( the god who models man before birth

)

complaineth because of his (useless exertions ).^^

One might like to interpret these texts as expressions of

regret by the privileged classes that common people now
assert equal rights. But the texts are quite explicit in de-

scribing the general nature of the catastrophe. Succinctly:

The country turns round like a potter's wheel.^^

As to the poor:

Nay, but the roads . . . are watched. Men sit in the bushes

until the benighted traveller comes so that they may rob him
of his load. What is upon him is stolen. He getteth blows of the

stick to smell and is slain wrongfully

Nay, but men feed on herbs and drink water. No fruit nor herbs

are longer found for the birds, and the ofiFal is robbed from the

mouth of the swine. . .
.^^

32 After Erman, Literature, p. 96. S3 /fc/cf.^ p. 93. 34 j^i^;^ p 95^
85 Ibid., p. 99.
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In a text which assumes the form of prophecy we read:

Men shall fashion arrows of copper, that they may beg for bread

with blood. Men laugh with a laughter of disease.^^

As a result of these conditions

:

Great and small say: "I wish I were deadl" ^^

Some thoughtful men have described not merely the pre-

vailing anarchy, but their own reaction to it:

I am meditating upon what has happened, on the things that

have come to pass throughout the land. Changes take place; it is

not like last year, and one year is more burdensome than the

other. The land is in confusion. . . . Maat is cast out and

iniquity [sits] in the council chamber. The plans of the gods

are destroyed and their ordinances transgressed. The land is in

misery, mourning is in every place, towns and villages lament.'*

In these words we find confirmed what we might have

expected on the basis of the "teachings": a collapse of the

established^ order^ would leave the Egyptian totally dis-

orientated^And so we may understand a most remarkable

"composition written in these disturbed times and known

to us as the "Dialogue of a Man Weary of Life with His

Soul." We shall discuss this later (page 142 and following)

but must here comment on its general trend. The man who
speaks has the intention of committing suicide, but he does

not state that he has personally suffered injustice. His com-

plaints concern the destruction of the social order in which

life has value:

To whom can I speak today?

The gentle man has perished.

The violent man has access to everybody. . . .

se Ibid., p. 114. 37 Hid., p. 97. as jhid., p. 109.
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To whom can I speak today?

The iniquity that smites the land

It has no end.^^

In contrast with this aspect of society death oflFers release:

Death stands before me today

As a man longs to see his house

After he has spent many years in captivity.

When the established order from which the Egyptian wa^
of life derived its orientation was destroyed, file became

meaningless and, therefoj[:fi,jiiih£aiablei_

89 Wilson, in The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, pp. 102-3.
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The Egyptian Hope

THE PREOCCUPATION WITH DEATH

One theme has recurred time and again in these chapters

:

the pecuhar attitude of the Egyptians towards change.

They understood the universe as an equihbrium of op-

posites. Change, if it was of a regularly recurring type, like

the succession of tEe seasons, was^s^oilScanFBecause it_

could be considered part of an unchangmgsdienje. But_

change taking the formToF a~singular^vent was considered

inconsequential, a superficial and passing disturbance of

the estabhshed order.

Now people who hold these views must be deeply pre-

occupied with the proDlemr^^P^gathT^lo^ and

"*mevitable~change does not fit either EgyptianalternativeJ[t

is not a recurreiit event and^eUtis notinsignifigant. Human
beings are too thoroughly diflPerentiated for the elimination

of any individual to appear as part of a series of recurrences.

The Egyptians saw in this diflFerentiation, this prevalence of

nontypical features, a disadvantage of humanity as com-

pared with other living beings. The animal world knew

permanence; the existence of the species was in no way
affected by^e continual replacement of their individual

jnembers. Royalty was immune from change in a^ similar^

manner. The throne was always occupied by Horus^ son of

Osiris—from anotheFvrewpomt^^ We have

seen in Chapter 2 that written and pictorial documents
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emphasized the typical in Pharaoh, and his death caused

no more than a passing agitation, without making any essen-

tial change. Pharaoh^jike^ajiarge proportion of the animal

world, shared permanence with the divinely ordered uni-

verse an3^ai~EuIysuperhuman. But the death of an or-

dinary mortal made a*change for all~those~wh^ were'con-

cerne^aTaltrlt'WgS^gltngufer^^JipiL^^

to evaluate by Egyptian standards,

' Tlie Egyptians, like the vast majority of men, considered

death an interruption, not the end, of life—a change in a

man's personality, not its annihilation. Their belief in the

continued existence of the dead is shown in a striking man-

ner by the fact that in certain emergencies they addressed

letters to dead relatives.^ In one case a dead mother is asked

to arbitrate between her sons, one of whom is also dead

while the other is still alive. Another letter is addressed to a

man whose widow and small son are beset by grasping rela-

tives, and he is begged to "awake" his ancestors and with

their help to rescue his family. We may assume that in

Egypt, as elsewhere, the continued sign^£ance ofthedead

in the emotional and intellectual life of they suxviyorsestallr

lishedSielreality of"their afterlifebeyond a doubt; their

appearan^^n dreams andyisions confirmed, it. Thus the

survival of the dead belonged to the data of actual experi-

ence, and the manner of survival became a matter of great

concern.

It has become a commonplace to say that the Egyptians

imagined life after death as a replica of life upon earth. But

this is only a partial truth and its inadequacy is generally

obscured by the curious nature of our evidence. By far

1 Alan H. Gardiner and K. Sethe, Egyptian Letters to the Dead (London,

1928).
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the largest number of the relevant documents are concerned

with precautions which the Egyptians took to ensure exist-

ence after death; they tell us httle about the nature of that

existence. Explicit statements about man's future state do

not appear before the First Intermediate period; but the

inscriptions on the coflBns of that time are deeply influenced

by the Pyramid Texts composed for the kings of the Old

Kingdom, and while we shall presently explain the appear-

ance of royal texts in private tombs, the fact remains that

we know very little about the original expectations of com-

mon men regarding an afterlife.

We do possess, however, evidence antedating by more

than a thousand years the usurped texts. This evidence con-

sists of tombs, of which we have an unbroken series, extend-

ing from prehistoric times—probably from the fifth mil-

lennium B.C.—to the Christian era. In all these tombs the

bodies, carefully prepared and dressed, are buried with

their personal ornaments, toilet requisites, sometimes weap-

ons or tools, and always with large numbers of pots and

dishes containing food and drink. But these supplies do not

prove that the Egyptians considered life after death a mere

continuation of life upon earth. They only show that the

Egyptians could not imagine life, in whateyerfonnjjj^^

sist while the requirements Q^ iJfg_^<^.L^gyp^^'^^^^^- The

textsconfirm the 7act that lite after d̂ athjwas, thought to

require sustenance in the forrn in which all life requiresjt,

as food and drink. But it is totally unwarranted to conclude

that this simple idea exhausted the Egyptian's conception

of man's future condition. It is not even correct to assume

that his supplying funerary provisions carried the material-

istic implications which it inevitably suggests to us. On
the contrary, the mysterious character of life—namely, that
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it is sustained by matter, although it is intangible and im-

material in itself—led the Egyptian not to a materialistic

interpretation of life, but to a spiritual view of food: the

same word, Ka, which denotes man's impalpable vital

force also means, in the plural, his sustenance. In the

Memphite Theology (page 23 and following, above) the

account of creation mentions immediately before the estab-

lishment of justice—therefore in a context of the highest

order—that the Ka's were created, "they that make all

sustenance and all food." The offerings at the tomb are

specifically made to a man's Ka, to his vital force. A man

who died was said "to go to his Ka," for while it was clear

that his vitalityjhad left his body, he must needs have re-

joined the life force_since he survived. All this evidence

"shows, therefore, that the Egyptians held it necessary to

sustain a man's Ka, but also that this was a means to an end

—survival—not an end in itself.^

It is clear that we_are still discussing the Egyptians' pre-

occupation with the possibility and conditions^ survivalL

And it may be admitte(nhat many never went beyond

thoughts of this order. But definite conceptions of man's

future state did exist; and we cannot subscribe to the

prevalent view that on this subject the Egyptians held a

number of incompatible ideas in a hazy or muddleheaded

confusion. We have met similar judgments as regards the

Egyptian gods, the Egyptian myths, and so on. But we
have found on closer inspection of the evidence that the

ancients' adherence to quasi-contradictory opinions was

not due to any inability on their part to think clearly, but

to their habit of using several separate avenues of approach

2 I have discussed the Ka at length in Chapter 5 of Kingship and the Gods
(Chicago, 1948).
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to subjects of a problematical nature (see above, page 4

and following). They did justice to the complexity of

a problem by allowing a variety of partial solutions,

each of which was vahd for a given approach to the cen-

tral problem. The problem of life and death was con-

sidered in this manner; and we shall follow the Egyp-

tians in discussing, one after the other, their different

approaches to it. We begin with the attitude of those who
were primarily concerned with the prerequisites of sur-

vival; to them survival appeared in the first place as life

in the tomb.

THE DEAD IN THE TOMBS

The many-sided character of the Egyptian tomb can best

be understood if we consider the trends of thought which

converged on it. When the thought of a man as he was

in his lifetime prevailed over aU others, and the concern

that he should lack nothing was uppermost in the mind, the

tomb appeared as his dwelling place. Certain rock-cut

tombs of the Second Dynasty are adapted to serve as his

house, even to the extent of being fitted with a toilet. A
spell in the "Book of the Dead" is entitled "Coming Forth

by Day," in an obvious analogy with the habits of the liv-

ing: the night is dangerous and eerie and man, whether

alive or dead, had best stay at home. Hence a variant of

the same title: "Coming Forth by Day, Receding by Night

in Thy Tomb." ^ This view of a man's existence after death

had more than one root. In the first place, a man[s body

rested in the tomb, and the Egyptians could not abtstragt

the survival of man's immortal parts from the continued

3 H. Kees, Totenglauben und Jenseitsvorstellungen der alien Agypter

(Leipzig, 1926), p. 274.
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£xi^tsnce of his.bad^. In this inability, as in that of imagin-

ing life independent oFmaterial sustenance, they showed

how strongly their minds were orientated towards the con-

Sge^'So, while they admitted that man suflFered physical

death and nevertheless survived, they could not imagine

such a survival without a physical substratum. Man with-

out a body seemed incomplete and inefiFectual. He required

his body in perpetuity,^s^ itwere the concrete Basis oFKis

mHividuality. Hence the development of mummification

"and the elaborate measures against tomb robbers who

might be attracted by ornaments and other valuables with

wEich the deaj^ were eg[uipped. Hence, also, the marvel-

ous development of Egyptian sculpture; for a statue, prop-

erly identified with the dead man by an inscription and

magically animated by the "opening of the mouth" cere-

mony, could replace the body if it should be damaged by

decay or violence. Therefore a man was forever attached

to his tomb because his survival required preservation oF

Jiis physical jForm, either as mummy or as statue. This

attachment in turn strengthened the feeling, natural

enough to be universal, that at the grave one is close to

the departed; and this feeling explains also certain features

of the Egyptian tombs.

The Egyptians communicated regularly^ith their^dead

^ and. cpncretely shared their company. They visited the

tombs not only to make offerings to the Ka's, but they

gathered there on feast days for celebrations, including a

meal at which the dead were supposed to be present; this

custom has, in fact, survived in Egypt to this day. And the

tombs expressed in their architecture the fact that they

formed a link between the dead and the living. Simple

brick structures of the First Dynasty (Figure 19) show a
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small walled-in space against the grave mound; in this en-

closm^e water jars and food jars were found, the remnants

either of feasts or of regular offerings. At the same spot two

holes pierced the brickwork of the tomb, and the dead

were buried in such a way that they faced these openings.

Symbohcally, at least, these served as channels of com-

munication. The same thought found a more dignified

architectural expression in later times: a large stone slab

with a narrow groove in thejniddle formed the so-called

"faIse~do6r'* (Figure 21).* Behind it, underground, was

the sarcophagus chamber, where the body rested. In front

of it was the offering table upon wEicFTobd and drink

^erft"3^nsifed. In the wall of the tomb chapel, covered

with reliefs or paintings, the false door formed the focal

point of the visitors' attention: here communication with

the dead was possible. In the Sixth Dynasty the dead man's

statue was sometimes placed in the opening of the false

door (Figure 22). But tlie narrow groove of the original

conception suggests more effectively the nature of contact

with the unseen which took place here; and this older

form remained in use even after the Sixth Dynasty.

In the superstructure of the tomb, passages and rooms

were covered wUhTeliefs and paintings depicting fishing,

Jumting, harvesting, and the manufacture of untold objects^

of daily use. Life's necessities were thus at all times avail-

able to the dead man even if the actual offerings at tTTe""

_t^ib jpight be forgotten.. But the tombs of those who

could afford it were endowed with lands, serfs, whole

villages sometimes, which were supposed to supply their

produce to the dead man in perpetuity. A mortuary priest

Similar usages are widespread in the ancient world. See F. J.
Tritsch,

"False Doors on Tombs," in Journal of Hellenic Studies, 63 (1943),
11»-15.
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recited the daily service, and certain nobles made contracts

which were engraved in the tomb and which described

the lands and serfs which they made over to priests, who

in retm"n obliged themselves and their descendants to per-

form the services of the dead and to supply oflFerings in

specified amounts on feast days as well. Poorer people

were, of course, dependent on their families. In the up-

heaval of the First Intermediate period (pages 84r-87

aEoveJ^when the transitory character of all earthly insti-

tutions had become painfully evident, the habit of relying

iffifTdescendants and priests weakened and magical safe-

guards beg^an to increase. Instead of (or in addition to)

reliefs and paintings in accessible rooms of the tomb,

wooden figures of men and women laboring at their tasks

were hidden underground. Even the occasional passer-by

was called upon to supply the dead man's need if he should

be neglected by those bound to care for him. We read, for

instance, the following prayer:

O ye who live and exist, who love life and hate death, whosoever

shall pass by this tomb; as ye love life and hate death, so ye shall

ofFer to me that which is in your hands. If nought is in your

hands, ye shall speak thus with your mouth: a thousand of bread

and beer, of oxen and geese, of alabaster vessels and linen, a

thousand of all pure things to the revered Enyotef, son of

Enyotef, son of Khuu.^

Summarizing, we may say that the tomb created the

necessary conditions for life in the hereafter. It was a
.,,..1 I ,1... I

l Y- i -ir .

-

i.M ,.i, . ,i.ii i i , u I
iiK .' '

'

'

' "T^"""-^ ^ ^—-^.^...^

necessity to be buried properly in a well-equipped tomb,

andjM.Xfiqukemeni..wa§^forjnjtance^^

5 Gardiner, The Attitude of the Ancient Egyptians to Death and the Dead
(Cambridge, 1935), p. 36. See on these "appels aux vivants" the book by
Jean Sainte Fare Gamot, VAppel aux vivants dans les textes juniraires

egyptiens, "Recherches d'arcneologie, de philologie et d'histoire," IX
(Cairo, Institut Frangais, 1938).
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King Senusert I recalled Sinuhe from his self-imposed

exile:

Come back to Egypt, that thou mayest see the Residence

wherein thou didst grow up, that thou mayest kiss the earth at

the Two Great Portals (the palace), and mingle with the

Chamberlains.

Even today thou hast begun to be old, thou hast lost thy man-
hood, and hast bethought thee of the day of burial . . .

A proper Egyptian bin^ial is then described in alluring de-

tail and tlie letter ends

:

Thus shalt thou not die abroad nor shall the Asiatics biuy

thee. Thou shalt not be placed in a sheep-skin. . . . Wherefore,

bethink thee of thy corpse and return.®

The tomb was the instrument by which was overcome

the disintegration of a man's personality as a result of the

crisis of deatl^. The tomb is a place of transfiguration, sakh,

a word applied to the funerary rites, which means making

the dead man an Akh, a transfigured spirit. The tomb

contained his unchanging physical form, as a mummy and

in the form of statues; it contained, in reality or in effigy,

the provisions made for his Ka, his vital force. It oflFered

liim a basis for his existence after death; but this existence

"went far beyond the confines of his tomh. The conception

that the dead live in their tombs was only valid in a con-

text of preoccupation with the requirements of survival.

THE APPEARING DEAD

The dead man conceived as living an animated existence

after'^deafliliv'as "calTed'^Ba,We Translate that word, unicom^

fortably, with "soul," but the Ba was not a part of a living

« After Adolf Erman, The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians, tr. A. M.
Blackman (London, 1927), pp. 23-24.
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person but the whole of a person as he appears after death.

The __wordMBa means "animation, manifestation." The

Phoenix is theBa—the manifestation—-of Re. A potent

amulet may be called the Ba of Shu. The Egyptians, like

the Greeks, the Babylonians, and many other peopTes7savir"

nianifestatiqns of the dead in birdlike apparitions, with

thinjpiping voices^ fluttering through the _ak near "their

fonnjT iiauntS; jp the^tomb-ijesj^s^thyg^dead are depicted

as birds with human heads—possibly a graphic device to~^

distinguish them from real birds . They are sometimes sup-

plied with arms, namely, when these are needed by the

artist to clarify an action—for instance, the scooping of

water from a pond near the tomb. In the great cosmo-

logical ceiling design in the cenotaph of Seti I at Abydos

(Figure 10, on the right) a small oval is drawn outside

the course of the sun along the sky. The oval contains

three different birds and the text describes them as fol-

lows:

These birds have faces like men, but their nature is that of

birds. One of them speaks to the other with words of weeping.

Now after they come to eat vegetables and green stuff in Egypt,

they flutter under the rays of heaven and then their shapes be-

come bird-like.^

In the design the birds do not have "faces like men"; it

seems the scribe was under the influence of the hiero-

glyphic script when he wrote this sentence. The "words of

weeping" may in a similar way have slipped in as a char-

acterization of the dead; for, notwithstanding the hope of

a blessed hereafter, death was viewed as a calamity (page

108 below), and there is a common adjuration, "As you

love life and hate death!" The text referring to the birds

^ H. Frankfort, The Cenotaph of Seti I at Abydos (London, 1933), p. 73.
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in Figure 10 is also preserved in a papyrus which has

the variant phrase: "With words of men, in the language

of men." ^ In any case, the dead could come to the earth

and flutter under the rays of the sun in bird shape. But

they did not lose contact with the tomb where the body

was preserved. In this respect too they resembled the ap-

paritions of the dead of folklore the world over. Man's

complete personahty after death consisted of Ba and body;

the Ba-bird is often shown hovering over the body (Figure

20), or flying down the tomb shaft to rejoin it (Figure 17).

In a New Kingdom papyrus occurs the phrase: "May his

Ba not separate itself from his corpse forever," * and in the

"Dialogue of a Man Weary of Life" the speaker, on the

point of committing suicide, attempts to persuade his Ba

to stay with him in death. Yet it was pr§Qis<?lyjas Ba4hat-

man escaped confinement in ilie tomb^ This is shown by

the text from the cenotaph of Seti I, by the designs, and

also by certain spells intended to enable a man to assiune

any form he likes. The theme is often elaborated, and

since the Ba was conceived as a bird, bird shapes are those

most often named, as in the example I quote below in

Dr. Gardiner's translation. Notice that the first sentence,

after indicating the purpose of the spell, harks back to the

interment and continues from there:

Thou shalt come in and go out, thy heart rejoicing, in the

favour of the Lord of the Gods, a good burial [being thine] after

a venerable old age, when age has come, thou assuming thy

place in the coflBn, and joining earth on the high ground of the

west.

Thou shalt change into a living Ba and surely he will have

•After H. O. Lange and O. Neugebauer, Papyrus Carkberg, No. 1 (Co-
penhagen, 1940), p. 40.

• After Kees, Totenglauben, p. 62.
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power to obtain bread and water and air; and thou shalt take

shape as a heron or swallow, as a falcon or a bittern, whichever

thou pleasest.

Thou shalt cross in the ferryboat and shalt not turn back; thou

shalt sail on the waters of the flood, and thy life shall start afresh.

Thy Ba shall not depart from thy corpse and thy Ba shall be-

come divine with the blessed dead. The perfect Ba's shall speak

to thee, and thou shalt be an equal amongst them in receiving

what is given on earth. Thou shalt have power over water, shalt

inhale air, and shalt be surfeited with the desires of thy heart.

Tliine eyes shall be given to thee so as to see, and thine ears so

as to hear, thy mouth speaking, and thy feet walking. Thy arms

and thy shoulders shall move for thee, thy flesh shall be firm, thy

muscles shall be easy and thou shalt exult in all thy limbs. Thou

shalt examine thy body and find it whole and sound, no ill what-

ever adhering to thee. Thine own true heart shall be with thee,

yea, thou shalt have thy former heart. Thou shalt go up to the

sky, and shalt penetrate the Netherworld in all forms that thou

likest.^o

This characteristic and illuminating text shows that the

thought of the Ba is closely bound to the preoccupation

with the necessities of the afterlife, with the conditions

which make possible survival in a satisfactory manner. The

designs in which the Ba occms corroborate that statement.

The thought of survival as Ba andj;uiyival Jn the tomb_^

are complementary; at any rate, they are found together

and evidently occurred to a man when he envisaged his

own impending death and wished to prepare for it; it

similarly occurred to the surviving kinsmen responsible for

the well-being of their relative after his death. The thought

of the Ba, like the tliought of the tomb, lies under the spell

of preoccupation with the conditions of the afterlife.

1° Gardiner, The Attitude of the Ancient Egyptians to Death and the Dead,

pp. 29-30.
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THE TRANSFIGURED DEAD

But it is also possible to think about the dead with de-

tachment and without immediate concern. In that case the

Egyptians, while admitting that the dead were dependent

on their tombs and were manifest as Ba's, supplemented

these beliefs with a conception of wider scope. The dead

were Akhu, "transfigured spirits." As such they were never

depicted for they existed in^sphere well beyond the ken

ofjqaan. The dead became Akhu tliroughthe funerary^

ritual, and with reference to their tombs they were called

"well-equipped transfigured spirits." But while they were

"mamitest upon earth as Ba's, they werej-^s Akhu, totally

withdrawn from contact with humanity. They were seen

at night as stars in the sky, especially in its northern part.

JFor the circumsolar stars which never set werejJemon-

strably immortal. This notion is old. The word Akh occurs

in inscriptions of the First Dynasty, and the shafts of the

tombs of the Old Kingdom are on the north side to en-

able the dead to join their companions, "tlie venerable

ones," clustered around the heavenly pole. In the "Book

of the Dead" of a later age, the connection between the

dead and the stars is still known," and the Pyramid Texts

command categorically:

Spirit (Akh) to the sky, corpse into the earth! **

It is, then, a mistake to consider the notions of Ba and Akh

incompatible; the dead could be manifest upon earth as

Ba's, but they were Akhu in their own peculiar and exalted

form of existence.

11 L.
J.

Cazemier, Oud-Egyptiese Voorstellingen Aangaande de
(Wageningen, 1930), p. 114.
12 Pvr. 474a.
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The conception of the dead as Akhu is the vaguest and

most detached of all, but also that which imparts to them

the greatest luster. For it incorporates them in the perenn^^^

cosmic order, it views them as^partaking of eternity in the

revolution of the stars round the pole of heaven. The con-

cepFof the Akhu, "therefore, foreshadows an answer to

the question with which this chapter started. We asked

how the Egyptians, holding that only recurring change is

significant change, could account for a man's death, which

is an event both singular and significant. The conceptions

of survival in the tomb and of manifestation as Ba do

not answer that question, but the concjeption of the Mh_
indicates that the change caused by death translated man

from the sphere of the insignificant to that of the sig-

nificant, from an ephemeral and singular form of exist-^

ence to one whicL was lasting., and changeless. The con-

ceptions of an afterlife in the tomb and as Ba are weighed

down by care and anxiety; the fear of death, which cannot

be allayed, finds expression in endless precautions. Even

as a "transfigured spirit" one had to be well equipped; but

if that condition was fulfilled, death meant transition from

the inconsequential existence of the single human being

to participation in the perennial life of the universe.

I should not be justified in presenting this synopsis of

the Egyptians' most profound conception of death if it were

based exclusively on our information concerning the Akhu.

But the same thought has found expression in a great

variety of ways. In fact, it comes to the fore whenever the

funerary texts allow anything beyond the bare preoccupa-

tion with the needs of the dead to find expression. I have

discussed the Akhu and the identification of the dead with

the stars first of all for three reasons: it expresses the Egyp-
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tian view in a simple manner; it represents an ancient and

general belief; and it lacks the curious twist which related

doctrines receive as a result of the fact that they were

originally apphcable to Pharaoh alone.

It is, of course, highly significant that a royal doctrine

could be appHed to ordinary men. This was possible be-

cause a similar conception of life after death determined

the traits of Pharaoh's hereafter and that of commoners.

The texts obscure rather than emphasize the common ele-

ments. Since Pharaoh was the source of society's well-being,

his death and future life possessed a significance far be-

yond that of others. It was the subject of a great deal of

speculation and gave rise to many beliefs and usages which

we have studied in detail elsewhere. But in order to recog-

nize in them a trend of thought similar to that which pro-

duced the concept of the Akh, in order to understand that

royal usages could be adopted by ordinary people, we
must rapidly survey here the main features of Pharaoh's

life after death.

THE QUASI-ROYAL DEAD

The death of a king was, in a manner characteristic of the

Egyptians, glossed over in so far as it meant a change. The^

succession from oneJkmgJo^jioth^X >vas yiewed_j,s_^j^

cliangmg rnythological situation: Horus succeeded Osiris.*^

_Since most kings were succeeded by their sons, actuality

tallied with theology in tli"is"Yespect'-^It also agreed in the

fact that the father, Osiris, disappeared definitively from

the earthly scene. In the myth Osiris, murdered by Seth,

was revived, but only as a power in the beyond; Horus as-

^3 The complex figure of Osiris has been discussed at length in Chapter 15

of my Kingship and the Gods.
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sumed the throne. In actuality this was also seen to be

true. The new king assumed rule as Horus; his father had

coalesced at death"\\1th 05tft57the'fofe5eaJ'an3"prot^

of all dead longs. The Hng, who inlile~hiad mediateH^^e-

tween his people and the powers in nature, merged with

these powers at his death; his vitahty broke forth from

the earth in which he rested. As Osiris he was ahve in the

growing grain, in the rising waters of the Nile, in the ris-

ing moon. The Memphite Theology, discussing the burial

of Osiris, bluntly states that he "became earth." Thus

Pharaoh survived in the recurring manifestations of chtKo"-

nic forces;~ahd wlieh, thereforertHe* Eg\^tia^ iield tiiat

the common dead circled the pole as stars, their concep-

tion of man's future state did not differ in essentials from

that which obtained in the case of Pharaoh.

If a common basis made it possible for beliefs regarding

the royal hereafter to be applied to ordinary folk, it re-

mains yet to explain why such a transference should actu-

ally have taken place. The explanation hes, once more, in

the profound upheaval which shook the Egyptian state

after the P\Tamid Age. Throughout the Old Kiiigdom^ when

royal authority3;_as_absolute, it was reasonable to believe

that the divine king would lead his followers into_an_or-

derly bey^ond. But when royalty was sjvyept awa\Mn the

First Intermediate period, there could_be_no^eliance on

individual kings, either in this life or in the h ereafter. The
ancient figure of Osiris, however, remained unaffected bv

lIieTufmbir ufthe sta'teT Established forever in the bevond,

he became the king of the dead; he was addressed as fol-

lows:

Thev are all thine, all tliose who come to thee.

Great and small, they belong to thee;
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Those who Hve upon earth, they all reach thee,

Thou art their master, there is none outside thee.^*

The^changed outlook, which made men turn from their

living monarch to Osiris, the epitome of past rulers^ .fpr

^idance and support beyond the grave, possessed un-

precedented potentialities. For the kingly character did

not separate Osiris as completely from ordinary men as it

did the living Pharaoh. We remember that Rekhmire, the

vizier, described his royal master as follows:

A god by whose dealings one lives, the father and mother of all

men, alone by himself without an equal.

But Osiris was a passive and a suffering figure. Murdered

by Seth, bewailed by Isis, he was dependent on the support

of Ills son Horus.^^ In this dependence on his son in the

all-important matter of the tomb and its equipment, Osiris

"resembled every Egyptian; every man could imagine his

Fate after death through the' good 'services of his sonjto

Fej Tike that of Osiris, a blessedjone, But for the mytho-

poeic mind analogy becomes identity; men and women^

~Fegan to identify tliemselves with Osiris in death: the man
Neferhotep became Osiris-Neferhotep; the woman Mut-

nofert in her funerary inscriptions became Osiris-Mutno-

fert. The consequences of this identification were far-

reaching; it made appropriate for everybody the use of

texts, rites, and emblems used hitherto only in the rpy.al

Junerals- .Tl"ie immense prestige of the royal prerogatives,

their undoubted potency, led to a wholesale usurpation

1* After Kees, "Aegypten," in Alfred Bertholet, ed., Religionsgeschicht-

liches Lesebuch (Tubingen, 1928), X, 17-18.
1^ This was so in the myth; it was also true on those memorable occasions

when the myth became actuality, when a Pharaoh had died and had be-

come Osiris and his funeral, with all its elaborate pomp, was the responsi-

bility of his son, the new king, Horus. See my Kingship and the Gods.
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by common men. Already in the First Intennediate^erjfld

royaljcroMms_^nd_scejg^s_bsgaJLj^

ble equipment for their existence-^afteiLjieath. Soon after-

wards we find that priests and acquaintances officiating

at the burials of the middle class paraded the titles and

costumes of the highest functionaries at the courts of

the pyramid builders: hereditary prince, treasurer of the

god (
= king ) , royal kinsman, and so on. Another conse-

quence was a greatly increased prestige of the cemeteries

at Abydos, where Osiris was^supposed to be buried. It was

impractical for most people to endow a tomb and a funerary

priest away from their native city where their descend-

ants could take care of the regular offerings. But it was

possible to erect a small cenotaph or funerary stela at

Abydos, by means of which one could be imagined to

be buried there to join the god, as it were, at the very be-

ginning of one's journey into the beyond.

THE DEAD IN THE COSMIC CIRCUIT

The complexities and the manifold formahties deriving

from the identification of all the dead with Osiris have

obscured its most important feature: it was, once again, a

means toan end, the surest way to a blessed existence be-

yond the grave. And once more preoccupations and anx-

ieties prevail in the relevant texts, causing innumerable

complications. For instance, it is quite usual to find a prayer

to Osiris in the inscriptions of a man who calls himself

Osiris-such-and-such. But the meaning of the identification

is nevertheless clear: Osiris lived in the annual sprouting

of the grain, in the floodwaters of the Nile, in the moon,

in Orion; the dead, by becoming Osiris, acquired immor-
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tality within the perennial movements of nature; and this

ideal was of immemorial antiquity in Egypt since it was

expressed from the earhest times in the wish to become

Akhu, transfigured spirits, circling as "imperishable stars

round the pole." The same ideal found yet another expres-

sion when the dead desired to join the sun in its daily

journey. This desire is strongly represented in the Pyramid

Texts of the kings of the Old Kingdom, but in the CofiBn

Texts of the First Intermediate period commoners also

wish

to enter and leave by the Eastern Gate of Heaven in the retinue

of Re.

Whether the dead man s aim is the solar circuit, or that of

J^ circumpolar stars, ortheTile of Osiris, the essential

\Sish is the same: to be absorbed in the great rhythm of the

^iversjg. Even in the Pyramid Texts the king joins the sun

on his dovmward journey in the West, where he enters

the nether world and where Osiris is. The following stanza

of a text too full of theological allusions to be quoted here

at length renders with its rhythm and repetitions the

regular, recurring, grandiose movement in which the dead

king takes part:

Thou risest and settest, thou goest down with Re, sinking in the

dusk with Nedy;

Thou risest and settest, thou risest up with Re, and ascendest

with the great reed float;

Thou risest and settest, thou goest down with Nephthys, sinking

in the dusk with the evening bark of the sun;

Thou risest and settest; thou risest up with Isis, ascending with

the morning bark of the sun.^*

The stanza loses some of its effect when its soothing repe-

" Kingship and the Gods, p. 121; Pyr. 207-12.
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titious movement is not oflFset by tlie verses which precede

it in the original. Notice that, even in this old text, Isis

and Nephthys, vi^ho belong to the cycle of Osiris, take

part in the smi's journey, as they do in the paintings of

the New Kingdom. The antagonism which is claimed to

have existed between a so-called "religion of Osiris" and

a "sun-rehgion" is a modem construction without solid

foundation in the ancient texts. Underneath the endless

details of diverging local usages, traditions, and beHefs,

there is essential unity iii the conviction that man can fin3

immortality and peace by becoming part of one of the""

''perennial cyclic rhythms of natur(3>. Hence the use of the

phrase "repeating life," uhm ankh, which is so often found.

The essential unity of the different images in which life

after death was comprehended is well expressed in the

following blessing addressed by a god to a king:

I grant thee, that thou mayest rise like the sun, rejuvenate thy-

self like the moon, repeat life like the flood of the Nile.^^

We meet, then, once again a paradox: The Egyptians,

who conceived the world as static, conceived their future

coiiditibn as perennial movement. But it was the recurring

movement that was part of the establi§kgd.,as4 unchang;

Xng order of the world. -

It is possible to read through countless funerary texts

without recognizing the idea which we have here formu-

lated. Most of the texts do not rise above the level of

anxiou7"concem with the fuTElImefit "of the requirements

of survival. Others express the fear of death in peculiar

"knages; for instance, the tliought that the sun passes every

*night through the netherworld does not lead to the con-

1^ After A. de Buck, De godsdienstige Beteekenis van de Slaap, "Ex Oriente

Lux," Mededeelingen en Verhandelingen No. 4 (Leiden, 1939).
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elusion that night there must be the equivalent of day

upon earth. The thought of darkness prevails; the sun is

thought to give but short joy to the inhabitants, and when

the iron doors close with a crash behind Re it is said that

there is general weeping among the dead. Sometimes fear

destroys faith altogether, especially in texts put in the

mouth of mourners whose grief overpowers reflection. So

we read in a song in which a widow bewails the loss of

her husband:

How sad is the descent in the Land of Silence. The wakeful

sleeps, he who did not slumber at night lies still forever. The

scomers say: The dwelling-place of the inhabitants of the West

is deep and dark. It has no door, no window, no light to illumi-

nate it, no north wind to refresh the heart. The sun does not rise

there, but they he every day in darkness. . . . The guardian has

been taken away to the Land of Infinity.

Those who are in the West are cut off, and their existence is

misery; one is loath to go to join them. One cannot recount one's

experiences but one rests in one place of eternity in darkness.*®

But even if we ignore here such bypaths, even if we dis-

regard all texts which only express anxiety or describe pre-

cautions, we shall never find the plain statement that man

will find blessedness as an immortal participant in the

rhythm of naturallife. Foj such a formula possesses a de-

gree of abstraction which is totally unknown to Egyptian

T&ou^ht. Nevertheless, it expresses well enough the com-

mon denominator of the various imaginative conceptions

which alone possessed significance for the Egyptians: jowr

ing the sun in his boat, joining the circumpolar stars, re-

"juvenjition with the moon or with Osiris. If we take "th^se

miages literally they are as ina(3equate as that of the blessed

" After Kees, in Zeitschrift fur aegyptische Sprache, 62 ( 1927), 73-79.
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in Paradise playing lutes before the throne of God. We
must, in either case, grasp the mood, and translate in

abstract terms the expectation which the images embody.

In doing so, we destroy the directness and the emotional

complexity which form the force and beauty—in fact, the

raison d'etre—of those images. To repeat an example

given in the first chapter: Where the sunset is inseparable

from the thought of death, the dawn is a surety of resur-

rection. The relevancy of the naturaj^^enpmen^^^^

man problems is a matter of direct experience, not of in-

"^Tlectual argument. It is an intuitive insight, not a theOTyT

It induces Taith, not knowledge. And this gives us vet

another reason why the texts seem to ignore the concep-

tion we formulated. The texts have, to a large extent, a

practical purpose; they are intended to supply the dead

with knowledge which he may require on his journeyj"

they do not express his expectations..

Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the aim of the jour-

ney, the abode of the dead, is hardly described at all; the

few phrases speaking of a hereafter containing fields of

barley with ears five cubits high can be recognized as sec-

ondary, as we shall see. The alternative descriptions of a

dark and horrible netherworld are figments of fear, not of

expectation. We do not find in Egyptian texts a descrip-

tion of Elysian fields or even of a Plain of Asphodels,

neither a Valhalla nor an Island of the Blessed. This ab-

sence of definition of the hereafter is in keeping with the

conception we have found to underlie the various images

of life after death: ^lere^ was^ no land of the dead to be

described^. Jphe^^dea^Uv^ed in the great cosmic circuit of

sun and stars.^They live^ in. the^ sky bu^tj^^^ the

honzon^in the nj.tli£xworld;-i^
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and rose in the East. They maintained at the same time

^ some connection with their tomb, and tnrpugn it, with_

l2e upon earth. But their lasting happiness lay beyond the

earth and the tomb..^
^

When it was necessary to refer to the region where the

dead dwell, and when the words "Heaven" or "Nether-

world" were avoided, the term used is "Reed Field" or

"Field of Rushes." An alternative name ( even by the Fifth

Dynasty in a private tomb) is "Field of Offerings." This

name seems odd for a place of lasting life, but it merely

indicates that one must be "well equipped" to survive at

all. It also shows, once again, that the ideas we discussed

in connection with the tomb were not considered incom-

patible with the conception tliat immortality was found

in the "harmony of the spheres." The more usual name,

"Field of Rushes," has a curiously ancient and primitive

ring. It ignoreTBTe^ncuTtufaT^e^whi^^

isHcoFEgypt in historical times—let alone the city life

which was so important in the New Kingdom. It_ refers

to the primeval scenery of the Nile Valley which was in-

•"'^Tiependeilt of the Tabor of man and M^hich played a pre-

dominant part in the religious imagination of the Egyp-

_tians (page 154 below). It is appropriate to recall here

that the great mother-goddess Hathor, who is known even

on a predynastic slate palette, was not merely imagined

in the form of a cow, but in the primitive form of a wild

cow, living in the papyrus marshes and appearing to the

faithful when she parted the stalks with her head ( Figure

25). ItJSj then, perfectly clear that the conception of a^

"Field of Ruslies" as tlic land of the dead belongs to the

oldest stratum in E^ypdan reljgio^ In contrast there-

with the artificial nature of the following picture is evi-
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dent: on a cofiBn from Assiut we find a description of the

Field of Rushes, in one of the common texts by means

of which the dead man may gain favored treatment from

the powers of the Hereafter by knowledge of their secrets:

I know the Field of Rushes; its enclosure wall is made of metal;

the height of its Lower Egyptain corn is four cubits, one cubit

the ear and three cubits the stem. . . . The East dwellers

harvest there, each nine cubits tall. . .
.^^

The total discrepancy between this Gargantuan harvest

and the name of the place, "Field of Rushes," shows it up

for one of those pieces of verbiage with which the fu-

nerary texts pad out ideas incapable of meaningful elab-

oration. This text survives in the "Book of the Dead" and

it even inspired tomb paintings in the Nineteenth and

Twentieth dynasties. It is more instructive Jo^eturn^ to

the original idea, the Field of Rushes. It is a place_jMie

passes through, and it really stands for the dynamic Here-

_after which we have described. This is stated in the Pyra-"

mid Texts, for instance:

Heaven was pregnant of thee, together with Orion;

The morning bore thee together with Orion.

[Since he] lives who lives by order of the gods,

Thou shalt live.

Thou risest with Orion in the eastern part of Heaven;

Thou settest with Orion in the western part of Heaven.

The third of you (that is, your companion) is the Dog Star, of

the pure places.

It is she who will guide you on the beautiful roads

Which are in Heaven, in the Field of Rushes.^"

This text (and it does not stand alone) -^ leaves no doubt

as to the context and meaning of the Field of Rushes. In

18 After Kees, "Aegypten," in Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch, p. 52
(Book of the Dead, Ch. 109).
20 Pyr. 821-22. 21 For example, Pyr. 2062.
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the Coffin Texts a vulgarized rendering of the same con-

ception occurs;

I pass through Heaven, I walk upon Nut;

My mansion is in the Field of Rushes,

My riches are in the Field of Offerings.^^

One may hazard a guess as to the association of ideas

v^'hich made the "Field of Rushes" appear to be an ap-

propriate name for the dynamic Hereafter of the Egyp-

tians. The main impulse which leads man to depict to

himself his future state is fear. The conviction that inan

survives death does not diminish tEe lear of death; both

were primary data of experience lto"lKe Egyptian "btit"

"wtieh he came to depict survival, in words or images, lear

generally prevailed. The same is true almost everywhere,

"and the fear of death habitually finds expression in imag-

ined obstacles on the road towards blessedness. For in-

stance, there is an almost world-wide belief that the dead

have to cross water. In Egypt this is one of the common-

est themes. The names of the obstacles are illuminating:

the Winding Lake, the Lake of the Thousand Water Birds,

and the Lake of the Jackal—but also the Lake of Rushes and

the Lake of Dawn. The Field of Rushes is an obvious

part of this scenery (Figure 24); one either crosses it^n

the way to the water or one lands in the "field" after

crossing. Hence the Field of Rushes appears as the place

one passes through on the "right way," the way of the

Jcosmic circuit, in the following Pyramid Text:

Pepi has come that he may purify himself in the Field of Rushes;

He descends to the Field of Kenset;^'

22 After Kees, Totenglauben, p. 289.
28 This name of the field refers to the "source" of the Nile in the whirl-

pools of the First Cataract where the water just emerging from Nun, the

primeval ocean still existing below the earth, was the purest.
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The followers of Horus purify Pepi,

They bathe him, they dry him.

They recite for him the Spell of the Right Way;
They recite for him the Spell of Ascent.

Pepi ascends to Heaven.

He embarks in the boat of Re.

Pepi commands for him ( Re ) the gods who row him.

All the gods are jubilant at the approach of Pepi

As they are jubilant at the approach of Re,

When he emerges at the eastern side of Heaven,

In peace, in peace.

The Field of Rushes is the natural imaginative com-

plement to the watery obstacle which the dead man has

to cross. In this quotation it is a place of purification from

which he ascends to Heaven. In the preceding quotation,

also from the Pyramid Texts (page 111), the Field of

Rushes was identical with Heaven, the place of the "beau-

tiful roads" upon which the dead king would go with

Orion, guided by the Dog Star. The Field of Rushes does

not, then, possess any particular location; it may be in-

voked as the place where the dead are in connection with

any part of the solar and astral circuit which happens to

be discussed. It would seem, perhaps, that so concrete a

term as the "Field of Rushes" cannot possibly designate

the circuit. But our last quotation illustrates very clearly

the associative origin of such images; as soon as the dead

king's ascent to Heaven is mentioned, the thought of tlie

sun-boat which daily crosses the sky arises; and the image

of the boat, in its turn, calls up that of its crew of rowers;

next. King Pepi is given his place within the detailed pic-

ture as foreman of the crew. We seem far removed from

the basic thought that immortality is found when man
merges in the life of nature. But the text has merely in-
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sisted on its theme, and since the Egyptian mind always

tends towards the concrete, its insistence leads to the

elaboration of a concrete image which strikes us as dis-

tracting. But the hymn returns to the main theme in the

concluding lines, when it says that the gods jubilate at

Pepi's appearance as they jubilate when Re appears at the

eastern horizon. Since comparisons pojssess for the mytho-

poeic mind the force of identifications, the concluding lines

liihount to a different form of the statement that Pepi has

joined the sun's circuit, which was also implied by the

^na^eoTfhe sun-boat and crew. The Field of Rushes is,

in a similar way, a product of association, which starts with

the Lake of Rushes as the oldest known expanse of water

in Egypt.

If the thought prevails that the dead man joins the sun,

the watery obstacle becomes the Lake of Davm from,

which the sun rises. But the water from which the sun

rises up is also Nun, the primeval ocean, from which he

rose on the day of creation and which since then has siu:-

rounded and supported the earth created in its midst.

Tliis was a logical thought, since the primeval ocean pos-

sessed an immense potential of life, and the water upon

which the life of Egypt depended was tapped, as subsoil

water, in wells; or it rose from below the earth in the eddies

and whirlpools of the First Cataract, where the Nile and

the inundation were thought to originate. The water to

be crossed can therefore be conceived as the primeval

ocean, and the aim is the Isle of Flame where the sun

rose at the creation of the world. Hence the following odd

text, on a papyrus of the First Intermediate period:

These tiansfiguration-spells which are to be performed for the

well-equipped and justified X (name of the deceased), who is
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in his tomb, are intended to enable him to establish his house-

hold on the Isle of Flames.^*

If one has to cross the primeval waters in death, and these

are below th^ ^artEJToo^'thefenis^ho if"one

is supposed to descend into one's tomb in order to cross

these waters in the netherworjd^ The sun too descends"

at dusk and passes the netherworld before ascending at

dawn. The whole cosmic circuit, over the earth and imder

the eartH, is, if you like, "the land of the dead." Descend-

ing into the grave one joins the sun in his nightly course;

"the tomb is an essential part of the circuit. During the

funerary procession the crossing of the Nile is performe^^^

an act of sympathetic magic intended to support thejdead

nmns effoH -A^ text explaining a 1)oat joiuney depicted

in an Old Kingdom tomb mentions a Delta city as the

starting point and the Field of Rushes as the aim of the

journey: "Coming from Buto and sailing to the Field of

OflFerings." ^^ Man's journey to the tomb merges without

a break into the path on which sun and stars move peren-

nially, the "beautiful roads upon which walk the venerated

dead." The quasi-rational suggestion that these roads, also

called "the roads of the West," are merely the roads from

a man's house to his tomb, is absurd. We have seen that

they are, among other things, roads in Heaven (page 111).

The references to these roads come mostly from Old

Kingdom tombs, but even in the Eighteenth Dynasty we
find texts like the following as the legend to a picture

showing the funerary procession:

Making a goodly burial for . . . Amenemhet . . . causing the

god (that is, the dead man) to ascend unto his horizon, conduct-

24 After Kees, Totenglauben, p. 335.
25 VS^ilson, in Journal of Near Eastern Studies, III ( 1944), 201-18.
28 After Hermann Junker, Giza, II (Vienna and Leipzig, 1934), 67.
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ing him to the shaft of the Necropohs in peace, in peace, beside

the great god. Proceeding in peace to the sky, to the horizon, to

the [Field of Reeds], to the Underworld, to the Hall, or to the

place wherever(?) he is.^^

Here, then, the circuit is still mentioned, with its main

elements as they were known already in the Old Kingdom.

And the text explicitly states that the^roadjto Jdie^tom^

leads to the great circuit embracing sky, horizon, the Field

of Rushes, and the netherworld. The consistency and also

the lasting significance of this conception of life after death

cannot be doubted. But we must be prepared to find it

overgrown, and often enough obhterated, by thoughts

"which the never-allayed fear of death called forth. For

this fear oppresses man without respite, and he finds an

outlet in the creation of images which may be horrible

but which have, at least, the advantage of being definite.

Moreover, the^do not depict a lasting stat^.of wretched-

ness but dangers and obstacles which may be overcome.

However, since the fear of death remains, the obstacles

show a tendency to multiply themselves. If there is water

to cross, there must be a ferryman. If one imagines a closed

Hereafter there must be a gate with a porter. But the

ferryman or the porter may be a bully, or may insist on

payment, or on a password, and so on. One arms oneself

as best one can with magical spells; one pretends to be an

important person, for whom the gods are waiting; or one

pretends that one is a god oneself. So one says to the porter

or the ferryman or the Cerberus in whatever shape he

appears:

Thou uncircumcised one, leave the road free for me. I am the

Great Male looking for the Great Female. I have come to look

" After Alan H. Gardiner and Nina de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Amen-

emhet (London, 1915), p. 49.
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for that lock of Re-Atum which was taken away on that day of

rebeUion.

Or another one:

X has come to you pure as Khnumis (a decan star), free of bad
defects. X has come to you that you should open for him, Porter;

that you should unlock for him. Great Bolt! Let this Osiris-X see

Re in his form, so that he may hear what X has to say to him;

and bring Thoth on the job and Seshat on the job, so that they

can give him that document and that knowledge and that trans-

figuration of the Island of Flames. X has power over them, so

that he can see those who are there among the honored

ones.^^

There is no end to spells of this type; fear and precaution

combine in a chain reaction in which each newly formed

security disintegrates by the apprehension of a new danger.

The Coffin Texts and the "Book of the Dead," the "Book

of Gates" and, in fact, the whole funerary literature of

Egypt, is a literature of the fear of death. One of the

imagined dangers is a judgment in the hereafter.

We must distinguish the ancient texts in which evildoers

are warned that they will be called to judgment before the

Great God (page 95) from the judgment of the late

funerary papyri. The old inscriptions are in keeping with

the general conviction that the gods insist upon Maat

—

orSer, justice, truth—and that those who move against it„

are doomed..The same feeling finds expression in the let-

lers addressed to the dead, to which we have referred

(page 89). Whether the Great God of the Old Kingdom

inscriptions represents the king. Re, or Osiris, is imma-

terial. All of these vindicated Maat. But just because the

Egyptians believed justice and truth to be part of the cos-

28 After Kees, Totenglauben, p. 276.
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mic order, there could be no question of a judgment of

all the dead in the sense which bibHcal religion gives to

that conception. For the Egyptian the^righteou^^

inJiarrnony_witlj,.^edjyi^t order, andjhere the matter

jsndedL This view, which does away with a formal judg-

ment altogether, has great dignity. So, for instance, in

the "Instructions for King Merikare":

Put not thy faith in length of years, for the gods regard a lifetime

as but an hour. A man remains over after reaching the haven of

death. His deeds are laid beside him for all treasure. Eternal is

the existence yonder. A fool is he who has made light of it. But

he who has reached it without wrongdoing, shall continue

yonder like a god, stepping forward boldly like the Lords of

Etemity.2»

The forty-two judges of the late funerary papyri belong

to an entirely diflFerent order of thought. They are simply

another obstacle to be passed. Like those other dangers

and obstructions which we have discussed, they were cre-

ated by fear, assisted, in this case, by an uneasy conscience.

The forty-two judges are overcome in exactly the same

way as the monsters with knives, the bullying porters

and ferrymen, and so forth, namely, by magic. People take

care that they are buried with a papyrus containing the

"Declaration of Innocence." In this they state emphatically

that they have done nothing wrong whatsoever. They fur-

thermore take with them a spell—often written on a large

scarab—to prevent their own hearts from rising up and

bearing witness against them.

All matters concerned with the formal judgment of the

dead are on a similarly low level, and cannot b^.cfln-

29 After Gardiner, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, I (1914), 27,

11. 55-57.
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sidered on a par witJa the serious, preoccupations with

righteousness which we discussed in the preceding chap-

ter..! merely mention the judgment here because many
scholars, in their anxiety to make the ancient Egyptian

appear like one of us, have laid great stress on this "judg-

ment of the dead" as evidence of his advanced ethical

standards. As we have seen, the Egyptians were firmly

convinced that one should live according to common hu-

man decency, and that those acts which we too call evil

lead to disaster. But his fear of the forty-two judges of the

netherworld is in line with his fear that he might forget

his name or that he might have to walk upside down, or

to eat dirt, or, for that matter, be forced to work. I men-

tion this last fear because in all public and private col-

lections of Egyptian antiquities you will find Ushebtis,

little mummy-shaped figurines, generally holding a hoe,

which were compelled by the spell written upon them to

answer a possible call for labor on behalf of the dead man
who had bought them:

O thou, Ushebti, if Osiris-X is assigned to do any work that is

done in the other world ... to cultivate tlie fields, to irrigate

the banks, to transport sand of the East and of the West,
—

"Lo,

here I am! " shalt thou say.^°

The anxiety of the Egyptian in the face of death gives

a^father striking foil to the serenity of his positive beliefs^

in a future life. The conflict between these two moods

is expressed in a dialogue between Atum, the creator, and

Osiris. I can only quote the beginning because the text is,

as usual, full of theological allusions which would require

long comments to be understandable. Osiris clearly rep-

'0 T. George Allen, Handbook of the Egyptian Collections in the Art Insti-

tute of Chicago (Chicago, 1920), p. 62.
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resents the ordinary man, contemplating with fear the

prospects of his futm'e hfe; Atum explains the cosmic

order of his own creation in which death has its appointed

place

:

Osiris said: O Atum, what does this mean that I must go into the

desert? It has no water, it has no air, it is very deep, very dark,

boundless.

(Atum: ) You will live there without care.

( Osiris
:
) But one cannot find there the satisfaction of love.

Atum said: I have put there transfiguration in the place of water,

air and satisfaction; and carefreeness in the place of bread and

beer.^"^

The identification with Osiiis had, then, gone so far that

he is made to voice man's fears. Atum propounds the view

that immortality is transfiguration to a participation'inthe

^e of his cosmos which even dispenses with the require-

ments of sustenance. Our text is exceptional in this as in

other respects. And it is understandable that the ordinary

man, absorbed by the struggle for existence in his lifetime,

did not think much beyond the measures of precaution

which usage indicated as desirable in case of his death.

It is this limited, worried point of view which prevails in

so many texts; and it is this point of view which appears

as a mechanical projection of ordinary life into the beyond.

And so we read in the "Book of the Dead" ^- that the

dead man "enters and leaves the Netherworld and lives

in the Field of Rushes, the wide windy place. He is power-

ful there and transfigured, he ploughs there and harvests

'1 After Kees, "Aegypten," in Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch, p. 27;

E. Naville, Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology ( London,

1904); Book of the Dead, Ch. 175.

82 After Erman, Die Religion der Aegypter; ihr Werden und Vergehen in

vier Jahrtausenden (Berlin and Leipzig, 1934), p. 229.
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there and drinks there and loves there and does every-

thing he had done upon earth." And in a Coffin Text there

is a spell vi^hich grandiloquently identifies a dead man
vi^ith "the son of Atum, the comrade of Truth," but which

has the simple and attractive superscription: "[Spell] to

build a house for a man in the Land of the Dead, to cul-

tivate the fields, and to plant fruit trees." ^^

It is no wonder that those who approach Egyptian re-

ligion from such adaptations, and take their stand on texts

written for the least thoughtful section of the population,

reach the conclusion that the Egyptian beliefs concerning

afterlife do not make sense. But they act like a man who
would gauge our present knowledge of the stars by study-

ing horoscopes in the newspapers. The view which we
have described in this chapter stands at the opposite end

of the scale; in fact, the belief that immortality is found

in sharing the perennial movements of nature may seem

to us too vague and too unrelated to the actual problems

of human life to qualify as a basic faith. But we must re-

member two circumstances in this connection.

The Egyptians lived in very close contact with nature

and found(aswe have seen) in the^recumng events of V
the farme?s"year experiences pregnant with meaning be-

yondthe sphere of |]f!ftfnlTiPi<!<;. We must allow for their

deep emotional involvement in such natural phenomena

as the sun's course or the rise and fall of the Nile. In the

second place, the one-sidedness of any belief could find

a corrective in other views held simultaneously. We have

repeatedly referred to this "multiphcity of approaches"

and it is relevant now when yet another attitude of the

Egyptians towards death is to be indicated. I ignored this

83 After Kees, Totenglauben, pp. 283-84.
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particular attitude when I stated (page 94) that the

scenes in the tombs merely served to supply the dead with

their material requirements. The statement was true as

far as it went but it did not exhaust the significance of

Egyptian funerary art. It ignored the fact that art is ex-

pression in form, and in the Egyptian tomb paintings and

reliefs an attitude towards death becomes articulate which

I shall now indicate by quoting from a forthcoming work

by Mrs. Frankfort, Time and Space in the Representational

Art of the Ancient Near East. The passage occurs where

scenes painted in the tombs of the New Kingdom are dis-

cussed:

The central concept which^ivesjhese^scei^^ • . •
,

JHe^^^^^Ky^^^oBTem that lay at the root of all Egyptian

funerary art, was the^jgroBIeSTof'lBTeTelatroirbHweeff

death. Seen in the light of this probTem, the different types of

scenes are merely various approaches, varying answers, but aU

imply the same assertion that death is a niere phase^of hfe^Jhat

the significance of life is as tinieless as death^ These scenes ar^e

quTtie"literally concerneSTwith eternal values, namely, the im-

inaiieiS values of life such^s^ower, wealth, abundance seen sub

specie aeternitatis. . . . The essential value of political power

was expressed in the relation between the high official and the

divine head of state; wealth implied in the first place the subtie

beauty of conviviality with music, poetry, and dance; and abun-

dance meant throughout, not only the possession of goods and a

surfeit of food, but a joyful awareness of earth's fecundity, of

beasts and plants and the infinite variety of man's labor. These

scenes contain an implicit but emphatic denial that death should

be a tragic and violent negation of life; on the contrary, they at-

tempt a harmonious approximation, a mutual intei-penetration

of life and death on a scale never equalled by any other people.

Ijtjsjrue thaJLdeath^^jirT^ claimed ever present aware-

ness and unceasing seryicejQiLffii^i^rfoTpTeJmngi^^^^^

noTmerelytEeprice at which do.uhtand.lerrQr-CO.uld_feeJk^
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baj^ but^a tributejgaM of life Y^ich^_ictuj[fi4,

in a funerary setting, became unassailable even bj^de

Xll attempts to make the strangeness of this very mature art

less alien by "reading" it like a trivial story are attempts to rob it

of its dignity and its truly rehgious character. And this is all the

more deplorable because the paradox of the oneness of life and

death is balanced on a knife's edge between childish wish-

bound thought and profound resignation, between the hope that

life's pleasures might last and the recognition that life is eternal

only through death.



Change and Permanence

in Literature and Art

OBSTACLES TO OUR UNDERSTANDING

The number of paradoxes which we have met in these

chapters gives a fair measure of the distance which sepa-

rates us from the ancient Egyptians. We found that they_

viewed their state as but the sphere of action of their,

king, an absolute and quasi-omnipotent monarchi.ygt,thj£iiL

documentsdo not enable us to recognize a single Pharaoh

aTa'IdistincrpeHcman^ lived under the direct rule

of a god, yet^t^y^werej^ithout diyin^^

dally^lives. They denied the reality of^eath,j^et they wjgi:^.

p»erpetuany~preb^upied with it and spent a large^pLaxiLof-^.

.^^^sulBstance in preparing for its occurrencje^

In the field of artistic and literary expression with which

we must deal now, equally baflBing situations occur. Eg)^
tian art reproduced the innumerable details of the peo-

ple's lives with oBvious rensn^ yet ft diffefentiated ifs'feh-

deririgs consistently from direct visual impressions. Tn

Eg)^tTan literature royalty plays an altogether preponder-

ant partrevHTtKF'popuIairtalerchose it for tiheir subject

matter^etjthe_ epic, which everywhere else celebrates^

royal deeds, was practically unknown in Egypt. For our

present purpose we shall summarize these paradoxes in the

fields of literature and art in a single one : The Egyptians

invented many of the forms of expression wliichrrem^£ed
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significant forever afterwards, yet they rarely realized the

potentiahties which their discoveries have since appeared-^

'Hipossess.

We have seen in the preceding chapters that similar

paradoxes are dissolved by a more penetrating study of

the evidence. Once they have put us on our guard, once

we remember that we can take nothing for granted and

that conceptions which are familiar—or even axiomatic

—

to us, may be irrelevant to ancient culture, it becomes clear

that the paradoxes are founded on a discrepancy between

our own outlook and the views and intentions of the an-

cients. We must ask, therefore, whether this is also true in

the case of literary and artistic expression, and whether

the peculiar attitude of mind of the Egyptians, which we
recognized in studying their gods, their state, their way of

life, and their views of immortality, can also be recognized

in what they left us when we consider those documents as

vehicles of artistic expression.

We shall start by considering Egyptian literature and we
exclude, of course, all texts which are merely informative.

For we have to deal, in Webster's words, with "writings

distinguished by artistic form or emotional appeal." But

we are severely handicapped by the system of writing

which the Egyptians invented. JThey did not write vowels^

but only the consonantal skeletons of words. Learned re-

search lias been able to reconstruct to some extent the vo-

calization and accentuation of Egyptian, but for our pur-

pose the language in its physical reality of sound and

jjiythm is lost,.And without thesemusical elements ajudg^

ment of literary achievement would seem impossible. This

is certainly true as regards lyric poetry. The love songs,

work songs, and other short pieces which have been pre-
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served ofiFer little hold to literary criticism. But this is

not so where the larger compositions are concerned. We
can recognize some highly organized poetic forms, and

although our knowledge is lamentably incomplete, we
may attempt a formal criticism of the Egyptians' literary

output.

But at the very outset we meet yet another diflBculty:

We cannot apply our hterary categories. The three types

of poetry which predominate in the ancient literatures

with which we are familiar are absent in Egypt. We can

find neither myth nor epic nor drama as an art foi*m.

THE MYTH IN FOLK TALE AND LITERATURE

The most popular myth among the Egyptians was that

of Dsiris, Tsis, andHorus. Yet it is not known as a con-

Jiecled^ story be^r^^ It was iiot,

however, a late invention; both the Pyramid Texts and the

Memphite Theology, of the thud millennium B.C., refer to

it in many places. In hymns we find the main episodes of

the myth alluded to, anH'^ft" is"lheTe^fore"'dt'the~ino

remarkable that it is never told coherently in religious

poetry^ ^Straightforward narration must have been' com-

mon, of course, to make the allusions understandable, even

to Egyptians. But such story-telling was not the concern

jof
,
Jiterature_bujtjof folk_art. We know this because the

coherent myths preserved in writing bear every indica-

tion of belonging to the repertoire of the popular story-

tellers. They lack the accomplishments not only of Egyp-

tian poetry, but even of the short stories which we shall

discuss presently. The myths as written down are really

vulgarizations of rnythicaTlbre^ as regards both fornLapd
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contents. The episodes follow one another without ele-

gance: "then . . . and then . . . and then'l The contents

are adapted to the story-teller's necessity of retaining the at-

tention of his audience in the market place. The story is

therefore often interrupted by some marvelous detail. For

instance, a tale mentioning the sun-god digresses as fol-

lows: "His Majesty (namely, the god Re) had become old,

and his bones were of silver, his flesh of gold, his hair of

true lapis lazuli." This digression has a recognizable theo-

logical starting point; gold, the untamishing metal, is

called "the flesh of the gods," but the rest seems to aim at

calling forth those soft exclamations of delight by which

even today the public rewards a successful story-teller in

the East.

The quotation also shows that the gpt^s are humanized,

as much as possible in these myths, a treatment which

must of necessity exceed the bonds of accepted theology,

as it was described in our first chapter. In the myths as

told, the interest does not center on the gods' manifesta-

tions as natural powers but on suchcKaracfenstics^nH

^ctions as can be understood in TiumajiTe"fms^"TTr^^

god has become old and wants to withdraw from his

troublesome human subjects. Or he asks a lion-goddess

to destroy them but regrets it when she proves really

efficient; so he orders seven thousand jars of beer to be

stained red, and when poured out at dawn, "the fields

were covered four hands deep through the power of the

majesty of this god. In the morning the goddess came and

found the place flooded. Her face looked handsome in it

(the red liquid). So she drank and she liked it; she got

drunk and did not recognize the people."
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Among the popular narratives of myths which have been

preserved the cycle of Osiris is represented by the Papyrus

Chester Beatty No. 1, called "The Contendings of Horus

and Seth." ^ It deals with the last phase of the myth when
Horus, son of Osiris and Isis, brought up in secret by his

mother, has come of age and presents his claim to his

father's heritage, the kingship over Egypt, before the gods.

Seth, the murderer of Osiris, opposes the claim. The sun-

god, presiding over the court, favors Seth, and the other

gods do not know what to do or, rather, they procrastinate

because the most powerful among them is not truly im-

partial. They ask several gods who are not present for

their opinion, but each pronouncement gives rise to new
disagreement. Seth says: "Let him come outside with me,

then I shall show you that my hands are stronger than his."

At another time Seth refuses to appear before the coiurt

when Isis is there, so the court adjourns to an island but

Isis enters in disguise. In another scene a little god jeers

at the sun-god in the manner of a street urchin: "Your

chapel is empty," meaning, "nobody takes notice of you

anyhow." The other gods throw him out, but the sun-god

retires in a huff and sulks until Hathor, by a somewhat in-

delicate act, restores his temper. So ruses and obscene^

jokes succeed one another and several ancient myths are

^rawn upon in the course of the_narrati\^; it reaches its

conclusTorTwTien Osiris writes a letter from the nether-

world threatening to charge his dreadful messengers with

driving the whole court before them to the land of the

dead. The verdict is then given in favor of Horus.

Now we cannot dispose of this story as an exceptionally

scurrilous tale; fragments of its contents are preserved in

1 Alan H. Gardiner, The Chester Beatty Papyri, No. 1 (London, 1931).
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other documents which antedate the papyrus by several

centuries. The story-teller's repertoire was no less tradi-

tional than that of the priestly scribe with this difference

(to judge by modern analogies): that thejollcjale Jradi;

tion was an^oral one. But if the details were frequently

elaborated beyond the teachings of ortEo3^^7tire^niaiir

features were not tampered with . "TtTs' chafacteftstiic, for

Instance, that at the end of the "Contendings" Seth is not

destroyed. His bonds are removed and he is allowed to

be with the sun-god in the sky where he can thunder

—

"and people will be afraid of him," adds the papyrus. This

addition is typical of the folk tale; in the official texts Seth

is indeed manifest in storms, but in the tale where he

appears as the villain, the noisy display of power is granted

him as a sop to save his self-esteem and to make him abide

by the decision of the court that Horus shall succeed Osiris.

The subtle teaching that opposing forces were in equilib-

rium in the universe could not be conveyed in a popular

story, but the tenor of the tale is in keeping with the official

doctrine that Horus and Seth are "reconciled."

,._T1heJolkJBle§^s£and..o^ in the sense of

belles-lettres, but their existence made it possilDle for the

poets to allude freely to mythological events. The inter-^

esting point lies in the manner in which the poets did it.

To appreciate this I shall summarize a part of the Osiris

myth as related, with greater detail than I can give here,

by Plutarch. Seth had murdered Osiris and thrown his

coffined body into the Nile. Isis mourned and went from

place to place to recover it. She found it, partly revived

Osiris, and conceived Horus, whom she brought up in the

marshes until he was strong enough to press his claims.

In Pharaonic times we find the fullest reference to this
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part of the myth in a New Kingdom hymn to Osiris.^ It

starts in the usual manner:

Praise to thee, Osiris! Thou Lord of Eternity,

and then continues with a series of incantations:

He that went to rest in HerakleopoHs

He whose name endureth in the mouth of men

He that estabhshed Maat throughout the land

and after a number of strophes it addresses Isis in a similar

way. But in doing so it evokes Isis' action after the death

of Osiris:

Beneficent Isis, that protected her brother, that sought for him

without wearying, that traversed this land mourning, and took

no rest until she found him!

She that afforded him shade with her feathers, and with her

wings created air. She that cried aloud for joy and brought her

brother to land.

She that revived the faintness of the Weary One, that took in

his seed and provided an heir, that suckled the child in sohtude,

the place where he was being unknown; that brought him, when
his arm was strong, into the HaU of Geb . . .

The hymn then continues to describe in the same manner,

with apostrophes, Horus' vindication by the gods; and it

ends with congratulatory praise of Osiris. It therefore

covers the whole section of the myth which I have sum-

marized on the basis of Plutarch's account, and also the

episode elaborated with such broad humor in the Papyrus

Chester Beatty No. 1. But the hymn avoids throughout

the narrative form. There is no story, no progressi9n of

2 After Adolf Erman, The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians, tr, A. M.
Blackman (London, 1927), pp. 141 ff.
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events, but simply a sengs of invocations, which one may^

view as varying approaches to the unique theme, the glori-

" fication of Osiris, Isis, and Horus.^ Each detail of the story

supphes a starting point for fresh praise: "Beneficent Isis,

that protected her brother . . . She that afforded him

shade . . . She that revived his faintness . .
." There is

not even a proper order ofthe episodes. In the first strophe

Isis finds Osiris, yet in the second strophe she is once

more presented at this turning point in her quest, for she

is said to have "cried aloud and brought him to land."

Every feature of the treatment shows that the poet found^

no inspiration at all in the actual course oT events; the

story as such meant nothing to him. He was, on the other

KiHd, moved to poetry when lie considered the unchang-

ing relation between worshiper and god; he expressed Eim-

"sell in the staticTfonh oftKeTSymn oF praise; in otlier words,

lie expressed an unchanging, always significant, attitude.

The best proof that this anti-epical attitude towards

mythological subjects was typical of Egyptian literature is

£he absence of a coherent account of creation. This is tfiily
""

astonishing, for creation was, as we have seen, tlie only

nSnfecurrent event which the Egyptians acknowledged ai.

"significant (pages 20 and following; 50 and following).

It had, in fact, made the difference between the nothing-

ness of chaos and the fullness of existence in a divinely

ordered cosmos. But the Egyptians were so little prepared

to dwell on any change, that they did not even describe

irT orderly and continuous fashion the supreme change

wKTch took place at what they called "the first time." We
are obliged to reconstruct the creation story from allu-

sions which are frequent and from certain learned com-

mentaries, of which we quoted one before (page 52). And
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yet the contemporaries of the Egyptians left us not only

the story of Genesis, but also the Babylonian "Epic of

Creation," a poem which describes, in addition to the

creation of the existing universe, the violent conflict be-

tween the powers of chaos and the creator whose victory

alone made creation possible. In the Mesopotamian epic

we assist at the councils of war of both parties; we are told

of all their preparations and of the successive moods in

which they watch the conflict develop. The issue seems

in the balance until the very moment when battle is joined.

In Egypt a similar situation is known, but it is treated

very differently. The sun is celebrated as a victor, but not

over chaos, which is seen as passive, awaiting the creator^s^

mitiative. The sun s enemy in Eo;ypt is darkness, symbolized

by the snake Apophis. Every night and at every dawn
this antagonist is subdued. In the New Kingdom dull

pictures without movement render the sun's victorious

progress in his boat; the snake is slaughtered before the

god (Figure 8). And in literature the theme is treated

just as inadequately. The victory is mentioned but never

described as an experience; it is entirely, jt^Lken for granted.

One hymn, which is more explicit than most, contains the

following lines which render an address of the gods to

the sun at its rising:

Welcome, father of fathers and of all gods;

Many-faced one, whose body one does not know;

Who is warm of limb and shines in his sun disk;

Who daily overthrows his enemies.

The great uraeus at thy forehead punishes the evil dragon

And cuts his spine;

The flame destroys him;

The heat devours him;

Isis fights him;
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Nephthys wounds him;

Thoth puts him to the sword and destroys him.

How beautiful is Re in his boat. . . .

Apophis fell before him,

His followers rejoice.^

Compared with others which have been preserved, this

description is exceptionally lively and detailed. Another

example may be taken from a papyrus which contains a

text to be recited at the temple service:

Thou risest, thou risest brilliantly;

Thou art victorious over thy enemies;

Thou causest the day-boat to sail past

And repellest the dragon of the storm at nighttime;

He cannot approach at the decisive moment;

Thou hast destroyed the power of the enemies;

The antagonists of Re are overthrown by the flame of terror.*

And so the hymn continues. It would be impossible to

treat a victory less as an achievement and more as a fore-

gone conclusion. The thought that risks were entailed, that

an issue was at stake, is never allowed to arise. From

the first the tone is set; there is nowhere epic grandeur;

there is throughout a static splendor.

The absence of a progression of events in Egyptian

pioetry does jiot mean that it is monotonous or ineffective,

but only that certain subjects which we consider suitable

for poetic treatment did not inspire the Egyptians. In the

preceding chapters we have quotedf some remarkable

passages. I shall add here three from the sphere of religious

poetry.

The dead king Teti, alone in the darkness of the nether-

world, appeals to his father, the sun-god Atum, who passes

3 After Alexander ScharfiF, Aegyptische Sonnenlieder ( Berlin, 1922 ) , p. 33.

4 Ibid., p. 81.
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nightly through the land of the dead. Teti offers some

services which he thinks he might be able to render the

god, but the allusions remain obscure. Nevertheless, the

passage seems to me to possess a curiously effective lyrical

unity:

Father of Teti! Father of Teti in the darknessl

Father of Teti! Atum in the darknessl

Do fetch Teti to thy side!

He will light the lamp for thee;

He will protect thee, as Nun protected

Those four goddesses on that day

That they protected the throne.'^

We quoted in the last chapter a text in which the dead

king was described as rising and setting with Atum (page

106). Sun and stars are described as being borne by the

sky-goddess Nut, the great mother, and the following text

is a prayer to her:

Great One who became Heaven,

Thou didst assume power, thou didst stir.

Thou hast filled all places with thy beauty.

The whole earth lies beneath thee.

Thou hast taken possession of it.

Thou enclosest the earth and all things [upon it] in thy arms.

And then follows the prayer for the sake of which all this

has been said: since Nut encloses all things in her arms

she also holds the dead king. Hence:

Mayest thou put this king Pepi into thyself

As an imperishable star."

Yet another treatment of the king's ascent to heaven is

found in the following text, which shows an entirely dif-

ferent mood:

6 Pyr. 605-6. « Pyr. 782.
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Flies who flies! He flies away from you, O men!

He is no longer upon earth, he is in the sky!

He rushes at the sky like a heron;

He has kissed the sky Uke a falcon;

He has leapt skyward like a grasshopper.^

All three quotations are from the Pyramid Texts and all

three deal with the ascent of the dead king to heaven. I

have chosen the examples within so narrow a range to

emphasize the variety and force which Egyptian poetry

sometimes possesses. Similar contrasts could be found in

otlier periods and in connection with other subjects. The

later hymns, and not only Akhenaten's famous sun-hymn,

are quite often on a level with these older poems.

THE ABSENCE OF DRAMA

We cannot leave the field of religious poetry without men-

tioning drama. But it will be clear from what we have

said already that in Egypt the conditions for its develop-

ment were unfavorable. For in drama language^isjii^

tegrated with action and a change is shown to be a con-

sequence of that action. Now it is true that withm~tKe

Egyptian rituaFtEe gods were sometinies-r€pr^seiLted.43y

ac^pr<;. An embalming priest wearing a jackal mask im-

personated Anubis. In some texts the gods appear speaking

and acting. The best preserved of these texts is the "Mys-

tery Play of the Succession," which was performed when

a new king came to the throne.^

But texts of this type do not represent a new^rt form;

they are simply tHe ^ooks^ of ritu^s. TTbgy have been

^ After Erman, Literature, p. 2.

8 K. Sethe, Dramatische Texte zu altaegyptischen Mysterienspielen ( Leip-

zig, 1928), discussed in my Kingship and the Gods (Chicago, 1948),

Ch. 11.
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called dramatic texts; they certainly are not drama. For

their purpose iito translate actuality into the unchang-

ing torm oi^r^^ifloT instance, when theoeath of "a^ing

causes a change in the person of the ruler, this historical

event is presented in the ritual performance of the succes-

sion play as the perennial truth that Horus succeeds Osiris.

The gods appear and speak once more the words they

spoke "the first time." Thus the unavoidable change which

takes place in the state is equated with the archetypal

relationship between Osiris and his son and successor. The

mythological situation is activated by the appearance of

the gods who enunciate the traditional phrases. Hence

that same tendency which led to a performance in which

the gods appeared, and which thus received a semblance

of drama, ran counter to the spirit of drama. For we do

not find the representation of a change; on. the cpntraryj"

sTchange which has taken place is reduced to a reafiirma-

tion of an unchanging truth. If we judge, therefore, that

lEe^potentiahties of the dramatic form which the Egyp-

tians invented were not realized by them, we must also

remember that they would not have valued its realiza-

tion, since it would have meant making change the sub-

ject of art.

NARRATIVE VERSUS POETIC STYLE

The same reason which prevented the development of the

drama and the epic myth explains the absence of the secu-

lar epic, the poem celebrating heroic deeds." The Egyp-

» A possible exception is the description of the battle of Kadesh, although

only the speeches of Ramses II and of some other personages seem to be

poetry; it is not, therefore, strictly an epic, since the narrative is carried

forward by prose in which the speeches, as poems, are embedded. In any

case, this composition is as much at variance with Egyptian literary usage

as are the reliefs depicting that battle, which represent a break with the
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tian attitude towards such achievements as other peoples

celebrated in epics can be well studied in the inscrip-

tions of Tuthmosis III, a great soldier-king. He wished

to place a record of his truly remarkable Syrian conquests

in the Amon temple at Thebes. The form of this record is

brutally matter-of-fact: mere excerpts from the diaries

of the campaigns such as the following:

Year 23, first month of the third season ... on the sixteenth

day he arrived at the city of Yehem. . .
.^°

Another entry, a little more explicit, runs as follows

:

Behold, the cultivable land was divided into fields, which the

inspectors of the royal house (Life! Prosperity! Health!) calcu-

lated, in order to reap their harvest. Statement of the harvest

which was brought to his majesty from the fields of Megiddo

, . . 208,200 . . . fourfold heket measures of grain, besides

that which was cut as forage by the army of his majesty . .
.^^

This is not merely prose, but the least artful form of prose.

It is true that on closer inspection certain features of the

annals are not a straight account of what happened but

are remodeled according to the traditional view Egyp-

tians took of the king; for instance, before entering a nar-

row pass there is a council of war; the generals hesitate

to follow the impetuous decision of the king to send the

army through, but Tuthmosis overrules them and is vic-

torious. This has been proved to be an established literary

convention in connection with Pharaoh. ^^ But its inclu-

traditions of pictorial art. This will be further discussed in the book quoted

at the end of the preceding chapter.
10

J. H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt (Chicago, 1907), II, § 419.
11 Ibid., § 437.
12 A. de Buck, Het Typische en het Individueele by de Egyptenaren. The
latest translation of the description of the battle of Megiddo is by R. O.
Faulkner, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XXVIII ( 1942), 2-15.
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sion in the businesslike annals merely shows once again

that the ideal mattered more to the Egyptians than mere

incidents of reality. And this is also shown by the very

form of the annals. The diarylike summary of events is

surely anything but a"piece of hterature. The facts were

recorded; they did not deserve the beauty of literary ex-

-pression.

We can be certain that this was the Egyptians' point of

view because the achievements of Tuthmosis III were

also sung by poets. And their composition was so much
admired that two later kings—Seti I and Ramses III

—

copied it and adapted it for their own use. Now this poem

contrasts in every respect with the annals; it has a most

ingenious form, but it is practically bare of facts. It takes

IHe form of an address to the victorious king by his father,

Amon-Re. The introduction and the conclusion of the

piece consist of flowery language of which it is hard to

say whether it is prose or poetry. In any case, the god

indicates the intimacy and the warmth of feeling which

exist between himself and the king. For instance, Tuthmosis

is addressed as follows:

Thou comest to me, thou exultest seeing my beauty,

my son, my avenger, Menkheperre, living forever.

1 shine for love of thee.

My heart is glad at thy beautiful comings into my temple;

My two hands furnish thy limbs with protection . . .

And so forth! But after a number of these lines the poem

assumes a very strict strophic form; this section consists of

ten four-line stanzas, and the beginnings of all the first

lines are the same and, similarly, the beginnings of all the

third lines, throughout the poem. For instance (we must

remember it is Amon who speaks )

:
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I have come, causing thee to smite the princes of Zahi,

I have hurled them beneath thy feet among their high lands;

I have caused them to see Thy Majesty as a Lord of Radiance,

So that thou hast shone in their faces hke my image.

I have come, causing thee to smite the Western Lands.

Keftiu and Cyprus are in terror.

I have caused them to see Thy Majesty as a young bull.

Firm of head, ready-horned, irresistible.

I have come, causing thee to smite those who are in the Isles;

Those who are in the midst of the sea hear thy roarings;

I have caused them to see Thy Majesty as a fierce-eyed lion.

Thou makest them corpses in their valleys.^^

Ifjwe compare this poem vs^ith the annals, and rememb^_
_diat both compositions refer to the same events, it is clear

that in Egypt the ingeniousness of the form of any piece

""oF writing stands in inverse proportion to the factual in*,

"formation which it conveys. The annals tell us exactly the

dates of the separate campaigns, the names of the places

where the army camped, the amount of tribute paid by

different vassals, and so on. But their form is artless, almost

that of a calendar. Tlje poem, on the other hand, is built

up on a complex scheme of correspondences in hne ana

linage, but it confines itself to generahties. This is in keep-

ing wdth a fact we have observed throughout the foregoing

pages, namely, that the incidents of history, like all singular

and isolated events, lacked real significance for the Egyp-

tians^^Fact5..£att.be recorded if that jsjd^irgi but not in

a form which pretends to beauty or importance. On the

contrary, the poet is inspired to his most ingenious com-
Ancient Egyptian Press Reset 8 Cal 23-9 DS July 18 "7

^3 After Breasted, Ancient Records, 11, §§ 655-62. Here as elsewhere we
have attempted to avoid quotations with allusions requiring comment.
Hence we have combined, in the last stanza quoted, lines of two stanzas in

the original, our purpose being merely to elucidate the poetical form of the

composition.
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positions by a contemplation of unchanging truth; Pharaoh

is victoriou^liis fatheF Amon-Ke mvors his campaigns.

Some geographical names may be introduced ( as we have

observed) to add variety to the repeated statement of

the theme. But the mention of the princes of Zahi, of the

Lands of the West, or of Cyprus, stands on a par with the

changing images for the king, who appears as Lord of

Radiance, a young bull, or a fierce-eyed lion. The rich-

ness of the poetic texture is all that matters. We may even

go further: It would seem (and I shall enlarge on this) that

in Egypt poeHcTornTcouKTnofTe combined with exacti-

^j3e oT contents or the progression oF a sTory; it woiiM

seem that either facts or poetry prevailed and that these

"states of rnind were experienc§d.AS .niutualLy-exclusivfi by

the Egyptians^

'""^nCet us, first of all, demonstrate that the texts of Tuth-

mosis III are typical examples; they faithfully reflect

Egyptian usage. For instance, we find the same separa-

tion between facts and poetry in an inscription which is

a thousand years older and which occurs in the tomb of

Uni, an oflBcial of the Sixth Dynasty whom we have men-

tioned before (page 35 and following). He commanded

a campaign in Palestine, and in his biography, engraved

in his tomb, he first gives a straightforward description of

the undertaking in prose, which contains all the facts. But

then the text turns into a short hymn of two-lined stanzas,

which convey no information whatsoever but repeat the

theme with pleasing elegance:

This army returned in safety

After it had hacked up the land of the sand-dwellers.

This army returned in safety

After it had cut down its figs and vines.
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This army returned in safety

After it had slain troops therein in many ten thousands.

And so forth.^* It is^clear^then, that Egyptian poetry re-

fused to be burdened with the necessity o( conveying in-

~Tormation. It required a single mood and a single themeT'"

and the richness and variety of its imagery seems to have

"""forme'd the main source fof aesthetic satisfaction to the""

"ancient^,

There is a curious feature in the form of these poems

which deserves comment. You will have noticed that the

compositions which^ are rnqst^accomplished ^n form start

their stanzas with an identical line. We do not use that

poefTc^oriiii we'^o kno^ however, stanzas ending with

an identical line, the refrain. The diflFerence between our

usage and that of the Egyptians is most revealing. A re-

frain may be an epitome, in which case the stanzas appear

as variations on a theme. But a poem with a refrain may
amount to a statement that, whatever the circumstances

wETcFtlie stanzas describe, there is no change. In other

words, sucH poems are HaseH on aiy^x^ecf^^^^ change.

TEe^Egyptian poems, starting each stanzas with the same

line, exclud^ from tKe „very first the possibi^^^

'l hey are, tne^^ in exact agreement with the attituae o

mind which we have throughout found to be characteristic

of the Egyptians, namely, that only that which was change-

less possessed significance

The peculiarities of Egyptian poems dealing with what

we should call epic subjects recur in philosophical poems.

If we consider the "Dialogue of a Man Weary of Life

with His Soul," we find, first of all, a discussion of the issue

between the two. The issue is whether suicide is desirable

1* Breasted, Ancient Records, I, § 313. Textual marks omitted.
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in the circumstances in which the man finds himself. We
do not know (since the text is damaged) precisely what

these circumstances were; it seems to me that the difficulty

consisted in the fact that at the time no proper ritual

burial could be assmed. However, the issue itself does not

concern us at present; we are interested in the literary

form of the composition, and we note, then, that the actual

discussion of the issue is rendered in prose. It consists of

speeches by the man and by his soul, and these speeches

are in prose. After the soul's second ripost the man recites

four poems; all of these consist of three-line staiizas and

within each poem all the stanzas start with the same line.

I shall quote typical sections, mainly in the translation of

Dr.
J.

A. Wilson.i«

The first poem opens the man's address to his soul:

Behold, my name will reek through thee

More than the stench of fishermen,

More than the stagnant swamps where they have fished.

Behold, my name will reek through thee

More than the stench of bird-droppings

On summer days when the sky is hot.

There are eight of these stanzas. Then follow fifteen stanzas

of the second poem:

To whom can I speak today?

One's fellows are evil;

The friends of today do not love.

To whom can I speak today?

The gentle man has perished,

The violent man has access to everybody.

^"^ The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man (Chicago, 1946), pp.
102-3.
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To whom can I speak today?

Faces are invisible,

Each man looks down before his fellows.

To whom can I speak today?

There are no righteous men,

The earth is surrendered to criminals.

Ihe third poem has only six stanzas, and I quote three:

Death stands before me today

Like the recovery of a sick man,

Like going outdoors again after being confined.

Death stands before me today

Like the fragrance of myrrh.

Like sitting under a shade on a breezy day.

Death stands before me today

As a man longs to see his house.

After he has spent many years held in captivity.

The last poem has only three stanzas; I shall quote tvi^o:

Nay, but he who is yonder

Shall be a living god,

Inflicting punishment upon the doer of evil.

Nay, but he who is yonder

Shall be a man of wisdom,

Not stopped from appealing to Re when he speaks.

The sequence of the four poems constitutes an argument

but each poem in itself is but one isolated element of that

argument, an element presented m^a_series^o^j/ari^^

tHe argument as such, moving from the premise to the

"^concMsionj'ToTnd" apparenl^^^ nof T)e expressed inpoetic

Jorm, so tEat the Four poems follow one another without

any connection between them._ Yet together they present,

a logical line of thought. The man says to his soul: If I
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follow your advice I shaU^become^ an outc^ast_(J'My n^y^

wiTl reek through thee"); moreover, present-day soci^y

irTrTtolerable ("To whom can I speak today?"). Hence

"Heath is liberation, a way out of sorrow (third poem), and

in"Ihe hereafter it will go well with me (fourth poem) . We
*may assume that the elaboration of'eacTrstepof^thie argu-

ment by the varied expression given to it in the stanzas

of one poem made it sufficiently clear to the listeners how
it was connected with the next step. In any case, the logi-

cal progression of the argument, the motivation of the

sequence of the four poems, has not been made explicit.

The composition ends with a short speech of the soul

showing that the argument has been convincing, for it

acquiesces in the action which the man is going to take.

This speech is rendered again in prose.

THE SHORT STORY

The examples of Egyptian poetry which we have quoted

included religious hymns, songs of victory, and—if the

designation be accepted for our last example—philosophi-

cal secular poetry. The formal characteristics, and also the

limitations and procedure, proved the same in all these

categories, and the conclusions which we have drawn in

the course of our discussion therefore reveal features which

are truly characteristic. However, we must still consider

prose as an art form. It is best known in the form of the

short story, of which several highly accomplished exam-

ples are known. For our purpose, we need specimens which

are preserved in their entirety so that their form, espe-

cially their composition, is clear. We have referred to

these already (pages 46, 96). One, the story of Sinuhe,

relates how its hero, on a campaign with the crown prince.
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overhears a messenger reporting the death of the king.

The crown prince sets out at once and in secret for the

capital to make sure of the succession, but Sinuhe knows

of intrigues against him and possibly doubts the chances

of success of his master; and the downfall of the crown

prince would, of course, drag his supporters with it. The

matter is left obscure because the text was written after

the crown prince had, in fact, succeeded his father as

Senusert I. The story merely describes how Sinuhe, panic-

stricken, flees in the greatest confusion from the camp.

He hides in the reeds, crosses a waterway in a boat with-

out rudder; hides again and watches the sentries on a

fortress wall at the front''er until the fall of night gives

him a chance to cross over into the Sinai Desert. There he

almost dies of thirst, is found by Bedaween, and becomes

influential among them, after defeating an enemy of the

tribe in single combat. He marries and settles, but retains

contact with Egypt by eagerly receiving all messengers

and travelers to and from the Nile Valley. In the end his

old master, the king, summons him to return. His recep-

tion at court, with the queen and the princesses marveling

at his barbaric appearance, is described in great detail. He
is given a tomb (page 96 above) and thus reaches a

happy old age.

We are inclined to read this truly entertaining story as a

tale of adventure. But if we do that, we inevitably mis-

judge it. Peet, for instance, condemns it because the nar-

rative is held up by a poem in praise of Senusert I, and

by the insertion of the king's summons verbatim and

Sinuhe's reply. ^^ But these documents mark the turning

16 T. E. Peet, A Comparative Study of the Literatures of Egypt, Palestine,

and Mesopotamia (London, 1931), pp. 37 £.
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point of the story. They show how a life unusually dis-

turbed by strange but passing adventures is redeemed by
reintegration in the established order of Egyptian society,

ITie story of Sinuhe is not a tale of adventure; it deals

with the values of life as they appeared to the Egyptians,

riot in the form of "teachings," but as exemphfied by an

exceptional career, a tale which shows what is lost by

exile, and what can be retained, and even regained, by

force of character. The sections which we are inclined to
- -

^— ^
cut out, since they slow down the narrative, were for the

Egyptians the highlights of the document. Sinuhe's ad-'

ventures, on the other hand, are clearly shown to be with-

out ultimate significance by the fact that they make no

difference at all. At the end of the story the hero is back

at his starting point, established as a favored servant of

Senusert I. All he has acquired in Asia he has left behind,

even his family. In the end he is shown to have gained

nothing but this: The consequences of his impulsive act,

which made himl)reak away from the service of his royal

master, are obliterated. _^ ' "

The correctness of this interpretation is shown by an-

other tale which is also almost completely preserved, the

"Eloquent Peasant." It was as popular as the story of

Sinuhe and hence is preserved in several copies. I quote,

in Dr. Gardiner's translation, the beginning as an example

of the Egyptian's accomplishment as a narrator:
^"^

There was once a man whose name was Khunanup, a peasant

of the Sekhet Hmuet; and he had a wife whose name was Marye.

And this peasant said to her his wife: "Behold I am going

1^ After Gardiner, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, IX (1923), 7 5.

In view of our purpose, we have omitted diacritical marks, indications of

uncertainties in the reading, and other notes which would distract the

reader.
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down into Egypt to bring food thence for my children. Go now,

measure out for me the corn which is in the bam, the remainder

of last harvest's corn." Then he measured out to her six gallons of

corn.

And this peasant said to his wife: "Behold, there are left over

twenty gallons of corn to be food for thee and thy children; but

make thou for me these six gallons of corn into bread and beer

for every day in which I shall be travelling."

So this peasant went down into Egypt, after that he had

loaded his asses with rushes, . . . natron, salt, . . . leopard

skins, wolf furs, bamboo, . . . And this peasant departed south-

ward toward Nenesu and arrived in the vicinity of Per-fiofi to the

north of Medene; and he found a man standing on the river-bank

named Thothnakht, the son of a man whose name was Isry, a

vassal of the high steward Rensi, the son of Meru.

And this Thothnakht said, when he saw asses belonging to this

peasant which were desirable in his heart: "Would that I had

some potent idol that I might steal away the belongings of this

peasant withal!" Now the house of this Thothnakht was on the

riverside path, which was narrow and not broad, equal to the

breadth of a loincloth; and the one side of it was under water,

and the other under corn.

And this Thothnakht said to his servant: "Go, bring me a cloth

from my house." And it was brought to him straightway. Then
he stretched it over the riverside path, so that its fringe rested on

the water and its hem on the com. Then came this peasant along

the public road.

And this Thothnakht said: "Have a care, peasant; wouldst

tread on my garments?"

And this peasant said: "I will do thy pleasure; my course is a

good one." So he went up higher.

And this Thothnakht said: "Shalt thou have my corn for a

path?"

And this peasant said: "My course is a good one. The bank is

high and our only course is under corn; and still thou cumber-

est our way with thy garments. Wilt thou then not let us pass

along the road?"
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Thereupon one of the asses filled its mouth with a wisp of corn.

And this Thothnakht said: "Behold, I will take away thy ass,

peasant, because it is eating my corn. Behold, it shall toil be-

cause of its offence."

And this peasant said: "My course is a good one. Only one ^^

has been hurt. I brought my donkey on account of its endurance,

thou takest it away for the filling of its mouth with a wisp of

corn. Nay, but I know the lord of this domain. It belongs to the

high steward Rensi, the son of Meru. It is he who restrains every

robber throughout the entire land; and shall I then be robbed in

his own domain?"

And this Thothnakht said: "Is this the proverb which people

say: The poor man's name is not pronounced save for his

master's sake? It is I who speak to thee, and it is the high steward

whom thou callest to mindl"

Then he took up a rod of green tamarisk against him and be-

laboured all his limbs therewith; seized his asses and drove them

into his domain.

Thereupon this peasant fell a-weeping very bitterly for the

pain of that which was done to him. And this Thothnakht said:

"Lift not up thy voice, peasant. Behold, thou art bound for the

abode of the Lord of Silence!" ^^

And this peasant said: "Thou beatest me, thou stealest away

my goods; and then takest thou the complaint from my mouth!

Thou Lord of Silence, give me back my chattels, so that I may
cease to cry out thy disturbance!"

And this peasant tarried for ten long spaces over ten days

making petition to this Thothnakht, but he paid no heed to it. So

this peasant departed to Nenesu in order to make petition to the

high steward Rensi, the son of Meru, and found him as he was

coming forth from the door of his house to go down into his

barge belonging to the judgment hall.^°

And this peasant said: "Would that I might be permitted to

18 Scil. wisp of corn.

18 The land of the dead; see p. 108 above.
20 Rensi was just going to a session of the court and was using the oflBcial

barge.
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rejoice thy heart with this narration. W^ere it possible that a

servant of thy choice might come to me, so that he might bear

tidings from me to thee concerning it?"

So the high steward Rensi, the son of Mem, caused a servant

of his choice to go in front of him in order that he might bring

tidings from this peasant concerning this matter in its even.' as-

pect.-^ Then the high steward Rensi, the son of Mem, laid an

information against this Thothnakht before the magistrates who
were with him.

And they said to him : "Probably it is some peasant of his who
has come to someone else beside him. Behold, that is what they

use to do to peasants of theirs who have come to others beside

themselves. Is it a case for one's punishing this Thothnakht on

account of a trifle of natron and a trifle of salt? Let him be com-

manded to replace it, so that he may replace it."

But the high steward Rensi, the son of Mem, held his peace

and answered not these magistrates,-- neither did he answer this

peasant.

The peasant then makes a petition to the high steward

in such unusually beautiful language that Rensi reports it

to the king. Pharaoh commands that the peasant's case

shall not be decided for a while so that he shall be obliged

to make further petitions, and these must be put do\sTi in

writing. Meanwhile Rensi takes care of the peasant's fam-

ily, although the peasant does not know it. There follow

eight petitions, and these form the bulk of our text. Con-

sequently they must be the cause of its popularity' in Eg\-pt.

Modern critics, however, condemn them one and all as

monotonous and artificial. They consist of passages like the

following:

Is it not WTong, a balance which tilts, a plummet which de-

flects, a straightforward man who is become a shirker? Behold,

21 The peasant and the senant go on ahead of Rensi by land, so that Rensi

is able at once to lay the matter before his colleagues on the bench.
-- For the implications of this silence see p. 66 above and p. 70, n. 12.
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justice (Maat) escapes (?) from beneath thee, being expelled

from its place . .
.^*

The poor man's possessions are breath to him, and one who
takes them away stoppeth up his nose. Thou wast appointed to

hear pleas, to decide between suitors, to repress the brigand;

and behold, what thou dost is to support the thief. One puts

faith in thee, and thou art become a transgressor. Thou wast set

for a dam unto the poor man, take heed lest he drown; behold,

thou art a swift current to him.^*

We do not relish page after page of such sayings but

they resemble the "teachings" which we discussed in the

third chapter. They also remind us of the peculiarities of

Egyptian poetry. In artistic prose, too, the progression of a

story or an argument was not considered the mostjm-

portant element of a work of hterature. Here, as in the

poems, we find a single mood and a single subject, pre-^.

s^eH with rich variation. And the subjects considered

wortKy of such artful and laborious treatment are, in prose

"S5 in poetry, the unchanglhg values of Jife. If we are to"

understand the Egyptian and understand the works he

left us, we must agree with his basic conviction that the

touchstone of significance is permanence.

ARCHITECTURAL FORMS

The same conviction determined the character of Egyptian

art. We shall demonstrate this here in the province of archi-

tecture. The permanence of Egyptian monuments is pro-

verbial with us, an3"it isl eveh'^gjS„-Sa.y:.lhat.Ae_m^

"Hiiction"H"Tfoni^ardnt^ an Egyptian invention of

faF-reacEjn^ iinport.anQ?,.jwas- dua to . the wisli, to ensurfi»

the permanence of buildings. The earliest stone structure,

23 Gardiner, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, IX ( 1923), 11, 11. 96-98.

2* Ibid.. 16, U. 234-37.
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Djoser's funerary complex at Saqqara, imitated with paJQ:

fill precision traditional structures of reed and wood from

"which it was meant to differ in durability alone. Egyptian

stone architecture thus possessed a paradoxical character

from the first. Soon after its invention, under the Fourth

Dynasty, at least in the necropolis at Gizeh, its pecuhar

potentialities were realized. The unadorned oblong tombT"

surrounding the king's pyramid, the bare monolithic piltars
""

oFi*ed granite placed on an alabaster floor in the funerary"

temples (Figure 27), all these achieved effects for whidh

the distinctive qualities of stone—its massiveness, texture,

and color—were exclusively responsible. But immediately

afterwards, in the Fffth Dynasty, the Egyptians broke^

away from this austere style. They returned to the use

w relief and invented ornamental columns which have re-

mained characteristic of Egyptian architecture ever sirici^

They utilized plant forms. A bundle of lotus or papyrus

flowers (Figure 23) or, more rarely, a palm tree (Figure

28) were translated into architectural supports. At this

time there is no question of imitation. There is no proto-

type of the papyrus column in primitive reed architecture;

the Fifth Dynasty created new and purely architectural

forms. The columns liave a base, a shaft, a capital, and an

aBacus to carry the architrave. Natural forms are only used

to the extent that they can be made to serve architectural

ends: the triangular section of the papyrus column sup-

plies the sharp ribbing of the shaft. The rope which holds

the bundle together becomes a border separating shaft

and capital. The sheaths from which the stalks sprout are

made into a pattern which sets off the base of the shaft

from the column base, and in a like manner the bracts of

the flowers mark the lower edge of the capital. If we re-
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call the appearance of the papyrus plant in nature (Figure

24) we shall admit that the column represents no mean

artistic creation.

Yet, for all their logical articulation, the plant columns

remain problematical, at least to modern students of art.

We question whether renderings of tender buds and

flowers should be made to carry tons of stone. But the

Egyptians, even on the rare occasions when they used the

paJnTtree^s the protol)^^r tKeir cpTumns (Figure 28),

supported the architrave, not on the stem, but on the styl-

ize3"cr6wn of palm fronds; they evidently did not share our

appreciation of functionar appropriateness. It is, however,

astonishing that they were not disturbed by another aspect

of the plant column. Flowering plants almost everywhere

call forth the very thought of transitoriness which the "Egyp^

tians^ attempted to banisKTl/Temusf conclude that lotus

and papyrus possessed FoFthefri associations of a different

order wifiich prevented the realization of the perishable

nature of the plants From coming to the |ore*,The chie to

'an"unH^irstahdihg of llie pTant columns lies in their dis-

position in buildings.

The aiTangement of columns in Egyptian buildings di-

verge noticeably from our own usage. It is true that col-

umns were sometimes used with an effect which we too

admire, in private houses, rock tombs, and temple porti-

coes; we even find in the applied arts a charming use of

diminutive plant columns, for instance as mirror handles.

But if we must single out the use of the plant column which

is most cliaracteristic of Egypt, we think of its massed_oc-

cuiTcnce in tlie temples of the second and first millenniums

B.C. (Figure 26). We are oppressed by the lack of space

between these bulky supports which crowd the hypostyle
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halls and colonnades in a manner not adequately explained

by the limited length of the stone architraves. For art^s

vital as that of ancient Egypt is not subject to the hmita-

tions of materials, but, on the contrary, chooses materiair

"wKich enable it the fullest scope of expression. We must

""grant that the Egyptians did not find the massing oF^T^
"umns objectionable, and even that this feature of their

teliiples may have had a positive value for them^We fincl,

then, that in the use of their very original columns no less

than in their conception, the Egyptians were guided by

tendencies which are strange to us.

We may understand these tendencies best by consider-

ing their ejffect on temple planning (Figure 29). The

basic plan of an Egyptian temple is logical and compre-

hensible. Thejioly of Holies wajajjmd^ room in the

central axis of the temple towards the back. It thus ap-

pears as at the end of a long road wHicn passed through

tEe^ forecourts and narrowed through porticos and halls

imtil the hidden shrine was reached. This road also

mounted, steeply in the case of the pyramid temples and

tlje rock temples, less noticeably in other cases. Butj^at

every door we find a few steps or a ramp to mark the rise.

"For the Holy of Hohes "was idMIIy conceived as
^^^1^

primeval hill, the first land to arise from the waters of

""chaos on the day of creation. ^^ Since all that exists had

gone forth from this spot, it was a center of immeasurable

^ The conception of the shrine as the primeval hill is ex-

pressed in the names of most of Egypt's famous sanctu-

aries. It also explains the peculiarities of Egyptian temple

25 A. de Buck, De egyptische Voorstellingen betreffende den Oerheuvel
(Leiden, 1922).
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architecture, in the first place the use of plant columns.

The waters of chaos and the primeval hill formed a sort

oTlandscape of "the first time" which played as great a

part in the religious imagination of the Egyptians as did

the Judaean hills with the Garden of Gethsemane and

the Mount of Golgotha in that of Christians. The Egyp-

tian rehgious landscape was a vast expanse of marsh

(Figure 24). It is almost ubiquitous in religious literature.

It is present in the belief in an afterhfe as the Field of

Rushes (page 110 and following). It is the scene in which

the ancient image of the mother-goddess Hathor, the wild

cow, manifests herself by parting the reeds with her head

(Figure 25). It aflFects the images of the sun-god in many

ways; he was for instance thought to have appeared as a

child sitting in the flower of a lotus; he was thought to

cross the heavens in floats made of reeds; as Amon-Re he

was sometimes thought to have emerged from an egg

which rested on the primeval hill, and to have flown in the

form of a goose over the waters, his honking the first

sound ever made.

Lotus and papyrus were essential constituents of this

unchanging significant "landscape of the first time." It was^

not their pensFaBTe'm^^ impressed the Egyptians;

on the contrary, the decay of the indiyidual plants was a

meaningless incident in comparison with the perennial

presence of the species in the scenery from which tlie^

universe had gone forth, and which was a reality^ ever-

present in man's thought through the religious imagery

which we have menUonei^^Jlji the stone columns of the

temples the perishable nature of the plants had been over-

come but their true significance preserved. These columns

banned the religious landscape to the site of the temple.
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their massed disposition intensifying the effect. For the

temple, in Egypt, was a place of power. The gods were

inmianent in nature, and hence difficult to localize. The*

teinple cast a spell, as it were, on a given spot where di-"

Timties might be approached. This explains the confusion

vmich the main sanctuaries of Egypt, at Karnak (Figure

30) and Luxor, present—a confusion which remains im-

possible to understand if we approach them as works of

architecture. We have seen that the basic plan of the Egyp-

tian temple was simple and logical. But the sanctuaries

which enjoyed the greatest prestige during the New King-

dom (and of those of the Old and Middle Kingdoms we
know very little) are disorderly conglomerates; the road

from entrance to Holy of Holies was lengthened by the

addition of new courts and pylons in successive reigns,

or even during the reign of the founder. Subordinate shrines

were built at the sides or included within the sacred area

when it was enlarged. We miss in this unrestricted exten-

sion of an architectural whole a sense of proportion, a feel-

ing for inherent harmony which put definite limits to the"*

additions which an original layout is able to accommodate.

Bit jdie royal building inscriptions indicate that the Egyp-

tians felt each addition to be not only a credit to the builder,

Jbut. of value to th^,jhiJneu.For if the supreme power of

Amon was expressed by the superlative size of the Karnak

Tempje, the temple gained power too; the accumulated*

efforts of generations intensified the spell which made the

elusive deity, who was manifest in wind and light (page

26 and following), easy of approach at Karnak.

There was, however, an alternative to the confusion

which a temple complex like Karnak displays. If size and

mass represeAtpotencyj it is possible to satisfy thjscjiavdng
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for the^ig^anticjvdthoutj^ be

done if one compels the mass to assume a clear^abstract,

forou This solution was adopted when the kings of the

Old Kingdom constructed their tombs in the form oithe

pyFSffi^''(TigurTSl]'rfhe'g^^ the shrine on^
eTevanoiT s\inbolized the prinieyal hill. But no description

and no pfcture^canT^oj^^tice to these monuments. Their

actual size is an important element in the overwhelming

impression which they create when one succeeds in con-

templating them from the desert side, distant from the

distractions through which one is unfortunately compelled

to approach them. We must remember that they were

originally cased from tip to base with smooth stones of

which even the joints were next to invisible. Thus tjbegg

symbols of the place where all life had originated were

SeFTi^nTeve^ paHiHTail^IM^^^ call uptne

thought of an alternative—and hence ol transcience. TKey

are beyond change.^

"TKie pyramids cannot be compared with any other tyge^

ofltructilrerTFeprrreonfpteteiTHT^^

pleTBeTon^uigltcriKimlTe^'the^^ pyramid

itseUr once the royal hody liad been mterreS^ was 3^
hermetically and every trace of the mouth of the shaft

warbBirterated. They well illustratertKerefore, at the end

of our considerations, the theme which recurred through-

out, to wit, that Egyptian accomplishments are apt to as-

sume in our eyes a paradoxical character. The greatest

triumphs of the inventors of storie architecture are struc-_
"tures which hardly enter into our architectural categories.

BuPlhey do express, with unanswerable finality, the

andenFEgyptTani's conviction that £is universe was a worl^
withoulchaiige.

'*"'"'" """
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31. AIR VIEW OF THE PYRAMIDS AT GIZEH
Courtesy Mr. ]. H. Breasted, Jr.



Index

Abydos, cemeteries at, 105

Air, Shu as, 19, 52; a cosmic power,

14; creative, 22; combined sig-

nificance of sun and, 26

Akh, defined, 63; transfigured spirits

of the dead, 96, 100, 106

Akhenaten, monotheistic cult, 3, 25,

54, 135
Amenemope, 69; teachings, ex-

cerpts, 66 f., 72, 73, 75, 80

Amenhotep III, 55

Amon, 78; manifest in wind and

breath, 22; restoration of cult, 54;

Kamak temple, 155

Amon-Re, 138, 140; rise of, as su-

preme god, 22; immanent in na-

ture, 23; texts describing all-

pervading power, 26, 27; depic-

tion, 154; see also Re
Ani, Papyrus of, 35

Animals, role in religion, 8-14; wor-

ship in Africa and America, 9;

mummified, 9; connection be-

tween gods and, 9 flF., 14; hybrid

forms, 10 fiF., 15; awe felt before

all animal life, 12; existence in

unchanging species, 13, 88; in-

terpretation of the otherness of,

13 f.; association with great cos-

mic gods, 14 f.; see also names of

species, e.g.. Cow; Snake; etc.

Anubis, manifestations, 10 f., 135

Apis bull, 10

Apophis, snake, 18, 132
Architecture, forms, 150-56; poten-

tialities of stone, 151; relief and
ornamental columns, 151 ff.; tem-

ple plan, 153 If.; pyramids, 154

Art, hybrid or transitional forms.

common in, 11 f.; different con-

ceptions combined in, 19; prev-

alence of typical over individual

features in literary and plastic

monuments of king, 46-49; tomb
sculptures, reliefs, and paintings,

47-49, 56, 93, 94, 97, 122; para-

doxes in field of, 124 f.; perma-
nence as touchstone of signifi-

cance, demonstrated in the

province of architecture, 150-56
Asiatics, conquest by, 84
Aten cult, 25; see Monotheism
Attunement to society and nature,

success as, 65-72
Atum, 52, 133, 134; dialogue be-

tween Osiris and, 119 f.

Ba, meaning, 96; dead manifest as,

97, 99, 100
Ba-bird, 12n, 97, 98
Baboon, 10, 79
Babylonians, 97; "Epic of Creation,"

132

Battle reliefs, 48, 56
Beetle, 19

Bible, 76, 77, 81; the Gospels, 3,

154; Old Testament, 3, 27, 51,

61, 132; Jahweh in, 26, 27, 51;

concept of evil, 73; ideal of per-

fection, 74
Biographies, see Funerary literature;

Teachings

Birdlike apparitions of the dead,

97 f.

Book of Gates, 117

"Book of the Dead," 92, 100, 111,

117, 120; excerpt, 52
Books, see Teachings
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Breasted,
J.

H., quoted, 64
Breath, 22
Bulls, 10

Bureaucracy, 33-36, 45; vizier, 33,

34, 41, 44 f.; oflBcials as authors

of the teachings (^.t;. ), 60fiF.;

motivations for the striving after

excellence, 55, 62, 63
Burial, god-master of, 11; see also

Tombs
Byblos, trade with, 38

Catastrophe, political: nature and
effects of, 84 ff.

Cattle cults, 9, 21

Cattle images, 10, 11, 15n, 17, 110,

154
Cemeteries, animal, 9; god of desert,

11; immanence of Peak over, 77;

at Abydos, 105
Change, and movement not denied

to exist, 49; recurrent change sig-

nificant, 50, 88; in a static world,

made by creation alone, 50, 131;

ideals of progress and, excluded

by belief in static universe, 64;

royalty immime to change: death

glossed over, 88 f., 102; death of

mortal a singular yet significant

event, a change in personahty

only, 89; reduced to reafl&rmation

of an unchanging truth, in ritual

performance, 136; possibility of,

excluded in poetry, 141; architec-

tural expression of universe as

world without, 156; see also Per-

manence
Chester Beatty, Papyrus, 128, 130

Childbirth, 15

Circumpolar stars, transfigiwed

dead as, 100, 101, 103, 108,

111

Coffin Texts, 90, 106, 111, 112,

117, 121

Columns, architectural, 151 ff.

"Coming Forth by Day," 92
Commerce, 37 ff.; see Trade
Conduct, the teachings ( q.v. ) as

guides of, 60 ff.; rules, 64 f.

"Contendings of Horus and Seth,"

128 f.

Copyings in hterary and plastic

monuments, 47 f., 59
Cosmic circuit, the dead in, 101,

105-23

Cosmic gods, 14-22; see Gods
Council, privy: session of, 56
Courts of law, 34
Cow, Hathor as, 11, 17, 110, 154;
Nut as, 15

Creation, story of, 20 f., 131; con-
ceived as procreation, 20, 52;

primeval hiU and waters, 21, 53,

154; connection of kingship with,

30, 50 ff.; frequency of creation

stories: why played such large

part in Egyptian thought, 50 f.;

only significant nonrecurrent
event, 131; Hebrew and other

accounts, 132
Creator, seen as absolute origin of

all, 17; kingly character: powers
latent in, 52

Crocodile, 26, 68
Crossed arrows of Neith, 8
Cult-objects, variety of, 5
Cults, origin, 5, 8; animal (q.v.),

8-14; common: adhered to

throughout land, 21; restoration

of the Amon, 54

Darkness, 18

"Dead, Book of the," see Book
Death and the dead, funerary texts

(q.v.), 32, 46 ff., 82, 107 ff., 117,

120, 122; described, 109; pre-

occupation witli death and with
the possibility and conditions of

survival, 84, 88-123; multiplicity

of approaches to subject of, 91,

121; dwelling place in the tombs,

92-96; communication with, 93,

94; necessity for preservation of

physical form as mummy or

statue, 93; reliance upon priests,

95; and descendants, 95, 104; the

appearing dead, 96-99; birdlike

apparitions, 97 f.; the transfigured
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dead, 100-102; the dead in the

cosmic circuit, 101, 105-23; the

quasi-royal dead, 102-5, 106; fear

and precaution, 108, 109, 112,

116-20; terms used in references

to dwelling place, 110; to ob-

stacles found there, 112; jour-

ney to the tomb: roads in

Heaven, 115; judgment in the

hereafter, 117-19; metaphysical

problem of relation between life

and death, 122 f.; see also Tombs
"Declaration of Innocence," 118

"Dialogue of a Man Weary of Life

with His Soul," 98; with ex-

cerpts, 86, 141-44

Dishonesty, 75 f.

Distribution of goods, 39 ff.

Divinity beyond the phenomena,
Memphite belief in, 23

Divinity of kings, 30, 31

Djoser's funerary complex, 151

Drama, none as art form, 126, 135;

mystery play and dramatic texts,

135 f.

Ea, Sumerian god, 26
Earth, 52; a cosmic power, 14; Ptah

as power in, 20, 24; Osiris be-

came, 103, 105

Economic organization, 36-42; see

also Trade
"Eloquent Peasant, Tale of the,"

34n, 46, 70n; excerpt, 146-50

Embalmment, god-master of, 11

Enemies of king, depiction, 48, 56

Enlil, Sumerian god, 26
Epic, none as an art form, 124, 126,

136; poems dealing with epic

subjects, 141

"Epic of Creation," 132

Evil, only limited preoccupation

with concept of, 73-80

Falcon, 15, 21

Falsehood, 75 f.

Fear of death, 108, 109, 112, 116 ff.;

outlets to fear, 116; judgment in

the hereafter, 117-19

Field of Kenset, 112
Field of OfFerings, 110, 112, 115
Field of Rushes, 110-20 passim, 154
"First time," see Creation

Folk tale, myth in literature and,

126-35

Food, spiritual view of, 91
Foreign trade, 37-39

Frankfort, Mrs. H. A., quoted, 122

Freedom, personal: extent and na-

ture of, 42
Funerary literature, individuality

of kings hidden under generali-

ties, 32, 46 If.; nature of ideal

biographies in tombs, 82; fear

and anxiety evidenced in texts,

107 ff., 117, 120, 122
Funerary procession, 84, 115
Funerary provisions, see Death;

Tombs

Gardiner, Alan H., 98
Geb, earth, 52
Generative force, 26
Gizeh, necropolis at, 151

God, the one: of Akhenaten, 3, 25,

54

God of the Bible, 76, 77, 81;

Jahweh compared with Amon-Re,
26 If.; first manifestation of

power, 51

Gods, and their symbols, 3-8; un-

limited number recognized, 3, 4,

25; connection between animals

(q.v.) and, 8-14, 15; hybrid or

transitional forms, 10 ff., 15; the

five great cosmic gods, 14-22;

their relevancy to human affairs,

15 ff.; correlations of problems

and phenomena, 16 ff., 21; mul-
tiplicity of approaches and of

answers, 18 If.; in creation story,

20, 51 f.; numerous cults through-

out the land, 21; closest approach

to worship of a supreme and uni-

versal god, 22; rise of Amon-Re,
22, 26; immanence of, in nature,

23-29; captives within own mani-

festations, 25, 28; incomplete as
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Gods (Continued)
personages, 25, 28; vagueness in

characterization of, 26, 46 ff.;

king given power: put on a par

with, 52; said to live by Maat,

55; frequent use of the word
"God" in the teachings, 67, 76;

indirect retribution, 70; devotion

to, expressed in hymns, with ex-

cerpts, 76-80; remain aloof from
man: communicate only with di-

vine king, 81; judgment before

the Great God, 117; humanized
in myths, 127; represented by
actors, 135 f.; see also under
names, e.g., Amon-Re; Osiris;

etc

of Greece, 26, 69
of Sumer, 26

Good life, see Life

Gospels, see Bible

Government, see Kingship; State

Grave goods, see Tombs
Greeks, rehgion, 26, 74; pride, 69;

manifestations of the dead, 97

Harakhte, hymn to, 78
Haremhab, sun-hymn of, 18

Edict of, 44
Harkhuf, governor of the South, 45
Harpers' songs, excerpt, 83

Harvests, 41 f.

Hathor, 77, 128; representations of,

11, 12, 15, 19, 110, 154

Heaven, concepts of, see entries un-

der Death
Hebrew religion, 60; Old Testa-

ment, 3, 27, 51, 61; concept of

God, 26, 27, 51; story of crea-

tion, 132

Heqt, toad goddess, 15

"Hidden One, The," 22
Hill, primeval, 21, 53, 154; archi-

tectural symbols, 153, 156

Historical events unimportant, 48 f.,

50
Holy of Holies in temple, 153
Horus, 28; manifestations, 10; in-

carnate in each Pharaoh, 52, 88;

myth of Osiris, Isis, and, 102 fiF.,

126-31, 136; responsibility for fa-

ther, 104n
Human image, early appearance of,

11; hybrid forms, 11, 15; cosmic
gods depicted in, 15

Human life, answers to problems of,

found in transcendent power and
order of cosmic phenomena, 15;
universe best understood in terms
of, 28; integrated with life of na-
ture, 29; political status and eco-
nomic services of the people, 36-

46; personal freedom, 42, 58; the
passionate, and the silent, man,
65 ff.

Hymns, to sun, 17 f., 132 f., 135; to

Amon, 26; and Zeus, 27; natiure

of, 76; expressions of gratitude or

f)rayer, with excerpts, 76-80; be-
ong to popular hterature, 79; al-

lusions to Osiris myth, 126;
hymns to Osiris, 130; see also

Poetry

Ibis, 10, 79
Images; quasi-conflicting, 18 f.; in-

separable from ancient thought,

28
Immanence of the gods in nature,

23-29

Immanent power, all divine power
was, 19

Immortahty, see entries under
Death and the dead

Import trade, 37, 39
Inherited possessions, sanctity, 65,

82
Isis, 26, 28; throne as distinctive at-

tribute, 6, 16; significance:

monuments to, 7; myth of Osiris,

Horus, and, 102 ff., 126-31, 136;

in circuit of sun, 106, 107
Islamic religion, 3
Isle of Flame, 114, 117

Jackal, 11, 135

Jacobsen, Thorkild, 26

Jahweh, see God of the Bible
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Judges, 34; forty-two, of nether-

world, 118, 119

Judgment in the hereafter, 117-19

Justice, Maat ( q.v. ), 43-46; concep-
tion of, pertaining to both ethics

and metaphysics, 46, 54; role of

king and officials as champions
of, 43 flF., 53; as the divine order

of society, 54

Ka, meanings and functions, 91
Kadesh, battle of, 136n
"Kagemni, Teachings of," excerpts,

60. 71
Karnak, temple at, 155
Khay, verb: meaning and use, 53,

56
Khnum, creative power, 20, 21, 85
Kingship and king, bond between

throne and power of, 6; signifi-

cance of Isis in relation to, 7;

Egyptian conception of the state

inseparable from, 30; doctrine of
divinity, 30, 31; individuality hid-

den under generahties, 32, 46 flF.;

royal kinsmen in bureaucracy,

33; all officials deputies of, 34,

36; import trade a monopoly, 37;
gifts to rulers or officials, 38, 39;
distribution of goods, 41; indis-

pensable function in state sum-
marized, 42; justice (q.v.) the
essence of government, insepara-

ble from, 43-46; in center of

entertainment literature, 43; con-
ventional elements and typical

features in literary and plastic

monuments, 47 f.; significance of

pictorial renderings of victories,

48 f.; permanence a fundamental
feature, 49-58; connection with
creation and its gods, 50 ff.;

Horus incarnate in each Pharaoh,
52; an inspired rule, still con-
taining an element of creativity,

53; use of term Maat
( q.v. ) in

connection with, 53 ff.; cannot
consult mortals: how decisions

represented, 56; death and after-

life, 102-5, 106; royalty swept
away during profound upheaval:
survival in recurring chthonic
forces, 103; why tomb texts, rites,

and emblems became appropri-
ate for all, 104; preponderant part
in literature, 124; literary con-
vention in connection with, 137;
see also names of kings, e.g.,

Akhenaten; Pepi

Labor of people, see People
Lakes in land of the dead, 112, 114
Land, ownership and distribution,

41
primeval, see Hill

Landscape, religious, 154
Language, written, 125
Law, origin in king, 44
Letters to the dead, 89
Libyans, Pepi II victory over, 48
Lichtheim, Miriam, 83
Life, breath as source, 22

Egyptian way of, 59-87;

"teachings" expounding the good
life and way of achieving it, 59 fF.;

pragmatic misinterpretation of,

62-65; success as attunement:
dangers of ignorance, passion,

and pride, 65-73; absence of
the concept of sin, 73-80; the
significance of tradition, 80-87;

dependence upon human wisdom
alone, for direction, 81; sum-
marized, 83-87; attitude under
circumstances which made valid-

ity of, seem problematical, 84-87
Life after death, 84, 88-123; see

entries under Death and tlie dead
Literature, quasi-conflicting images

encountered, 18 f.; concern with
king, 43; teachings expounding
the good life and way of achiev-

ing it, with excerpts, 59-87
passim; funerary, in tombs, 46 flF.,

82, 107 ff., 117, 120; ideals and
feelings expressed in poetry, 83;

paradoxes in field of, 124-26;

judgment handicapped by systent
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Literature (Continued)
of writing, 125; poetic forms,

125 f., 144; myth in folk tale and,

126-35; absence of drama, 126,

135 f.; poetic references to myth-
ological events, 129 f., 132-35;

absence of coherent account of

creation, 131; narrative vs. poetic

style, 136-44; the short story,

144-50; see also under names of

texts, e.g. "Book of the Dead;"
Pyramid Texts; etc.

Lotus, architectural ornament, 151,

154
Luxor, temple at, 155

Maat, goddess, lOn
Maat, justice, championed by king,

43; ethical and metaphysical im-

plications, 46, 54; use of term in

connection with king, 53 flF.; gods

said to live by, 53; defined as

justice iq.v.) and as the divine

order of society and of nature,

54, 63, 77; "teachings" integrated

by conception of, 62 f.; expresses

belief that universe is changeless,

64; consequences of being in har-

mony with, 72; or against, 117;

opposites of, 74 flF.

Man, see Human; People

Manetho, priest, 51

Markets, local, 40
Megiddo, battle of, 137n
Memphis, tombs, 40
Memphite Theology, 126; creation

story, 20 f., 91; creation as a

spiritual act, 23 f

.

Mentuhotep, King, 58

Merikare, King, Instructions for, 65,

82, 118

Mesopotamia, mood of uncertainty,

60; epic of creation, 132

Min, human shape, 11; as genera-

tive force, 25
Mnevis bull, 10

Moisture, 52
Monopoly, royal, 37

Monotheism, of Akhenaten, 3, 25,

54; worship of Amon-Re the clos-

est approach to, 22
Monmnents, see Architecture; Lit-

erature; Tombs
Moon, 10, 28, 79; rejuvenation in,

108
Motherhood, cow as symbol, 15n
Movement, reciurrent, 49 f., 107
Multiplicity of answers, 20 ff.

Multiplicity of approaches in

thought of the ancients, 4; de-

fined as juxtaposition of views we
consider mutually exclusive, 18;

converse situation, 19; to subject

of death, 91, 121

Mummification, reasons for, 93, 96
Mummified animals, 9
"Mystery Play of the Succession,"

135
Myths, none as art form, 126; in

folk tale and literature, 126-35;

poetic references, 129 f., 132 ff.;

anti-epical attitude towards, 131

Narrative vs. poetic literary style,

136-44; short story, 144-50

Natural forms in architecture, 151 f.,

154
Nature, great powers in, as cosmic

gods, 14 ff.; immanence of the

gods in, 23-29; human life in-

tegrated with, 28; state integrated

with, 57 f.; divine order of, 54

( see also Maat ) ; whether immor-
tality found in sharing the peren-

nial rhythm of, 106, 107, 108, 113,

121

Neith, crossed arrows of, 8

Nemesis, 69
Nephthys, in cycle of Osiris, 106,

107
Netherworld, 109; names for, 110;

journey through, 112 ff.

Nile, 26; funerary journey across,

84, 115; source, 112n, 114

Nile Valley, 110

"Nine Bows," 48
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Nubia, expeditions to, 38, 39
Nun, primeval ocean, 52, 112, 114,

134
Nut, sky-goddess, 17, 52, 112; de-

piction, 15; prayer to, 134

Ocean, primeval, 52, 114
Officials, see Bureaucracy
Old Testament, see Bible

Order, divine: justice as, 54; see

also Justice; Maat
Orion, star. 111, 113
Osiris, 28, 88, 117; myth of Horns,

Isis, and, 7, 102 flF., 126-31, 136;

as earth and its recurrent Ufe,

103, 105; identification of the

dead with, 103 ff.; responsibility

of son for, 104n; "reugion of,

'

107; dialogue between Atum and,

119 f.; hymn to, 130
Otto, Rudolf, 13

Paintings, see Art

Palm tree as prototype for column,

151, 152
Papyrus, architectural ornament,

151, 154
Papyrus Chester Beatty, 128, 130
Paradoxes, in religion: reason for

and meaning of, 3 ff.; in fields of

hterature and art, 124-26

Passionate man, 65-76 passim

Peak, the, 77, 78
Peet, T. E., 145
People, the: political status and

economic services, 36-46; extent

of personal freedom, 42, 58; see

also Human life

Pepi II, victory over Libyans, 48,

55; in the cosmic circuit, 112-14,

134
Pepinakht, funerary text, 45; ex-

cerpt, 82
Permanence, touchstone of signifi-

cance, 49-53; universe compre-

hended as essentially static, 49,

50; significance of the creation

story, 50 ff.; Maat, the order upon

which society forever founded,
54 ff.; uniformity of "teachings"

in earlier and later texts, 59;

ideals of progress and change ex-

cluded by behef in static uni-

verse, 64; significance of tradi-

tion, 80-87; of buildings, 150;

pyramids as symbols, 156; see

also Change
Pharaoh, see Kingship and king

Phoenix, 97
Plant columns, 151 f., 154
Plutarch, account of Osiris myth,

126 ff.

Poetry, ideals and feelings ex-

pressed: harpers' song, excerpt,

83; forms, 125 f., 144; myths not

told in religions, 126; references

to mythological events, 129 f.,

132-35; variety and force, 135;

narrative vs. poetic style, 136-

44; difference between Egyptian

and our usage, 141; see also

Hymns
Political catastrophe, nature and ef-

fects of, 84 ff.

Political organization, 33-36, 40,

42-46, 55
Polytheism, 4
Power, divine: of king, 6 {see also

Kingship); immanence, 19

Pragmatic misinterpretation of the

"teachings," 62-65

Pride, 68 ff.

Procreation, 20, 52

Progress and other changes, ideals

of: excluded by belief in static

universe, 64

Prose vs. poetic style, 136-44; short

story, 144-50

Ptah, earth-god, 77; relation be-

tween Apis bull and, 10; crea-

tive power, 20, 23, 24, 51

"Ptahhotep, Teachings of," excerpts,

61-74 passim

Pyramid architecture, 156

Pyramid Texts, 54, 55, 90, 100, 106,

111, 112, 113, 126, 135
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Qau el Kebir, town, 39 f

.

Ram, 20
Ramses II, 48, 136n
Ramses III, 48, 138

Raw materials, supply, 37, 39; dis-

tribution, 40
Re, sun-god, 16, 88, 106, 117;

relation between Mnevis bull and,

10; identified with Khnum, 20;

with Amon, 22 (see also Amon-
Re); called first king, 51; unusual

treatment of, 52; parallelism be-

tween Pharaoh and, 52, 53, 54,

55; phoenix the Ba of, 97; in

myth, 127; see also Sun
Reed architecture, 151

Reed Field, 100
Rekhmire, vizier, quoted, 43, 104
Reliefs, see Art

Religion, the gods (q.v.), 3-29;

contradictions and apparent con-

fusions in, 3 ff.; possessed neither

central dogma nor holy book, 3;

multiplicity of approaches and of

answers: discussions of so-called

syncretism in, 21; closest ap-

proach to monotheism, 22; two
opposite doctrines not acceptable

to Egyptians, 24; two basic truths,

25
biblical, see Bible; Hebrew;

God
"Repeating hfe," 107
Revolution, absence of, 31, 43
"Risen Land, The," 20
Royalty, insignia of, 6; see also

Kingship and king

Sacred animals, 8-14; see Animals
Sahure, King, 48
Saqqara, Djoser's funerary complex

at, 151

Scribe of the gods, lOn
Scribes, Thoth the god of, 79
Sculptures of Pharaoh, 46-49; rea-

son for development of, 93
Security, feeling of, 60
Seele, Keith C, 44

Senusert I, 96, 145
Senusert III, 39
Serpent, 18, 132
Seth, murderer of Osiris, 102, 104;

contendings with Horus, 128 f.;

manifest in stories, 129
Seti I, 138; cenotaph of, 19, 97, 98
Short story, 144-50
Shu, the air, 19, 27, 52, 53; Ba of,

97
Silent man, 65 ff., 80
Sin, absence of the concept of, 73-80
Sinuhe, story of, 96, 144-46

Sky, a cosmic power, 14; Nut as,

15, 17, 52; in cenotaph of Seti I,

19

Snake, 18, 132
Sobek, 25; attributes, 26
Social order, part of cosmic order,

51; collapse of, and its effects,

84 ff., 103
Society, divine order of, 54; har-

mony between nature and, 57 f.;

see also Justice; Maat
Songs, see Hymns; Poetry

Spiritual act, creation viewed as, 23
Stars, transfigured dead as, 100, 101,

103, 108, 111
State, Egyptian conception of, 30-

33; all significant aspects con-

centrated in king: absence of

revolution, 31; political and eco-

nomic organization, 33-46; per-

son of the king, 46-49; perma-
nence the fundamental feature of

kingship, 49 ff.; concept of

change: the significant and the

ephemeral, 49 f.; ethical and
metaphysical imphcations of

Maat, 54 ff.; integrated with the

powers of nature, 57 f.; conquest
and collapse, 84 ff., 103

Stone, transportation of, 38, 39
Stone architecture, 150
Success, as attunement, 65-72; im-

poses obligation to society, 72
Sumer, gods of, 26
Sun, Akhenaten's monotheistic cult

of, 3, 25, 54; depiction, lOn,
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15, 19, 154; a cosmic power, 14;

correlation with several problems,

16 fF.; creative power, 17, 20, 22;

concepts of triumphal character,

18; in cenotaph of Seti I, 19; a

common cult, 21; combined sig-

nificance of air and, 26; aware-

ness of, as living power: rulership

transferred to other gods, 52; in

Osiris-Horus myth, 52, 127, 128;

in creation story, 53, 114, 132;

spirits of the dead in daily jour-

ney with, 106 f., 108, 113, 115;

see also Amon-Re; Re
Sun hymns, 17 f., 132 f., 135

Sun-religion, 107

Superhuman, nonhuman interpreted

as, 13

Superhuman nature of king, 30; see

Kingship

Superhuman powers, symbols, 4 ff.

Sustenance, meanings, 91

Symbols, relationship between the

gods and, 3-8

Syncretistic combinations, 20, 21,

22
Syrian conquests, tomb record, 137

"Tale of the Eloquent Peasant," 34n,

46, 70n; excerpt, 146-50

Tales, popular, 43, 124

Taurt, hybrid form, 12

Taxation, 41

Teachings expounding tlie good hfe

and way of achieving it, with ex-

cerpts, 59-87 passim; pragmatic

misinterpretation of, 62-65; in-

tended for educated public, 79;

wherein their importance lay, 81;

and their wisdom rooted, 82; see

also Literature

Tefnut, moisture, 52
Temple architecture, 153 flF.

Teti, King, 133
Texts, see Literature

Thebes, strikes in, 43
Thoth, 77; manifestations, 10, 11,

79; invocation to, 79 f.

Thought, objectivated, of creator,

23; irreducible unity of image
and, 28

Throne, bond between king and,

6f.

Thunder, 129
Toad Heqt, 15

Tombs, gifts of, from ruler, 39;

burial with weapons: markets de-

picted in, 40; equipment: objects

found in, 40, 90, 92, 93, 94;

sculptures, reliefs, and paintings,

47-49, 56, 93, 94, 97, 122; fu-

nerary literature, 82, 107 ff., 117,

120; series unbroken: evidences

of expectations re afterlife, 90;

significance as dwelling place

after death, 92-96; substitutes in

Abydos cemeteries, 105; essential

part of journey through nether-

world, 115; see also Architecture;

Art; Death and the dead
Totemism, 9
Trade, foreign, 37-39; imports, 37,

39; payment and distribution,

39 ff.; nonexistence of private, on
large scale, 40

Tradition, significance of, 80-87

Transfigured spirits, the dead as,

100-102

Turin Papyrus, 51
Tutankhamen, acts of reign, 54
Tuthmosis III, 48; at battle of

Megiddo, 47; texts of, 137-41;

the poems, 138 f.

Uni, career of, 35, 140
Universe, alive from end to end:

man confronted by powers of, 4;

viewed as a rhythmic movement
within unchanging whole, 13,

49 f.; relevancy of cosmic phe-

nomena to affairs of man, 15, 28;

comprehended as essentially

static, 49; consequences of belief

in its changelessness, 64
Ushebtis in tombs, 119

Vizier, office of, 33; functions, 34,

41, 44 f.; see also Kagemni; Ptah-
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Vizier (Continued)
hotep; Rekhmire

Wady Hammamat, quarrying ex-

pedition to, 38, 57
Water, a cosmic power, 14; belief

that dead must cross, 112, 114 f.

Waters of chaos, 21, 53, 154
Way of life, see Life

Wealth, ill-gotten vs. possession by
right or inheritance, 62, 65

Weapons, burial with, 40
Weber, Max, quoted, 42
West, Goddess of the, 77
West, roads of the, 115
Wilson,

J.
A., 142

Wind, Amon manifest in, 22
Winding Lake, 112
Wise, or silent, man, 65 flF., 80
Writing, system of, 125

Zeus, 9, 26, 27
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